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ABSTRACT 
This report is the result ot' a three month internship with The Historic New Orleans 
Collection in Louisiana. The purpose of the internshIp \vas to gain an understanding of the 
projects and strategies used in op~rating this nonprofit cultural organization 
The majority of my time during the three month period was spent working on five tasks 
assigned to me by the Director of Williams Research Center (WRC), one of the buildings within 
The Collection. I also attended staff meetIngs and lectures as if l were a paid employee of the 
organization. Consequently, l observed the work practices of the statf at \VRC 
This paper outJines my numerous observations of the operations of THNOC, including 
board and staff structures, task descriptions, the supervisory approaches of managers, the 
importance of work environment on productivIty, and the acquisitions, purchases, and programs 
which fulfill the organization's mission. 
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ORGANIZATION HISTORY 
The Historic New Orleans Collection (THNOC) was established in 1966 by General and 
Mrs. L. Kemper Williams. These private collectors of Louisiana materials created the 
organization to maintain and expand their collection and offer its availability to the public 
through research facilities and exhibitions. The institution is operated through the Kemper and 
Leila Williams Foundation. 
The Collection operates in three separate facilities. First, a museum accredited by the 
American Association of Museums, a group of galleries, and a museum shop are housed in a 
complex of seven adjacent 18th and 19th century historic French Quarter buildings at 533 Royal 
Street, 718, 722, 724, and 726 Toulouse Street. Second, the Williams Research Center, 
composed of curatorial, manuscripts, and library collections, is housed in a restored police and 
court building at 410 Chartres Street which is located almost two blocks away from the complex. 
Its collection includes more than a million items, including paintings, documents, books, letters, 
family papers, and artifacts. The Center includes a spacious library called the Reading Room 
which is open to researchers, archivists, students, historians, and any interested public. Third, 
the Conservation Laboratory, located in the Warehouse District at 521 Tchopitoulas Street, is an 
extension of the Research Center. This facility stores many of The Collection's items which are 
considered works in progress or future projects. 
Two additional properties are held within the Kemper and Leila William's Foundation's 
name but are not considered part of THJ\JOc. First, a park in Franklin, a town located north of 
New Orleans, was constructed and is operated through an act of donation provided for in the 
wills of Kemper and Leila Williams. It is maintained by monies paid to the St. Mary's Parish 
Police Jury as the park operator. Mention of this park is not made in any ofTHNOC's 
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promotional brochures; however, references to the park are made in The Foundation's 1999 
Form 990-PF Internal Revenue Service tax return documents, seen in Appendix I on page 101 of 
this report. Second, a parking lot located on Chartres Street is held in the name of the 
foundation. The lot is not utilized by THNOC staff; rather, as noted on the organization's tax 
returns, the lot generates rental income for the nonprofit organization. A copy of this page of 
The Foundation's tax returns can be seen in Appendix I on page 83. 
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BOARD GOVERNANCE 
THNOC's Board of Directors consists of five members. A list of the names and salaries 
of these members can be seen in Appendix I on page 89, beside the numbers 1,3,4,5, and 7. 
The Board is headed by its president whose responsibilities, according to authors Hopkins and 
Friedman (1993) in their book, Successful Fundraisingfor Arts and Cultural Organi:::ations, 
include "conducting board meetings according to accepted rules of parliamentary procedure, 
appointing board members to committees, and working closely with senior staff." (p. 10) At 
THNOC, Madame President not only fulfills these three duties, she also participates in activities 
such as attending THNOC's monthly presentations entitled Third Saturdays, offering lectures, 
speaking on behalf ofTHNOC in television documentaries, and writing texts for various book 
introductions, exhibit descriptions, and publications such as THNOC Quarterly. 
The vice-president, who "should be familiar with the duties of the chair and should be 
able to assume them in the chair's absence," also plays a prominent role in assisting employees in 
ongoing projects of which he has special interest or knowledge. (Hopkins and Friedman, p. 10) 
An example of this assistance is when this vice-president's past resume experience as a surveyor 
influences his aid to employees working on projects which focus on New Orleans properties. 
THNOC combines the duties of the secretary, whose responsibility is "to keep accurate 
records or minutes of the proceedings of each board meeting" and the treasurer, whose 
responsibi lity is to "oversee the financial operations of the organization." (Hopkins and 
Friedman, p. 10) The board member holding this double duty position fulfills his responsibilities 
by recording minutes during meetings and by calculating finances throughout the week in an 
office located in the building at Tchoupitoulas Street. 
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The fourth board member at THNOC assists in the legal areas for the Collection. Finally, 
the fifth board member is an employee from the bank in which the Foundation holds its 
endowment. 
The five persons on THNOC's Board are not necessarily permanent; however, they 
represent permanent members, such as the bank and the law firm which oversees the will of the 
Williams'. Interestingly, no term limits are placed on the members, including the officers' 
positions: rather, one steps down when one feels the time is right. THNOC's policy on this topic 
of board terms opposes author Thomas Wolfs opinion. In his book, Managing a Nonprofit 
Organi::ation, Wolf (1999) asserts that "limits should be placed on terms of office and on the 
number of times a trustee can be reelected." (p. 66) He suggests a three-year system with one 
opportunity for reelection. "Trustee rotation offers a process for replacing weak board members 
with enthusiastic and committed trustees. Because continuity on the board is important, though, 
it is desirable to stagger the terms of trustees so that only one-third of the board members should 
be reaching the end of their terms in anyone year." (Wolf, p. 66) "The fear is that once trustees 
come to the end of their limit of years on the board, they will jump to other organizations and be 
impossible to recruit back. One way to counter this risk is to invite former trustees to other key 
activities including service on committees or as so-called incorporators, overseers, or advisors... " 
(p.66) Hopkins and Friedman agree with Wolf that terms of office for board members should be 
three years, including annual reviews to remove those members who are not participating fully. 
However, the two authors agree that "the terms can sometimes be much longer, depending on 
the individuals involved." (p. 11) 
Marie Malaro (1994) explains in her book, Museum Governance, that the "[e]ffective 
governance of a nonprofit depends ... on [the] sensitivity to one's responsibility to see that the 
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organization serves its public thoughtfully and with integrity." (p. 14) Thoughtful service and 
integrity are demonstrated by the continued efforts of an organization to fulfill its mission. The 
success of THNOC, demonstrated by the large number of assets listed in the balance sheet of the 
organization's IRS tax records (Appendix I, page 76, line 16) as well as the generous amount of 
programs offered to the public (Appendix I, pages 98-101), is due to the Board's actualization of 
THNOC's mission. In other words. the dedication of the individuals on THNOC's Board towards 
the fulfillment of the mission is strong enough to dismiss the idea of officer rotation. 
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STAFF STRUCTURE 
Robert Duncan (1979) discusses the importance of designing a staff structure in his 
article, "What is the Right Organiz~ltIonal Structure?" He explains that the structure of an 
organization's staff illustrates the way that power is filtered through that organization. 
Additionally, he asserts that staff structure denotes upward and downward lines of 
communication within that organization. (p 60) THNOC utilizes a functional organizational 
chart, a system which Duncan claims is characterized by areas of specialization grouped together 
by common functions or departments. (p.65) A diagram of this functional staff chart can be 
seen in Appendix II on page 102. 
It is important to note here that the intern spent her time primarily at Williams Research 
Center (WRC) and the Conversation Lab. The activities which the intern witnessed at this pair 
of bui ldings represent the activities of just one of the nine departments of THNOC. The majority 
of activities which takes place in the other eight departments are conducted at the museum and 
galleries complex located on Royal and Toulouse Streets, a complex which the intern visited 
only a handful of times. She therefore witnessed the inner workings of this location, and 
consequentially the numerous other departments, only a few times. Due to this specificity of the 
intern's working locale, more detail has been given to staff descriptions of the department named 
"WRC." 
The Board of Directors heads THNOC's functional organizational chart, commanding the 
Administration Director who, in tum. heads all descending levels of work at THNOC. This 
particular Director seems very well spoken and skilled at delegating authority. This perspective 
was apparent to the intern after her first attendance at a monthly staff meeting, which was the 
first encounter the intern experienced with the Director. (This event was the one and only time 
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the intern spoke to the Director, an event which was effected by her introduction by the Director 
ofWRC.) The Administration Director spoke proudly of the organization's upcoming January 
symposium and she executed a smooth confidence as she commanded the heads of her 
departments to report the month's current events. She continued this exemplary attitude 
throughout the subsequent events to which the intern was invited, including two more staff 
meetings, a party honoring a French friend of THNOC, and two of a series of seven Wednesday 
lectures. 
Nine departments fall lUlder the management of the Administration Director. Before 
review of these descending levels, however, note two areas which branch out beside the 
Administration Director's box. First, her Executive AssistantlBuildings Manager oversees both 
the Master Carpenter and Monday Receptionist. Second, her Financial Administrator/Security 
Director focuses mostly on the security of the various buildings in the complex through her 
Custodial Staff of three. Two custodians are assigned to the complex while one is assigned to 
WRC; however, these employees often cross locations. Additionally, one custodian routinely 
reports to the Conservation Lab for checkups. 
The first department under the Administration Director is WRC and is led by its own 
director. This WRC Director is the employee with whom the intern designed her internship and 
the scope of her work to be completed during her three months with the organization. His office 
is on the first floor ofWRC. From the observation of the intern, this WRC Director's time there 
seems to be spent working on the computer, working on the telephone, and working on the 
papers for the monthly budget. He is often out of his office attending meetings, touring WRC 
and the Conservation Lab to observe employees, and occasionally traveling, lecturing, and 
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writing for the organization and various publications. He always speaks at length during Third 
Saturday presentations and monthly staff meetings. 
WRC includes three sub-departments which fall under the supervision of WRC Director. 
First, he directs the Curator/Reading Room Supervisor. This particular Supervisor has been with 
THNOC for nearly twenty years. He holds a thorough understanding of the holdings in the 
Reading Room, a huge library on the second floor ofWRC, and the copyright rules involved in 
presenting the materials to the pUblic. He often writes for THNOC Quarterly and other 
publications, including Louisiana ('ultural Vistas, a magazine published by Louisiana 
Endowment for the Humanities. Furthennore, the Reading Room Supervisor leads four 
employees in their tasks of assisting the public to conduct research in the Reading Room. These 
employees each hold special areas of expertise and knowledge. For example, the Reference 
Librarian's specialty is books while the Reference Archivist's specialty is manuscripts, or 
handwritten and typed documents. The Reference Associate's specialty is maps while the 
Reference Assistant's specialty is genealogy. All of the Reading Room staff write for various 
publications, lecture inside and outside ofTHNOC's properties, and travel to attend historical 
and library conferences. 
The second sub-department led by the WRC Director is Library Processing, guided by the 
Head LibrarianlHead of Processing. This Head Librarian works in an office on the first floor of 
WRC and often walks around the surrounding cubicle area to consult with his employees. He 
directs the head Library Cataloguer as well as the Processing Team, which is composed of the 
Library Cataloguer, the Curatorial Cataloguer, the Manuscripts Cataloguer, the Processor, and 
various volunteers. Like so many of the employees at THNOC, the Head Librarian often writes 
and travels to conferences. Although the intern did not work directly for this department, she 
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learned about departmental duties due to the location of one of her work stations in the cubicle 
area on the first floor of WRC For example, through a conversation with a new employee, a 
Library Cataloguer, the intern learned about the acquisition of thousands of books from the 
Ursaline Convent in New Orleans. This Library Cataloguer was in charge of cataloging and 
storing the numerous books in the vault on the mezzanine, or third floor, ofWRC She 
concurrently worked on another THNOC project entering obituary infonnation into a data base 
at the Public Library every other day of the week. 
Finally, the WRC Director supervises a third sub-department called the Manuscripts 
Department. The top employee in this department is the Manuscripts Cataloguer. Her desk is 
located in the cubicle area of the first floor of WRC She spends a great amount of time working 
on her computer, going through file after file of manuscripts infonnation. She supervises the 
interns and volunteers who work on manuscripts collections. Additionally, she writes for 
publications, travels, and attends conferences. Second in the Manuscripts Department is the 
Manuscripts Processor. This employee also works in the cubicle area on the first floor of WRC; 
however, she often assumes the responsibility of assisting patrons in the Reading Room during 
lunch hours and understaffed days. Finally, two WRC Receptionists are included in the 
Manuscripts Department. The responsibilities of these employees are many, and include 
manning the front desk, buzzing in guests of WRC, answering the phones, tending to the guest 
sign-in books, and offering a general knowledge of the workings of the facility to any interested 
person or group. 
The second department under the command of the Administration Director is Museum 
Programs, which holds its headquarters at the museum and galleries complex. The Museum 
Programs Director, like so many ofTHNOC's employees, often represents the organization 
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through different speaking events and published writings. Like the WRC Director, this Museum 
Programs Director also supervises three sub-departments. First, he guides the Curatorial 
Department, which includes Senior Curator and Curatorial Cataloger, both of whom work at the 
complex on Royal and Toulouse Streets. This team also includes an Assistant Curator, who 
works out of an office on the first floor at \VRc. Second, the Museum Programs Director 
oversees the Docents Team, which includes the head docent and a team of seven docents. These 
employees' main responsibilities include giving museum and gallery tours to individuals and 
groups. Finally, the Museum Programs Director supervises an Exhibition Team, whose 
members vary according to the exhibition, but which typically includes selected employees from 
the following areas: Curatorial Department, Publications staff, DesignerslPreparators, Public 
Relations, Photography, Systems, Museum Shop, and Registrar Department. 
The third department under the command of the Administration Director is Publications. 
The Publications Director's office is located at the museum and galleries complex. The 
Publications Director often speaks at live lectures on and off ofTHNOC property as well as 
appearing on televised documentaries which focus on the history of Louisiana. Additionally, this 
busy woman writes for various publications. She supervises both the Editor of THNOC 
Quarterly and the Publications Researcher. 
The fourth department under the Administration Director is called Systems. This 
department, which is concerned with the workings of the computer systems used within 
THNOC, is led by the Systems Director, who, in turn, guides the Documentation Coordinator 
and a computer technician. 
The fifth department under the Administration Director is Public Relations, a department 
which includes only its Director. 
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The sixth department is the Photography Department. It is led by the Head of 
Photography, who directs both the Assistant Photographer and the Photographic Assistant. 
The seventh department is Collections Management led by the Collections Manager. She 
in tum guides wo sub-departments the Preparators Team, which includes the Head Preparator 
and Preparator; and the Registrars Team, which includes the Manuscripts Registrar, the 
Curatorial Registrar, the Assistant Registrar for the Williams Residence, and the Assistant 
Registrar for the Library. 
The eighth department, the Museum Shop, is operated by a Shop Manager who leads a 
team of three Sales Associates. 
Finally, the ninth department, labeled the Department Head Team, lists thirteen 
employees who are responsible for department reports during staff meetings. These meetings 
are held in the Counting House, a building housed within in the museum and galleries complex 
at Royal Street, on the third Wednesday of every month. 
It is important to note that the organizational chart distributed to the intern is outdated, 
reflecting the staff structure of the organization from 1998. The chart is void of at least one 
employee position, the Special Collections and Projects Librarian. The intern was familiar with 
this employee as he supervised her during the completion of her wo of her tasks at the 
organization. This employee reports directly to the WRC Director, indicating a possible chart 
position of a separate box branching off of this Director. However, this employee works once a 
week in the Reading Room as a replacement for the Reference Archivist, at which times he 
reports to the CuratorlReading Room Supervisor. According to the Reference Archivist, "his 
title, like most titles in [the] organization, has no relevance." 
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Duncan (1979) states "that the key strengths of the functional organization are that it 
supports in-depth skill development and a simple decision-communication network." (p. 65) 
THNOC's departmentalization works well to achieve employee specialization. For example, 
WRC Reading Room employees are skilled to introduce public patrons to handle fragile items 
such as manuscripts and maps. WRC Processors, on the other hand, are skilled to handle and 
store items, as well as record these items in the computer data base. Meanwhile, employees at 
the museum and galleries complex also exemplify the areas of specialization within 
departments, from the folks compiling articles in Publications to the team accepting and 
recording new acquisitions in Registration. These staff members answer directly to the heads of 
their departments, illustrating Duncan's assertion of the "simple decision-communication 
network" in the functional chart. (p. 65) 
Duncan balances his description of a functional staff chart with the declaration of a 
weakness attached to the use of this type of chart. He states that "[l]ower level managers do not 
have the information required for decision making so they push decisions upward. Top-level 
managers become overloaded and are thus slow to respond to the environment." (p. 65) An 
excellent example of this type of situation pertained to the intern's work at THNOC. The WRC 
Director, head of the Manuscripts Department, helped to design the scope of the work for the 
intern. However, this top-level manager delegated four employees to supervise her work. The 
intern often asked these supervisors questions pertaining to the time schedules for each task. 
The supervisors always replied that the intern should ask the WRC Director. The supervisors 
were not given expected time tables for the intern's task completion. Rather than taking the 
initiative to create time schedules for the intern, the supervisors sent emails or set appointments 
to speak with the WRC Director to gain knowledge of the expectations of the intern's work. As 
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the head of the building and the entire Manuscripts Department, the busy WRC Director was 
often slow to respond, leaving the supervisors waiting for word on the expected time schedules 
for intern tasks and the intern confused about her progress. 
The vertical hierarchy of the functional staff chart used by THNOC clearly indicates the 
control of the organization, led by the Board and the Administration Director. The intern 
observed subtle behaviors of the employees of the organization, from the daily presence of the 
Administration Director to the general attitudes of the lower staff members, in order to weigh the 
implications of the utilization of this functional staff chart. 
Although the Administration Director exuded confidence and pride in her public 
appearances, the intern noticed the Director's absence in routine activities. More specifically, 
the intern did not encounter this Director outside of a special event or staff meeting within the 
three months of the duration of the internship. Such few sightings of the head of this 
organization by the intern is not surprising as the Director's office is located at the main complex 
of buildings. However, as she heads the entire organization, one wonders why the Director does 
not visit the other buildings, which include WRC and the Conversation Lab. Additionally, how 
does the Director's absence from daily activity affect her position of authority, and consequently 
the opinion of her held by her employees? 
The intern observed a lack of interest by the employees of WRC toward the authority of 
the Administration Director. In fact, a general state of concern, fear, and disgruntlement was 
held by WRC employees more toward the authority of the President of the Board than of the 
Administration Director. Perhaps the staffs animosity toward the Board exists because the 
Board, according to one employee, "has more input than it should in determining things like 
what [the Museum Programs Director] puts on his schedule of exhibits." Unfortunately, 
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conversations about the powers of these heads of the organization were brief and discreet, 
leaving the intern with the feeling that such things should not be discussed. Furthennore, 
lingering questions remain about the true authority within the organization. 
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FUNDING 
The Historic New Orleans Collection is a private, non-profit organization which 
continues its operations through the Kemper and Leila Williams Foundation. The foundation 
was established in 1966 when General and Mrs. Williams donated an undisclosed amount of 
money to maintain, expand, and avail to the public their collection of Louisiana materials. 
Today the foundation's near $100 million endowment helps to secure and sustain THNOC's 
livelihood, alleviating the need for a fundraising or development department. 
The organization's exceptional self-sustaining position is a subject which was not often 
discussed at THNOC during the internship period. For example, when the issue of fundraising 
was mentioned by the intern to a WRC Receptionist, the intern was told that while the existence 
of such departments is very necessary in the nonprofit arena, the need is not present in the case 
of THNOC. Similarly, in a discussion of funding the expense of an oral history expedition 
between the intern and the Reference Archivist, the intern was told that THNOC simply works 
off of the interest of the huge sum of the endowment. It is only through her on-site observation 
and study of the organization's 1999 IRS tax returns that the intern perceives an understanding of 
the funding structure at TIINOC. 
Corporate Sponsorship 
While staff members hinted at THNOC's stature as an organization which uses only its 
endowed funds, the intern learned from her first staff meeting that the organization does indeed 
employ corporate sponsorship as well. The Administration Director proudly announced at the 
meeting that an upcoming one-day symposium in January 2001, Bourbon Louisiana: Reflections 
ofthe Spanish Enlightenment, had been almost completely underwritten by corporate sponsors. 
The names of the sponsors employed for the event and the employee which secured the 
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sponsorship was not announced. However, this announcement exposed the organization's use of 
diversified funding. A subsequent mailing of a registration form for the symposium exposed the 
names and logos of the five major corporate sponsors for the event. This portion of this 
promotional item can be seen in Appendix III (page 103). The list of sponsors includes the bank 
which oversees the will, an airline, two foreign organizations, and a personal corporation. A 
paragraph naming sponsors of the speakers attending the lecture, additional support, and parking 
discounters also appears on the form. 
Donations 
Individual contributions also playa large part in sustaining THNOC. Large sums of 
money from the bank which oversees the will as well as from various individuals are denoted in 
the organizational tax return (Appendix I, page 90-91). Furthermore, TIINOC is continually 
expanding its amount of assets through the donations of items. Private citizens often donate 
letters, photographs, artworks, maps, books, and ephemera to THNOC. The reasons for donation 
vary for each situation. Perhaps a young couple discovers a large daguerreotype in the attic of 
their Garden District home. Perhaps a retired lawyer decides it is time to hand over his personal 
files from his past quest to preserve a landmark building. Or perhaps a relative of an old 
Louisiana family desires the preservation of the family journals. No matter the reason, two 
advantages are always offered to donators. First, as Kevin Mulcahy (1999) points out in his 
article, "Cultural Patronage in the United States," all donations are tax-deductible because of 
THNOC's status as a nonprofit 501 (c)(3). (p.54) Second, by placing items into the hands of 
THNOC, donators may rest assured that their donations will be given the proper care for 
maintenance of quality and will also be in a domain available for and dedicated to subsequent 
research. 
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According to the Curatorial Cataloguer, a donated item is not immediately considered as 
an "accession;" rather, it is considered an "item on loan." Upon that item's arrival to THNOC, a 
Pre-Acquisition Curatorial Cataloging Worksheet must be filled out by the head of the respective 
department or an employee designated by the department head. A sample of this worksheet can 
be seen in Appendix IV (page 104). For example, the WRC Director filled out the worksheet for 
a collection of many boxes containing the personal letters of Nella Ludwig, an important social 
figure from 20th century New Orleans. These letters are considered manuscripts and therefore 
fall under the WRC Director's department. The Board then reviews the infonnation on the 
worksheet and decides whether or not to accept the donation. The item is considered an 
accession once the donation has been accepted by the Board. An item rejected by the Board is 
returned to its owner. 
Investments and Operations 
Further study ofTHNOC's tax fonn illustrates that funds generated by the organization 
are derived from a variety of sources which include royalties from stocks and bonds, gallery 
admission sales, museum shop sales, book sales, and duplication fees generated by WRC's 
Reading Room (Appendix I, pages 82-83, 86,88,93-97). 
Summary 
THNOC's use of diversified funding exemplifies the model which arts and cultural 
organizations must follow in order to keep their doors open to the public. Dian Magie states in 
her 1997 report, Arts Funding into the 21sf Century (created for the President's Committee on 
the Arts and the Humanities), that it is critical for these types of nonprofit organizations to 
"create a diverse funding base, employ a creative entrepreneurship, and develop strategic 
partnerships and collaborations to discover every possible option for increasing revenue and 
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reducing expenses." (p. 21) However, THNOC, unlike most other arts and cultural 
organizations, sits in the unusual position of not relying on government grants and membership 
strategies to further assist in funding itself. This issue is investigated in a succeeding section of 
this essay entitled "THNOC and the Arts Policy Diagram." 
Distribution of Funds 
THNOC utilizes its endowed funds for the operation of its own prob1fams. Unlike many 
nonprofit organizations, THNOC does not reward grants to other individuals or organizations. 
THNOC's operational use of endowment funds classifies it as an operating foundation. (Hopkins 
and Friedman, 1997, p. 66) Operational uses for these funds include areas such as property 
upkeep, supplies, payroll, publication costs, travel costs, food and beverage costs for lectures and 
presentations, and the Kemper Williams Prize, a sum awarded annually for the best published 
work and the best manuscript on Louisiana history (Appendix I, page 79). 
Another operational use for these endowment funds is the purchase of objects, such as 
paintings, photographs, maps, objects, and documents, to be included in The Collection. Many 
of these items are historic and valuable; therefore, the purchase of such items may be very costly. 
The intern discovered this fact accidentally when, during her internship, she noticed a large oil 
painting of five children hung in WRC's upstairs lobby. With no label below the piece to signify 
the artist, title, or period of the piece, the intern requested that the Reference Librarian tell her 
about the artwork. While this Reading Room employee did not know the history of the piece, he 
related to the intern that THNOC is made aware of desirable items, such as paintings and 
documents related to Louisiana history, through various auction catalogues. The intern 
appreciated the painting for its use of color and light and requested that her photograph be taken 
by the Reference Librarian as she stood beside the piece, as seen in Appendix V (page 106). 
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Approximately two weeks after noticing the painting, the intern was thumbing through 
various magazines stacked in the publications shelves on the first floor of WRC when to her 
delight she spotted a photograph of the piece on the inside cover of a magazine_ While looking 
through the Spring 2000 issue of /,ouisiana Cultural Vistas, a magazine published by the 
Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities, the intern saw an advertisement which included an 
image of the painting. The advertisement was not a marketing tool for THNOC; rather, the 
photograph was just part of a full page advertisement for an auction house located in New 
Orleans. A caption beneath the photo of the painting informed the reader of the artist's name, the 
painting's title, the date of saIe, and its selling price of$41,800_ (See Appendix VI, page 107.) 
Further investigation by the intern led her to discover a story written by THNOC's Senior Curator 
on the organization's acquisition of the painting_ However, the article, featured in the Winter 
2000 edition of THNOC Quarterly, made no mention of the painting's stately price tag. (Bonner, 
pp.2-3) 
An October 2000 article in a New Orleans newspaper, The Times-Picayune, further 
expresses THNOC as "a serious player in the game of acquiring rare .. _historical items_" 
(Warner, p_ 2) The story expounds on THNOC's 1999 purchase of the Prospectus ofS_ 
D'Iberville from Sotheby's Auction House in New York. (The seven page manuscript dates 
roughly from 1698 and may be the oldest existing record of the French explorer's plans to 
colonize the lower Mississippi River region.) The article informs readers that "Sotheby's 
reported a sale for $34,500, not including agent's fees and transportation costs_ .. " Additionally, it 
reveals that the purchase was made with permission by the Board and an acquisition committee 
with funds from The Clarisse Claiborne Grima Fund, a pool of money set aside years ago for 
special purchases. Moreover, the article implies the wealth of the organization by stating that 
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"[a]lthough collection officials don't reveal what they pay for rare items, they reportedly spent 
more than $100,000 for the Bill Russell jazz collection." The article mentions THNOC's stiff 
competition from many groups, from wealthy foreign collectors to the Smithsonian Institute, for 
items such as the Prospectus and the Russell Collection. (Warner, p. 2) 
While the stories of "Portrait of Creole Children," the 300-year-old D'iberville document, 
and the Russell jazz collection paint a vivd illustration ofTHNOC's endowment funds being 
used for expensive acquisitions, it is important to stress that the purchases of these pieces fulfill 
the organization's mission "to maintain and expand their collection [of Louisiana materials] and 
make it available to the public through research facilities and exhibitions." 
Aside from seeking out desired items for The Collection's holdings from auction houses, 
individuals often approach THNOC with items which they want to sell rather than donate. The 
organization will often buy these items for hefty prices as well. A figure for the cost of such 
purchases in 1999 can be seen in Appendix I on page 87. 
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THNOC AND THE ARTS POLICY DIAGRAM 
The legacy of the Williams', one which lives and grows daily through THNOC's mission 
"to maintain and expand their collection [of Louisiana materials] and make it available to the 
public through research facilities and exhibitions," echoes the legacy of James Smithson, an 
Englishman whom on his death in 1829, willed a similar private gift, a half a million dollars, to 
found the Smithsonian Institution "for the increase and diffusion of Knowledge among men." 
(Washburn, 1977, p. 20) Regardless of the similarities between the two generous monetary gifts 
of their founders, two irrefutable differences separate the Smithsonian and THNOC. First, 
Smithson's broad mission to diffuse knowledge overshadows the scope of the Williams' mission, 
which describes the diffusion of knowledge relating only to Louisiana. Second, the Smithsonian 
and TI-IN"OC play different roles as am policy players. 
American arts and cultural organizations exist in a number of forms. This variety of 
forms creates a "complex and unpredictable issue network" of arts policy players, or individuals 
and groups which associate with one another on a number of levels and affect the way 
Americans regard the consumption of art and culture. These groups include but are not limited 
to members such as Congress, federal governmental agencies, state governmental agencies, 
advocacy organizations, service organizations, private organizations, and of course, the arts and 
culture consuming public. (Wyzomirski, 1995, p. 47) Information such as tax status, mission 
statement, structure, programs, and history of an organization denotes the positions of the 
members involved in the complex network. Through the investigation of these types of 
information in each organization, one discovers links between them, exemplifying the 
interrelation between members and the harmony of combined efforts to situate and maintain art 
and culture in a forefront position of importance in the US. The interrelation, similarities 
a 
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between goals, and the different means of achieving these goals are the components which create 
the "complex network." An illustration of this complex network in action is seen on the web site 
for THNOe. The site includes a page filled with links to many of different types of cultural 
organizations such as National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and Louisiana State 
Museum (LSM), as well as to New Orleans Museum of Art (NOMA), Preservation Resource 
Center (PRC), and a variety of other museums, festivals, archives, and local universities whose 
missions include the study and preserv·ation of history. (web page, TIiNDC) 
After the Smithsonian trust had been accepted in 1836, The Smithsonian Act of 
Organization was passed in Congress and was signed into law by President James Polk on 
August 10, 1846. This act of Congress implicates the Smithsonian Institute, or SI, as a federal 
governmental agency because it was born out of Congressional legislation and exists through the 
utilization of monies paid to the US goverrunent by American citizens through taxes. Similarly, 
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
are federal governmental agencies because they too were born out of Congressional legislation 
and exist through the utilization of monies paid to the US government by American citizens 
through taxes. 
A variety of politicians spent decades debating the ingredients of the Smithsonian 
Institute's mission, including uses such as a library, university, museum, observatory, society for 
the promotion of agriculture, and publishing institution. (Washburn, 1977, pp. 21-25) THNOC 
differs greatly from these organizations because unlike SI and NEA, funds for THNOC were left 
in an endowment with specific terms dictating the proprietors of the trust. These proprietors, or 
the Board, continue to appropriate the endowment's funds toward the mission, rather than relying 
on "direct political influence" or the "skillful lobbying every year to convince Congress to 
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appropriate money for the support... " (Washburn, p. 25) Consequently, THNOC's existence as a 
privately funded research facility instead of one which utilizes public monies defines its position 
in the American arts and cultural policy diagram as an independent organization free from 
governmental motivations. This freedom from the grips of politicians is one great advantage of 
private patronage. 
In 1910, William Sumner Appleton of Boston, Massachusetts, founded the Society for 
the Preservation ofNew England Antiquities. "Appleton was an early believer that preservation 
in the United States was best achieved by the private sector rather than by government. He and 
the society he created to carry out his vision mark a watershed in American preservation 
motivations because he made the act of preservation not merely a route to a political or social 
objective, but an educational and moral end in itself" (Morton, 1987, p. 153) 
Although Appleton's preservation efforts focused mainly on buildings as opposed to 
THNOC's focus on objects and documents, his theory illustrates a second advantages of private 
patronage. Appleton's work was geared towards preservation which "[reflects] the past in some 
special way" rather than preservation geared only towards affiliations with political objectives, 
or "Revolutionary patriots or fonner presidents." (p. 153) Similarly, TIINOC's mission, "to 
maintain and expand their collection [of Louisiana materials]" refers to a collection of holdings 
which offers stories of both important historical figures and events alongside stories which 
represent the past cultures of everyday people. (Guide to Research at the Williams Research 
Center, p. 1) This goal of preserving and representing the past of everyday people is one which 
may not receive the allocation of funding needed for preservation, programs, and exhibitions in 
government funded organizations. 
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One disadvantage of THNOC's status as a privately funded research facility relates itself 
as a functionary implication. Confusion is posed to many researchers as the organization, which 
exists to offer Louisiana's historical materials to the public, is prohibited from offering municipal 
records to researchers. Consequently. THNOC staff often refers researchers to the third floor of 
the New Orleans Public Library. 
A second disadvantage of the private status of the organization is the reputation which 
accompanies its position in the field. While cultural institutions with governmental affiliations, 
such as NEH, and the local, decentralized state-owned organization, Louisiana State Museum 
(located just blocks away from THNOC), maintain their reputations as organizations for the 
people, many folks are intimidated by the private nature and financial stability of THNOC 
Unlike most arts and cultural organizations, which often sustain their livelihoods through 
governmental grants and private memberships, THNOC's lack of reliance on these types of 
funding creates an understanding that the organization does not need the support and meaningful 
involvement of people in both the local community and the broader arts community. 
Consequently, word on the street implicates the institution as the elitist's organization. This 
perspective is perpetuated by the quiet facades of the buildings ofTHNOC and the low-key 
marketing practices of the organizatio~ discussed in depth below in the description of the 
publics served by THNOC 
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GOALS 
The intended constituency of THNOC is not expressed in its mission statement. Rather, 
the mission states that the collection is made "available to the public through research facilities 
and exhibitions." (Guide to Research at the Williams Research Center, p. 1) This vague 
assertion of "the pUblic" as the audience leaves one to wonder to which public the organization 
speaks. The intern gathered her answer to this query through observation of the activities which 
take place at TI:INOC and examination of the organization's IRS forms. 
THNOC's "public" includes individuals and groups of residents of New Orleans and other 
municipalities in Louisiana, tourists, and researchers interested in learning about the history of 
Louisiana. The fit between this expressed constituency of "the public" and the outputs of the 
maintenance and availability of the holdings of the collection is appropriate. The intern never 
ceased to be amazed at the extensive holdings of the organization's collection of more than a 
million items, including paintings, documents, books, letters, family papers, and artifacts. 
Likewise, the amount of assets, such as the number of buildings, the sizable vaults in both WRC 
and the Conservation Laboratory, and the computers and archival tools available for the staff, 
made a huge impression on the intern. Furthermore, the aesthetic beauty and cleanliness of the 
buildings in both the museum complex and WRC were also outstanding. Certainly, the 
organization is aided in its mission "to maintain and expand their collection [of Louisiana 
materials] and make it available to the public through research facilities and exhibitions" through 
the holdings, utilization, and maintenance of these assets. (GUide to Research at the Wiffiams 
Research Center, p. 1) 
The organization's successful outcome is evident in the foundation's 1999 IRS documents 
which clearly state that over 5,000 researchers utilized WRC and nearly 30,000 patrons visited 
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the changing exhibitions and pennanent collection at Royal Street (Appendix I, page 101). How 
does THNOC hold up in tenns of patronage, however, when compared with government cultural 
organizations? According to Tamra Carboni, Director of Curatorial Services at Louisiana State 
Museum (LSM), in 1999, LSM served 293,986 visitors in their buildings to see exhibits 
(Appendix VII, page 108). The combination of exhibit visitors and researchers at THNOC does 
not begin to equal that of LSM, beating it by 258,986 visitors. The vast number difference 
between these two organizations illustrates the large audience of cultural consumers which 
THNOC is not reaching. 
Reasons for the differences in publics served might be the elitist reputation which 
THNOC maintains because of its private status, referred to earlier in this report. In addition, 
while tourists are beckoned by colorful banners to the state museum, located in the 
well-traversed Jackson Square, to partake in the historical exhibits offered there, perhaps the 
quiet facades of both the museum and galleries on Royal Street and WRC on Chartres Street and 
the low-key marketing practices of the organization affect the visitor numbers. These elements 
affect THNOC as together they give the public the impression that the organization exists as an 
institution reserved for serious researchers and elite social clubs. 
While it is true that serious researchers and social clubs patronize the organization, many 
"regular folks" also attend TIINOC. French Quarter buggy drivers are often seen filling out the 
fonn to research the neighborhood's rich rustory in order to improve the quality of their tours. 
People often arrive at WRC to thumb through the City Business Directories to find the history of 
a name on the bottom of an old bottle found in one of the many construction sites around New 
Orleans. Young couples come to learn about the history of the old home they just purchased in a 
close-by neighborhood. 
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PROGRAMS 
Exhibitions 
Events at THNOC include two to three large exhibitions and a number of smaller 
exhibitions yearly at the Williams Gallery on Royal Street, the Toulouse Street Exhibition 
Gallery, and at WRC. All of these exhibitions are free to the public. Publications such as books, 
articles in THNOC Quarterly, editedjoumals, and videotapes often accompany the exhibitions 
and are available for purchase in the Museum Shop. Programming such as gallery talks and 
presentations also often supplement the exhibitions. 
Marketing for exhibitions vary according to the size of the event. For example, for large 
and high volume attendance shows, such as 1999's Queen ofthe South: New Orleans in the Age 
ofThomas K. Wharton, I853 - I862, the usual local radio and television segments, including 
staff interviews and public service announcements, were utilized. Multiple broadcasts of a 30 
minute videotaped presentation were aired on the PBS affiliate WYES-TV. Additionally, a 
segment on the exhibition was produced for hotel network television targeting visitors to New 
Orleans. Smaller shows, like Iron (exhibited during the internship period at WRC), may only 
utilize minimal marketing tools, such as the local newspaper calendar listing. 
Symposium 
The largest program at THNOC, a yearly symposium which takes place each January, is 
offered to public for an advanced fee of $25 or same-day fee of $30. Students are invited to 
attend for $10. The event consists of a day of lectures on the holdings in The Collection which 
pertain to the subject of the symposium. Lectures are presented by THNOC staff along with 
respected scholars from around the world. Lunch is not provided for participants; however, 
refreshment breaks and a reception at WRC at the end of the day is in~luded in the cost. A sister 
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symposium in the respective country is also presented at a later time in the year. For example, 
Louisiana and France: Journee d'Etude was presented in January 2000 and subsequently the 
sister symposium was held in France. Similarly, Bourbon Louisiana: Reflections ofthe Spanish 
Enlightenment is scheduled for January 200 I and the sister symposium will be held in Madrid, 
Spain later that year. Marketing for the symposiums appear in the form of mail outs and in 
various publications. A press release for the 2001 symposium, as well as a listing of its 
scheduled events, are included in Appendix VIII on page 109. 
Third Saturday Presentations 
On the third Saturday of each month from February through November, WRC holds a 
presentation in the Reading Room on the second floor of the WRC building. The presentations 
are free to the public and many staff members of TI-lNOC are required to attend. The intern was 
required to attend these events. 
The purpose of Third Saturday presentations is to orient researchers to The Collection's 
holdings and introduce the public to research at TI-lNOC's WRC. Each session includes an 
orientation to the book, manuscript, and visual image collections. The final portion of each 
session focuses on a particular resource. These sessions are videotaped and are available for 
viewing by the public or staff under the same guidelines as any other research conducted at 
WRC. A list of videos available for viewing at WRC, as well as the guidelines and form 
required to be completed by potential WRC researchers, can be seen in Appendix IX and X on 
pages III through 113. 
Guests must register to attend Third Saturday presentations anywhere from a week in 
advance to the day of the presentation. Marketing for these lectures appear in the newspaper 
calendar listings~ however, primary marketing sources are mailing list announcements and 
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THNOC Quarterly. Guests pick up name tags and packets at the front desk of WRC, where one 
or two members of WRC staffjoin the receptionist in welcoming them. The packets each 
include a sheet for suggestions, a list of videos available for viewing at WRC (including previous 
Third Saturday presentations, documentaries, special lectures, and annual symposia) and an 
example of a finding aid of manuscripts focused on the subject being reviewed that day. The 
finding aid, an example of which is included in Appendix Xl, includes titles, dates, folder 
numbers, item counts, and scopes of content of the manuscripts. 
The WRC Director begjns each Third Saturday by greeting the attendees and introducing 
himself, the goals of WRC and the Third Saturday presentations, and each member of the staff 
sitting in the back of the room. This list consists ofstafTfrom both WRC and the museum and 
galleries complex. He often plays a video on THNOC, acquainting the guests with the history of 
the organization. He describes the subject for the day and then reviews a brief description of a 
small but comprehensive number of items of the collection. An example of this type of 
description was during the first presentation the intern attended. The subject was "An Overview 
of Manuscripts Division in Collection of Women's History in New Orleans," and six items of the 
collection were described in detail: two from the 18th century, two from the 19th century, and 
two from the 20th century. 
He then passes the microphone to another employee to discuss the book holdings and 
then to another employee to discuss the visual image holdings in the collection. Examples of 
each are held up (with white cotton gloves) or are displayed in the glass cases in the front of the 
room. In situations where books or visual images are too large to be displayed in the cases, such 
items are displayed on the tables in the Reading Room. One example is a collection of maps 
ranging from the 16th century to the 19th century which was featured in one of the presentations. 
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The maps were protected by their mylar coverings yet were available for public scrutiny by 
nature of their location on the tables. 
After Third Saturday presentations, cookies, coffee, tea, and juice are available to the 
guests. While guests are then free to remain in the Reading Room to chat with staff or do 
research, travel two blocks over to THNOC museum and galleries to explore their collection, or 
simply wonder through the French Quarter and perhaps grab a bite to eat, the staff ofTHNOC 
takes only a short break before returning to work. The general feeling of first floor WRC staff at 
this time is one of lethargy, exhaustion from the earlier event, and displeasure of having to return 
to the workspace. After each Trurd Saturday event, the intern overheard this segment of staff 
discuss their irritation of having to return to work after such an event. 
Public Lectures 
THNOC also presents public lectures seasonally. The lectures are usually presented 
during the week and offered at the COlffiting House at the museum and galleries complex on 
Royal Street. Topics are decided by Board and staff; speakers and assignments are chosen 
around their decisions. Marketing for these events include mail outs and local newspaper 
calendar listings. 
Like the Third Saturday presentations, the intern experienced these types of programs 
first hand during a series entitled New Orleans as it Was: The 1850s. Lectures with titles like 
Streetcars, Travel Accounts, and Lafayette Cemetery J prepared attendees for interesting 
accounts of the city's past. Seven lectures in all were offered with speakers including department 
heads, the President of the Board, and invited guest lecturers. The talks were free and open to 
both the public and the staff. While staff was not required to attend the presentations, they were 
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definitely encouraged. In fact, the Administration Director made a point at a monthly staff 
meeting to urge staff support at the lecture gjven by the Board President. 
Tours 
THNOC offers tours of the history galleries and Williams Residence to individuals and 
groups. The price of these tours is $4 per person. Groups consisting of eight or more must make 
reservations in advance. The organization's tax records include mention of tours which were 
offered to two different types of groups in 1999 (Appendix I, page 101). First, tours were gjven 
to Elderhostel participants during the Spring and Fall. Second, tours were presented to school 
groups from Louisiana and other states at no charge. The intern did not witness any tours of 
these types during her internship. However, these programs may have occurred at the museum 
and galleries complex unbeknownst to the intern while she spent most of her employment at 
WRC and the Conservation Lab. 
Promotion of the Programs 
Four tools should be used in the act of promotion according to Francois Colbert, author 
of Marketing Culture and the Arts. Colbert (1994) asserts that arts and cultural organizations 
maximize their promotional potential by striking a balance between the use of advertising, 
personal selling, public relations, and sales promotions. (p. 174) THNOC exemplifies the 
utilization of a mix of promotional devices to raise awareness of its programs; however, it relies 
more on advertising, personal selling, and public relations than it does on sales promotions. 
Advertising, according to Colbert, is achieved when an organization pays to notify 
potential consumers of its activities. (p_ 175) TI-INOC's use of advertising is varied. The most 
prevalent type of advertising utilized by the organization is through mention in various 
publications such as newspapers and magazines. Both text descriptions under the local calendar 
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listings and color advertisements in glossy magazines exemplify the organization's approach to 
advertising for programs and exhibitions. Examples of the many publications in which THNOC 
advertise include THNOC Quarterly, Louisiana Cultural Vistas, a magazine published by 
Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities, and Preservation in Print, a publication of the 
Preservation Resource Center ofNew Orleans and the Louisiana State Historic Preservation 
Office. Additionally, persons not seeking historical organizations or cultural events may stumble 
upon advertisements in airline magazines, Southern Accents, and Where Muga:::'ine. Various 
brochures and mailouts, such as the December 2000 Calendar ofEvents, published by Overture 
to the Cultural Season: An Umbrella Organization to the Arts, also include advertisements for 
THNOC. Three examples of these promotional pieces can be seen in Appendix Xli on page 118. 
THNOC employs four additional types of advertising other than print ads. First, a prime 
example of paid advertising is the airing of hotel television segments for large exhibitions, such 
as Queen ofthe South. Second, large, visual marketing strategies within the public transit 
system include event advertisements posted on the inside walls of various city bus stop terminals 
as well as on the inside walls ofNew Orleans streetcars. Third, postcards and flyers mailed out 
to potential patrons alert them of future exhibitions and lecture series. Finally, THNOC's web 
page is a source of advertising for THNOC, informing virtual visitors of the many amenities of 
the organization. 
Personal sell ing is the persuasion of persons to patronize an organization through direct 
contact such as "face to face, over the telephone, one on one, or in groups." (p. 175) 
Professional conferences and symposiums present great promotional opportunities for THNOC 
during which personal selling occurs through staff testimonials of the importance of pr061fams 
and the extensive holdings within The Collection. These personal testimonials are often a more 
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effective source of promotion than other types due to a dual line of communication which is 
created, allowing questions from potential patrons to be immediately addressed. 
The form of advertising called public relations consists of the analysis of trends and the 
connection of needs between the organization and the public. An important part of public 
relations is publicity, an activity which promotes the company in the media without the 
organization paying for it. (pp. 176-177) THNOC uses the tool of publicity for their programs 
through public service announcements and press releases for exhibitions and symposia. 
Additionally, staff appearances in documentaries and credit lines in books and television 
programs which center on Louisiana's history also promote the organization's credibility. 
Finally, publicity for the organization is garnished from links from other cultural organizations' 
web pages, such as the page run by Louisiana State Museum, to THNOC's web page. (web page, 
LSM). 
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HANDLING MANUSCRIPTS AT WRC 
The Records of the Contemporary Arts Center 
The primary task of the intern during her three month employment at THNOC occurred 
in the Manuscripts Department at Williams Research Center (WRC). Her assi6'11ment was to file 
and organize a section of The Collection's recent acquisition of numerous boxes of records from 
the New Orleans Contemporary Arts Center (CAC). 
The Manuscripts Cataloguer assigned to train and supervise the intern during the CAC 
project initiated the intern into the Manuscripts Department by leading her into the vault on the 
first floor of WRC. This huge vault, entered by key or security code, was filled with hundreds of 
boxes of manuscripts shelved on tall filing walls which moved with a turn of wheel on the front 
of each wall. 
Together they surveyed a series of shelves filled with 58 gray boxes, each labeled 
"Records of the Contemporary Arts Center." The Manuscripts Cataloguer explained that these 
documents had previously been categorized into subjects and placed into the gray Hollinger 
boxes, or archival quality containers. The Manuscripts Cataloguer explained that the intern 
should begin with the twelve boxes in the Publicity Series. The intern removed the first of these 
boxes from the shelf and brought it back to the cubicle room, along with an identical empty box 
provided by the Manuscripts Cataloguer. This supervisor briefly went over the directions of the 
task, instructing the intern to pul1 out each item in the marked box, review it, and pull an empty 
archival folder from the shelf above the intern's work space in which to house the CAC item. 
The intern should label the file, place it in a Hol1inger box, fill the box, and label the box. 
Each box in the CAC Publicity Series contained hundreds of materials. Items ranged 
from calendars of events, newsletters, theatre season ticket order forms, annual reports, press 
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releases and public service announcements. Postcards, pamphlets, programs, and tickets 
advertising events such as concerts, theatre productions, exhibits, membership, general 
infonnation, and donor infonnation were also included in the boxes. Most of these materials 
ranged from the years 1976 to 1986. 
The intern pulled out all staples and paper clips as these items rust documents over time. 
However, as all items bound together must stay together, a folded piece of acid free paper 
around groups of papers replaced clips and staples. Additionally, items which were folded were 
unfolded. Items were filed in the order of which they were pulled from the boxes, even if an 
order or a method did not seem apparent, so not to destroy the integrity of the collection. 
Although there were many duplicated items, no more than twelve items were placed in one file 
so that future researchers will not be tempted to take an item from a folder which includes many 
duplicates. 
The folders were labeled with three lines of infonnation. The left top side of the file was 
left blank for the item number to be added later. The middle of this top line was labeled with the 
name of the collection title, in this case called "Records of the Contemporary Arts Center." The 
right top side was labeled with the type of container, or in this case "Folder." 
The left side ofthe second line of the folder listed the accession number, which in this 
case was "MSS 97-64-L." This accession number identified four elements of the collection. 
First, "MSS" identified the collection as one included in the Manuscripts department. Second, 
the number "97" indicated the year 1997, or the year in which this collection was accessioned. 
Third, the number "64" indicated the collection's chronological number of accession of the year; 
in other words, this collection was the sixty-fourth accession in the year 1997. Fourth, the letter 
"L" stood for Library, an outdated element from when manuscripts were held in that department. 
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The middle of this second line was labeled with the series name, or in this case "Publicitv 
Series. " 
The third line on the folder named the unit title, a name which differed according to the 
item or items included in each folder. Examples included "Calendar of Events" and "Postcard 
for 'Artworks' Exhibition." This unit title was followed by the unit date, or the date of the event, 
written as the year, month, and date. An example of this system is "1994 Jun 25 - 29." Dating 
information also varied from folder to folder. If no dating was possible, the date was "n.d." for 
No Date. If the date was known from another source other than the item itself, it was contained 
within brackets, such as "[1994 Jun 25 - 29]." If the date was believed to be known from 
another source other than the item itself but the intern was not absolutely certain, the date was 
followed with a question mark and contained within brackets, or written as "[1994 Jun 'J]." A 
folder including an item or items from a range of dates was indicated by wording within 
brackets, or written as "[Between 1992 and 1994] or [Not before 1992 Jun 25]." 
The folJowing example illustrates the way in which the folders were labeled. 
(leave space for item number) Records of the Contemporary Arts Center Folder 
MSS 97-64-L Publicity Series 
Postcard for" Artworks" Exhibition. 1994 Jun 25 - 29 
Dummy folders were created for items too large to fit into the folders and boxes The 
container name "Oversized" was written on the dummy folder along with all of the other 
pertinent labeling elements for identification of the contents of the folder. The actual items were 
placed in larger folders which were labeled in a similar fashion to the regular sized folders in the 
left hand, bottom comer of the folder. 
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The following example illustrates the way in which oversized folders were labeled. 
Records of the Contemporary Arts Center 
Publicity Series 
Calendar of Events. 1989, Jun - Jul 
MSS 97-64-L 
(leave line for item count) 
The intern worked on the processing of the Publicity Series of the Records of the CAC 
consistently throughout her twelve weeks at TIINOC. Each day she retrieved the key to the vault 
from the Manuscripts Cataloguer, collected her boxes onto a rolling cart, and wheeled them out 
through a hallway and into the cubicle area of the first floor ofWRC. The examination and 
separation of items in the CAC Collection, along with the labeling of folders and boxes, took 
anywhere from two to four days out of each week, depending on scheduled events at THNOC 
and the need to utilize her help on other projects to which she was assigned. At the end of the 
ninth week she had completed the process of sorting and filing the CAC items. The intern had 
successfully transformed twelve boxes of loose items into twenty boxes of items contained in 
labeled folders, excluding those contained in oversized boxes. 
In the tenth week, the intern began to separate the folders into chronological order. She 
utilized a huge table in the back of the cubicle area to stack folders according to the year of the 
item. Folders marked "n.d." were put in a separate pile. During this section of the task, the 
intern discovered many folders which included identical items. She consolidated the size of the 
collection by inserting these identical items into the same folders. She ensured that the items 
were completely identical; items with handwritten notes included in the text were given their 
own folders with unit titles indicating the inclusion of such notes. 
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A large pile of folders containing items with no dates worried the intern. She went 
through these items and WTote on a separate paper all of the events that seemed familiar to her. 
She then continued to sort through the different piles, now segmented by year, to connect certain 
events through informational items such as press releases and calendars of events. She then 
extracted the undated folders for which she had discovered dates, relabeled the folders, and 
replaced them into the appropriate boxes. Her process of discovery heavily relied on her 
memory skills, similar to the card game of Concentration, and led to the elimination of many 
"n.d." files in the collection. She then replaced all of the files into boxes, using yellow sticky 
notes to label each box by year. These types of temporary labels were extremely helpful in 
assisting the intern to remember the contents of each box; the labels were also easily removable 
during this transitional time of processing the collection. At the end of the process of sorting the 
files by year and consolidating the collection, the intern had transformed twenty boxes of items 
in labeled folders into seventeen boxes of items in labeled folders filed in chronological order, 
excluding those contained in oversized boxes. 
The intern then created subseries, or divisions, for each year. Box by box, she extracted 
folders and placed them into new boxes. She created a large subseries called "Events" which 
contained marketing items for a variety of events at the CAe. This subseries was further 
categorized by the chronology. For example, "Events 1976-1977" and "Events 1978-1980" were 
included in the collection. She created set after set of subseries for special events, such as the 
CAC's annual party, "Art for Art's Sake." Other sets included "Internal Records," "News 
Clippings," "Audition Applications," and "Membership Solicitations." She again used yellow 
sticky notes as temporary labels for the boxes. She also addressed the oversized boxes, placing 
the oversized folders in an order follov.-ing the pattern of the collection. At the end of this 
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lengthy process, the intern had transfonned seventeen boxes of items in labeled folders filed in 
chronological order into twenty-seven boxes plus three oversized boxes of items in labeled 
folders separated into subseries sets and filed in chronological order. Photographs of the 
midway stage and the final stage of the collection can be seen in Appendix XIII. The collection 
was then ready to be handed over to the next intern or volunteer whom will create finding aids, 
or lists of descriptions of files in The Collection entered into THNOC's data base. As the name 
implies, the descriptions aids the staff in finding desired items for themselves or for researchers 
visiting THNOC. 
During her work on the CAC Publicity Series, the intern discovered that the cubicle room 
was not conducive to a happy, productive environment. Employees often whispered, talked, and 
laughed behind the gray particians, creating sounds which were impossible to ignore. She 
occasionally heard employees making comments about one another. Phone calls or impromptu 
meetings between staff members also distracted the intern. Many employees, including the 
Manuscripts Processor, wore headphones throughout the day. This type of behavior created a 
workplace in which each person worked independently of one another, alleviating any 
semblance of teamwork. 
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HANDLING MANUSCRIPTS AT THE CONSERVATION LAB 
The Conservation Laboratory is an extension of the Williams Research Center. The 
facility, located many blocks away from WRC, is a four story complex which includes large 
work spaces, larger storage spaces, offices, a fully working kitchen, and areas of unused space. 
The building stores many of the Collection's items which are considered works in progress or 
future projects. The intern worked every Thursday of her internship at this facility. 
The Lawyers' Transaction Titles Files 
The intern's work at the Conservation Lab for THNOC's Manuscripts Department 
included the handling of the Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation Files and Transcription Record 
Books (LTIC) for two New Orleans neighborhoods: the Faubourg Treme and Central City. The 
supervisor for the task, the Special Collections and Projects Librarian, introduced the intern to 
the work site and the tens of boxes of files on which they were to sort and label. These files 
contained titles of ownership, insurance records, wills, letters of succession, and other 
documents pertaining to the tracts of property. 
The supervisor and the intern scoured through the files at a fairly rapid speed as they 
searched for two elements within each file. First, they looked for the district number. They 
specifically sought the words "the Second District," or the district number for most of the 
properties in the Faubourg Treme. Although the boxes were supposed to only contain Second 
District files, many other district numbers were included in the batch. All files containing 
records other than Second District plots were placed to the side. 
The second number for which the pair searched was the square number indicating the 
plot of land within the district. Both the district and plot numbers were found in a particular type 
of document within the myriad of papers stuffed within each file. That document described the 
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plot and always began with the phrase, "On a certain plot of ground... " and continued with the 
phrase "...bounded by four streets.. ." Some files included confusing records which did not state 
the exact plots but which did state the streets which bound the plot. In these cases, the intern 
and her supervisor referred to maps of the Faubourg Treme provided by the supervisor A small 
number of files indicated multiple square numbers; these files were labeled with question marks 
and placed in a separate pile. 
Once the district and plot numbers were identified, the supervisor and intern marked the 
front cover of the each file with the information. For example, a file containing the records of 
the Second District and plot 123 was labeled as "2/123." The supervisor and intern each 
nwnbered 10 to 15 files and then sorted the files and placed them in their appropriate spots on 
the shelves. These shelves had been previously sectioned off by the intern through her reference 
to the maps of the Faubourg Treme. She studied the square numbers on neighborhood streets 
and created labels for each section. For example, a street in the Faubourg Treme may contain 
square nwnbers 109 to 116. A small sticky note with the numbers "109-116" was then placed on 
a shelf. Another sticky note with the numbers "117-124," or the next street of square numbers, 
was placed on the same shelf but one foot away. The crew simply placed each file in its 
appropriate space. 
Three persons joined the super\isor and the intern in their task of sorting and labeling the 
LTIC files. First, a part time employee sorted through files on days which the intern was not at 
the Lab. Second, THNOC's Vice-president of the Board, Mr. John E. Walker, played a 
prominent role in assisting the Special Collections and Projects Librarian in ongoing projects 
such as the Treme survey. As a former surveyor for the City of New Orleans, Vice-president 
Walker gave useful advice to the supervisor when mismatched or missing square numbers 
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prohibited the crew's progress. Third, a fonner employee ofTHNOC returned to The Collection 
for part time employment during his completion of his doctoral degree in Latin American 
Studies. His experiences in searching for pertinent infonnation while sorting through 
manuscripts were helpful to the crew's completion of this assignment. 
The project supervisor, the Special Collections and Projects Librarian, explained that this 
project had been requested by the President of the Board as a pilot project, or one in which the 
crew worked to find the file which provided the most infonnation about one square of land in the 
Treme neighborhood in order to complete an historical survey for that one square. This work 
was the first step in exploring the history of the Faubourg Treme and will assist in THNOC's 
future goal of creating an historical survey of the neighborhood. A progress report on the project 
written by the Special Collections and Projects Librarian and addressed to THNOC's 
Administration Director and the WRC Director can be seen in Appendix XIV (page 122). 
The inspiration for this effort was a similar previous endeavor called The Vieux Carre 
Survey. In 1960, the Louisiana Landmarks Society underwrote the cost of an experimental 
study, or pilot project, of Square 63 in the French Quarter. That pilot project inspired a complete 
survey of the Vieux Carre. Work on the project officially began in 1961 at General Williams 
residence at 529 Royal Street and was not completed until late 1980. The labor was realized 
through the assistance and financial support of a local university and various foundations due to 
the fact that the project began before the establishment ofTHNOC. The archive, an invaluable 
research tool, now consists of over 130 binders containing infonnation such as maps, written 
records, and photographs about individual tracts of property in the French Quarter. The survey 
will continue to grow as new research uncovers more infonnation about the history of each inch 
of the historic neighborhood. (J umonville, pp. 18-27) 
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The supervisor also explained to the intern that THNOC hopes to eventually build a data 
base where a researcher will be able to look at a map of the Faubourg Treme on a computer 
screen and click the computer mouse on a particular house on a lot. The computer will then 
cross reference all the infonnation about that house in order to present the researcher with a 
history of the house, including a list of residents, demolitions made to the house, and newspaper 
clippings with stories about that area. 
The Nella Ludwig Papers 
The intern's work at the Conservation Lab for THNOC's Manuscripts Department also 
included the handling of "The Papers of Mrs. E. B. (Nella) Ludwig, Additions," a project on 
which she worked sporadically throughout her Thursday schedules at The Lab. The supervisor 
for the task was again the Special Collections and Projects Librarian. 
The supervisor introduced the intern to the project by escorting her to a large table which 
was lined with twelve Hollinger boxes. This project had previously been started by the 
supervisor whom had begun to separate items in the collection and place them in categories. 
The boxes were adorned with sticky notes which acted as temporary labels for different 
categories. The categories consisted of subjects such as newspaper clippings, personal 
correspondence, professional correspondence, bills, audition notes, programs, and photographs. 
A stack of four large brown boxes filled with more items in the collection sat a few feet away 
from the table. 
The supervisor explained that through his initial work on the collection he discovered no 
logic to the placement of the contents of the large brown boxes. Rather, he felt that perhaps 
these items had been placed into the boxes after her death by other persons. He instructed the 
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intern to sort through each brown box and place items into their appropriate categories and to 
create new categories as she saw fit. 
The processing of the Nella Ludwig Papers mirrored the processing of the CAC Publicity 
Series in the sluggish speed of the task. Each item was examined, unfolded, removed of rusting 
agents such as staples and paper cl ips, and categorized. The items chronicled the life of Nella 
Ludwig, a New Orleans woman who was involved in a number of social clubs, including 
American Women's Volunteer Services, Le Petit Theatre du Vieux Carre, and Le Petit Salon. A 
huge portion of the materials centered around a club which she began called The New Orleans 
Opera Guild. The intern was fascinated by Mrs. Ludwig's apparent social status within New 
Orleans, her dedication to fit opera into the fabric of the city, and her patronage of many young 
and aspiring opera singers. 
The intern completed the sorting and categorizing of all items within the Ludwig Papers 
by the end of her internship. Twenty boxes of items were left by the intern to be handed over to 
the next intern or volunteer who will create and label folders for each item, tasks similar to those 
the intern had done for the CAC Publicity Series. Furthermore, like the CAC project, the intern 
was told that finding aids will be created for the Ludwig Papers. 
The environment of the Conservation Lab was quiet and productive. Its location far 
away from the other buildings in TIiNOC distanced the intern from the distracting work 
environment of the WRC's cubicle area, Additionally, the building's huge size and minimal 
number of employees within it (consisting of the crew working on the two projects listed above, 
the Board Secretaryffreasurer, and the occasional presence of the WRC Director and staff 
janitors), allowed the intern the freedom to vocalize questions and comments about the project. 
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REHOUSING THE CITY BUSINESS DIRECTORY M1CROFICHE COLLECTION 
The intern began a new project for the WRC during the middle portion of the internship. 
The Reference Librarian in the large upstairs library known as the Reading Room approached 
the intern with the job of rehousing a microfiche collection. Upon acceptance of her request, the 
intern's new supervisor accompanied her upstairs to an area of the Reading Room behind a 
section of red velvet ropes which separated the public visitors from the book shelves. She 
showed the intern two shelves on which were stacked twenty-five black binders labeled "New 
Orleans City Business Directories." An empty wheeled cart stood nearby the shelves. The 
Reference Librarian pulled a binder down to exhibit its decrepit condition; its front cover had 
been completely ripped off. She laid it on the cart and together the Reference Librarian and the 
intern continued to pull the binders off of the shelves and stack them onto the cart. Although not 
all of the binders were missing their covers, the collection was in terrible condition. Many of the 
covers stayed intact by only threads of plastic. Furthennore, many of the bindings were loose. 
After filling the cart with the collection, the intern and her new supervisor rolled the cart 
under the rope and over to one of the large wooden tables in the Reading Room. Together they 
inspected the collection. An average of three file folders ·were inside each of the binders. Many 
of these file folders were tom or about to tear. Each folder contained fourteen slots on its front 
and back cover. Light yellow envelopes were placed in each slot, each containing a transparent 
sheath which included the microfiche from a Business Directory from a particular year. Many of 
the yellow envelopes, which were labeled on their middle portions with typed or handwritten 
descri ptions of their contents, were tom. Moreover, the envelopes filled each of the fourteen 
slots on each of the front and back covers, creating a cramped microfiche collection which was 
difficult for researchers to use. The confusing style of the collection was apparent to the intern as 
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she spotted many envelopes which had been placed in the wrong slots along with some of the 
fiche which had been placed outside of their corresponding envelopes altogether. 
The Reference Librarian returned to the table with a cart filled with brand new binders, 
larger than the mangled, older ones. She clearly explained the importance of the microfiche 
collection, describing its frequent use by both researchers and staff, a need for a less cramped 
collection, and the harm which will occur to the fiche over time if the collection maintained its 
present condition. She emphasized her frustration that binders overlapped years from one to the 
next. Finally, she added that she longed for the retyping of labels on the top portions of the 
envelopes rather than on their middle portions so that the descriptions were easily referenced by 
researchers without pulling each one out of its slot. 
The intern broke the task into different sections. First, she rehoused all of the folders into 
new binders. These new binders held four to five folders rather than just three, Concurrently, 
she replaced the envelopes into the new file folders as she worked. She organized each folder 
cover so that it contained only one or two years from the City Directory, She separated years by 
leaving an empty slot or two, creating a visual separation easily read by persons searching 
through the binders. She ensured that each binder ended in one year while its consecutive year 
began in the next binder. 
The intern's work on this portion of the project occurred over a period of a five days in 
the Reading Room. She was able to spread out the binders and files on one the large tables in 
the room without obstructing any of the work of staff members or public researchers. This 
opportunity to observe WRC's handling of their public responsibilities intrigued the intern as her 
other tasks occurred in staff-only areas of the buildings in the organization. 
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The intern was struck by the busy atmosphere of the Reading Room. This library bustled 
with more activity and learned yet unobtrusive discussion than the intern had observed in any 
other area of the organization. The teamwork of the employees, exemplified through their 
consultation with one another for different projects and also their respect of one another's space 
and areas of expertise, worked to benefit the environment of the Reading Room and those 
persons, including the intern, utilizing the space. 
She occasionally looked up to notice the staffs apparent dedication to the researchers. 
Staff members answered questions at their desks stationed at both ends of the room; they also 
strolled around the room, offering assistance to patrons. They often walked quickly across the 
large room to answer incoming calls or to disappear into back rooms and vaults to retrieve items 
for patrons. The employees never looked bored or uninterested in their jobs. They seemed 
happy to work and happy to help. 
The remainder of the task of rehousing the microfiche collection occurred on different 
days spread over the rest of the internship period. First, many of the torn envelopes were 
replaced with new ones. The intern utilized a typewriter in the Reading Room office as well as 
one in the downstairs cubicle area ofWRC to type labels on the top portions of the new 
envelopes. Additionally, she replaced envelopes which were not torn and retyped their labels on 
top portions to create a consistent format for researchers. Second, the intern worked on a 
coworker's computer in the cubicle area to create labels for the outside binding of the binders. 
Each label read, "New Orleans City Business Directories," and was followed by the years 
included within that binder. Photographs from the intern's work on this project can be seen in 
Appendix XV (page 124). 
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ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS 
The intern assisted the Reference Archivist on two oral history interviews. In each case, 
the interviews were executed in the afternoon. The pair traveled by taxi cabs to the homes of the 
subjects and these cabs were billed to The Collection's taxi account. 
The Subject of GeotiJIy Terrace 
The first oral history assignment took the intern and her supervisor to the home of Marie 
Badeaux in the neighborhood of Gentilly Terrace. The interview had been requested by Ann 
Duffy, a volunteer of the Preservation Resource Center (PRC), in hopes of collecting 
information to compose a future exhibit on Gentilly Terrace at PRe. Mrs. Badeaux, a woman in 
her early 90's, had come from an influential family from the neighborhood and was therefore 
considered to be a potential source of historical information. Her father was E. E. Lafaye, 
vice-president of the Gentilly Terrace Company, a construction company which operated during 
the last years of the 19th century and the beginning years of the 20th century. Moreover, the 
Lafaye family had previously lived in a stately mansion which used to stand in Gentilly and was 
very well known for its beauty and enormous size. The tract of property was so large that room 
for thirteen houses was created when the mansion was demolished later in the 20th century. 
The Reference Archivist and the intern were greeted by both the Mrs. Badeaux and Ann 
upon arrival to Mrs. Badeaux's home, which was located, incidentally, on Lafaye Street. The 
group entered the house and were offered beverages. As they retired to the dining table, the oral 
historian prepared his tape recording device, checking that the various microphones were 
situated on the table so that all voices would be recorded. He tested the machine's working 
status by recording his own voice and playing it back to himself before beginning the actual 
interview. 
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The Reference Arcmvist initiated the interview by asking a few questions about the 
subject's age and origins. He then began to ask a series of open-ended questions, inviting the 
interviewee to speak for however long she desired. The questions focused on Mrs. Badeaux's 
childhood. The discussion led to descriptions of the rooms within the old stately mansion in 
which her family lived. The discussion stimulated the interviewee to draw on a piece of paper a 
reproduction of the internal layout of the old home. Her memory was very clear as she recalled 
banisters, chandeliers, and a music room filled with instruments. The Reference Archivist, the 
intern, and the PRe volunteer quietly watched and listened while the subject vividly recalled the 
grand interior of the mansion. Upon being prompted by the Reference Archivist, she went on to 
describe other elements of the home, including types of flora in the gardens, the family's 
relationships with the servants, and playful activities of her youth, such as she and her siblings 
touching the outside lanterns after a rain for a shock. 
The Reference Archivist asked the interviewee for stories about her community. She 
proceeded to list names of neighboring families and descri ptions of monumental developments 
in the neighborhood, such as the advent of the automobile and the consequential construction of 
driveways and garages in her neighborhood. She spoke of grocery delivery services, 
neighborhood pharmacies, and churches. She related stories of the hurricane of 1915 and 
memories of World War I, including stories of "sham battles," or pretend battles between young 
neighborhood residents which the children watched for entertainment. She also recalled 
prohibition, the length that the people went in order to have a drink, and the revelry of 
prohibition's end. 
The interview lasted over an hour. The Reference Archivist turned off his recording 
device and handed release forms to Mrs. Badeaux, Ms. Duffy, and the intern. He explained that 
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their signatures on these documents would allow the written transcriptions of the interview to be 
made available to the public. Finally, the Reference Archivist took pictures of the group before 
he and the intern said good-bye and returned to THNOC. 
The Subject of Huey P. Long's Assassination 
The Reference Archivist and the intern conducted their second oral history interview 
with Dr. Joseph A. Sabatier, Jr., at his residence on Exposition Boulevard near Audubon Park in 
the uptown area ofNew Orleans. The Reference Archivist was inspired to take this interview 
after Dr. Weiss, brother of Huey Long's alleged assinator, Carl Weiss, donated his papers to 
THNOC. The Reference Librarian had taken an oral history interview with him and he 
subsequently gave the THNOC employee the names of persons, including Dr. Sabatier, who had 
been present at the hospital on the day the former Louisiana governor had been shot. 
Similar to his actions at Mrs. Badeaux's house, the Reference Archivist began the 
interview process by situating his recording machine on the table and testing its status while Dr. 
Sabatier retrieved beverages for the group. The Reference Librarian handed the doctor and the 
intern the release forms before beginning the session, explaining the need for signatures. The 
doctor did not need to be prompted to speak. As soon as the Reference Librarian began taping, 
the interviewee began to discuss his background as a medical intern from New Orleans Tulane 
University who worked in Baton Rouge. He then jumped into the subject of the interview by 
explaining that he was near the site of Louisiana's State Capital when he heard a "rat-a-tat-tat." 
He was unsure if he had heard one shot or more. He was subsequently called in to work as a 
scrub nurse in Long's hospital room. He clearly recalled the attendants in the room as a group of 
politicians dressed in medical gowns. He remembered noting that Huey Long was conscious and 
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clear minded. The patient underwent a standard procedure for a shot in abdomen which 
included only one entry wound and one exit wound. The operation was touted as successful. 
The interviewee continued to recall that the doctor on duty, Dr. Vidrie, was called away 
from Baton Rouge to a commitment in New Orleans. Dr. Vidrie had commented that he was 
leaving the patient in good hands; however, the team of doctors flailed as no one took a strong 
leadership role. Consequently, Governor Long bled post-operatively, a condition which Dr. 
Sabatier noted as the probable cause of death. 
Dr. Sabatier's contact with Long was primarily in the operating room. At that time, no 
one asked him any questions. He did not remember any cut on Long's lip, an injury which he 
had allegedly incurred. Dr. Sabatier insisted that Long spoke clearly and well before the 
anesthesiologist performed his duties. These thirty hours of activity were very disruptive to the 
small hospital but it continued to function. The doctor then went on to say that another man, Dr. 
Lario, was rumored to have investigated Long's body while in the funeral home yet no report on 
this incident exists. 
The interviewee explained that the assumption was that Carl Weiss had shot Long. The 
insurance papers for the case, however, listed the cause of death was listed as an accidental 
t	 shooting by a bodyguard. Murphy Rhodan, one of Long's bodyguards whom, along with other 
guards, had been examined with severe powder burns, had eventually moved on to become a 
state chief police. However, Rhodan's nephew reportedly made a claim that two weeks before 
the former bodyguard died he had gathered around his family to tell them that he had 
accidentally shot Huey Long. He concluded his heated retelling of the story with this last 
revelation and stated that the information seemed to be important yet has never been exposed to 
the public. 
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The Reference Librarian turned off his tape recorder. Dr. Sabatier then stated that a local 
television news investigator had interviewed him once before but that he had heard nothing else 
on the story. He was curious to know if Dr. Lorio, who had allegedly performed the private 
autopsy on Long, had been interviewed. He also stated that he found frustration in the fact that 
Carl Weiss's body had been exhumed later in the 20th century for yet a second autopsy while 
Huey Long's body had not. He asked ifTHNOC would contact him with any answers for these 
questions or any further information on the assassination. The Reference Librarian assured Dr. 
Sabatier that he would be in contact, snapped pictures, and then he and the intern said good-bye 
and returned to THNOC. Appendix XVI on page 125 contains copies of the release forms and 
photographs from each interview. 
The two oral history interviews taken during the internship offer important recollections 
ofLouisiana's past. Mrs. Badeaux's interview represents the perspective of a small girl observing 
the growth of her neighborhood throughout the early 20th century while Dr. Sabatier's interview 
represents the perspective of an intern witnessing the hospitalization and eventual death of an 
historical political figure. These interviews truly epitomize this report's earlier assertion that 
THNOC's mission, "to maintain and expand their collection [ofLouisiana materials]" refers to a 
collection of holdings which offer stories of both important historical figures and events 
alongside stories which represent the past cultures of everyday people. (Guide to Research at 
the Williams Research Center, p. 1) 
Follow Up Work to the Interviews 
The Reference Archivist explained to the intern that the interview tapes would be sent to 
a company which specializes in transcribing audio tapes. The transcriptions will arrive back to 
THNOC as word documents through emails from the transcription company. He will correct any 
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personal name spellings, a frequent source of mistakes. He will then print out two copies. One 
copy will be sent to the Manuscripts Rel:,ristrar, located in the Collections Management 
Department in the museum and galleries complex on Royal Street, who will enter the documents 
as an accession file. Another copy, along with the actual tape, will be entered into The 
Collection by the Reference Archivist. The employee will then submit in written fonn a general 
report of the oral history interviews and request funds to the Board in order to transcribe the 
information for the next fiscal year, beginning in April. These funds will also be used to perform 
follow-up interviews on these topics as well as a number of other subjects which the Board 
approves. 
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ADDITIONAL DUTIES 
Finally, the internship included additional duties as assigned by the WRC Director. 
These duties included twice escorting fellow workers to the Registrar's Office at the museum and 
galleries complex at Royal Street. Although this building is a mere two blocks away from WRC, 
a policy at THNOC states that an escort must accompany any employee transporting an 
accession from one building to the next. This process taught the intern about the fragility of 
many of the organization's holdings along with the requisite of an incoming receipt presented 
with each accession, seen in Appendix XV1I (page 128 and 129). All of the legal tenns of the 
donation or purchase are listed on the backside of the original receipt. Information on the front 
of the receipt include the name of the seller or donator, the date of the transaction, a description 
of the item, the value of the item, and the signature of the staff member who accepted the item. 
These pieces of infonnation may be neatly handwritten or typed. 
Other additional duties completed by the intern were simple tasks which utilized 
anywhere from an hour to a few hours of the intern's time. First, she conducted an inventory 
count of binders received by WRC to be used for an upcoming symposium. Afterwards she 
stacked most of the binders on shelf and repackaged a small portion of them to be sent back to 
the manufacturer due to a color mismatch. Second, she assisted the WRC Director by making 
80 copies of a fourteen page presentation which he was to give later that week. Third, she 
assisted the Reference Archivist by cop)ing a set of manuscripts which had been ordered by a 
researching patron. For this task, she learned that patrons are charged a fee for copies and each 
page must be stamped with a THNOC emblem noting the location of the co))ection. 
The WRC Director had mentioned to the intern that seasonal work would include 
assistance in the Museum Registration Department and also the Public Relations Department, 
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the latter which would be geared towards preparation for the January 2001 Symposium. 
However, no work of this nature was assigned to the intern during the three months. 
STAFF MEETINGS 
The intern attended all regular staff meetings on the third Wednesday of each month. 
The purpose of staff meetings is to relate an understanding of the internal workings of each 
month. Meetings are held at nine o'clock in the morning in the Counting House, a building 
within the museum and galleries complex. Coffee, tea, orange juice, and doughnuts are offered 
before the meeting. Employees sit in chairs around the room, either in an oval shape facing the 
center of the room (creating a forum for discussion) or in rows facing the podium. One assumes 
that the Administration Director decides the seating design according to the type of business to 
be discussed. 
The Administration Director opens the meetings and speaks about important current 
events ofTHNOC. She mentions any awards, publications, lectures, conferences, or acquisitions 
which impact THNOC. She allows her team of thirteen department heads to speak one by one 
about the special events occurring in their departments. Each of these employees speak briefly 
and mention any new interns or volunteers which are providing assistance. Many of these 
employees also give kudos to special staff or volunteers which have produced exceptional work. 
A department head may also display items, such a recently published book or a museum shop 
map for sale to the public, in order to stimulate excitement and interest in the employees. 
These meetings usually last about an hour. Afterward.., staff members grab another 
doughnut, speak among themselves, and use the rest room facilities before rushing to offices 
either in the museum and galleries complex or two blocks away to WRC. 
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STAFF LECTURES 
The staff at WRC is occasionally assigned to attend on-site lectures affiliated with the 
fields of history and preservation. One example of this type oflecture occurred during the 
internship period. John Hollinger, a man whose family formed the Hollinger Corporation in 
1945, spoke about the history of his family's company_ This company was the first to produce 
archival supplies and materials. The use of such acid free materials aids in the preservation of 
documents, photographs, and items. THNOC's mission includes the goal to maintain its 
collection of these types of historical items; consequently, THNOC greatly patronizes the 
Hollinger Company Mr. Holllinger explained that many similar organizations have appeared in 
the marketplace since his father and uncle founded the company, yet the company still does well 
due in part to the patronage ofTHNOC. 
Attendance at the Hollinger lecture was an interesting affair for the intern because she 
had been inundated with the Hollinger product line since her first day at THNOC. She worked 
with materials from the line everyday, especially file folders and folder boxes in a variety of 
sizes. She was pleased to observe that the entire staff found interest in learning more about these 
supplies as each attendee participated by giving the presenter his or her full attention and by 
asking questions related to the matter of archival supplies. 
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ANALYSIS OF MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE 
The primary challenge the intern experienced at TIINOC was the lack of instruction, 
communication, and tools with which she was given in order to complete her biggest task, 
processing the CAC Publicity Series. This challenge was due to the managerial style of 
Manuscripts Cataloguer, who had been given the duty of guiding the intern for her assignment of 
processing the CAC records. The supervisor's style, apparent to the intern from the beginning of 
the job, was to hastily present instructions through the spoken word. 
The supervisor's quick, verbal instruction left the intern with many questions about the 
assignment. More infonnation was needed in order to make decisions regarding the labeling of 
folders. Consequently, the intern called numerous impromptu meetings called between her and 
her supervisor. These meetings consisted of the intern's approach of the supervisor, a brief 
question and answer session, and the intern's return to her workspace. However, the supervisor's 
insistence on wearing headphones throughout the workday required the intern to tap her 
supervisor's shoulder in order to consult with her about the assignment, both startling and 
interrupting this supervisor's own work. This type of interruption could not be avoided as the 
intern needed to not only to ask questions about the assignment but also to obtain the key to the 
vault where the CAC Records were stored when not being processed. 
During these question and answer sessions, the intern asked many questions concerning 
the processing of the collection. When the intern questioned the amount of descriptive 
infonnation about the item to write on its folder, the supervisor told her to use her best judgment 
and that the finding aids, or detailed descriptions of each folder's contents, would be created 
later. The intern, who had never processed a collection of manuscri pts in her life, was left to her 
own devices to make many of these judgment calls. The supervisor's instruction to have the 
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intern decide her own methods for labeling folders did not dissuade the intern from continuing to 
approach the supervisor. Often, answers provided insight to the intern. For example, when the 
intern asked if she should list the names of authors of newspaper articles, her supervisor again 
told her to use her judgment. However, she also pointed out that these types of articles are 
labeled as "clippings" or "copies of clippings." This answer hinted at the importance of 
terminology and influenced the intern to question things like the differences between phrases 
such as "calendar of events" and "schedule of events." She often guessed at the proper way to 
describe such items, hoping that her dedication to use consistent terminology within the 
collection would ensure that future researchers would understand the contents of the folders. 
This dedication towards maintaining consistency resulted in the periodic retracing of her steps to 
view folders previously labeled. In a collection which included thousands of items, the retracing 
of steps often proved to consume much time. Consequently, the intern was troubled by a lack of 
confidence concerning her progress on the task. 
The brief and often interrupting consultation between the intern and her supervisor 
challenged the intern as it shed an unfavorable light on the task of processing the CAC Records. 
Although the intern enjoyed learning about the history of the organization, recognizing names of 
former professors and artist friends in many of the materials, and observing the maturity of the 
CAC's marketing practices, she felt ill-prepared for the task and longed for more guidance from 
her supervisor. The unfavorability of the situation may have been avoided if the supervisor had 
provided written policies or information about the task as the intern had requested in the 
beginning of the internship period. Instead, the supervisor waited until the last week of the 
internship period to announce that infonnative manuals on collection processing did, in fact, 
exist and were located on the supervisor's desk. 
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Furthermore, two interns from local universities began work at WRC midway through the 
internship period. These interns, each working only one day a week, also worked in the cubicle 
area under the supervision of the Manuscripts Cataloguer. While the intern appreciated the 
additional company of other non-staff members in the work area, she was appalled to observe 
the supervisor approach each intern with opportunities for discussions on their work. The 
supervisor actually rose out of her desk area, stepped past the intern, and walked over to the 
other interns' work spaces, asking if any questions on their assignments had arisen. Furthermore, 
the intern shuddered when she heard the supervisor thank the interns each day that they worked, 
an appreciative gesture which was never offered to the intern by this employee 
Frustrations were also caused by situations concerning a lack of supplies. Just a few 
weeks into the internship, the intern notified the Manuscripts Cataloguer that only three stacks of 
the archival folders remained on the shelves above the intern's work area. Rather than praising 
the intern for her quick work, the supervisor snappishly remarked that she wished the intern 
would have alerted her sooner because she would now have to place an order for more folders. 
The intern, who had noticed that many unused supplies were kept in the vault, had assumed that 
the organization kept a back stock of folders. She was unaware of any shortage and had not been 
told to notify her supervisor at any point concerning supplies. 
A similar frustration occurred when the intern ran out ofoversized file folders. Although 
the intern had notified the supervisor well before the supply had depleted, the shipment was not 
ordered at that time, leaving the intern without a supply of these large folders. The supervlsor's 
solution was to have the intern label the dummy folders as usual, include the folded documents 
within the dummy files, tag the folders with colored plastic paper clips, and proceed with the 
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task while waiting for a shipment of oversized folders to arrive. The intern was then forced to 
back track her work when the shipment of oversized folders arrived two weeks later. 
While these recollections of the intern's rocky relationship with the Manuscripts 
Cataloguer tainted the intern's impression of work at TI-INOC, it is important to note that this 
employee was just one of the five WRC staff members which supervised the work of the intern. 
Each of her other four managers led the intern through her tasks in a manner different from the 
uncommunicative fashion of the Manuscripts Cataloguer. They each made time to offer the 
appropriate orientation of the intern to the tasks. In turn, the intern gained a comprehension of 
the exact requirements of each task, compelling her to dive into her work, ask many questions, 
and complete each task to her supervisor's approval. Furthermore, these four managers each 
offered thankful words at the end of each task which made the intern feel as ifher contribution 
was appreciated and vital to the organization. Finally, the people-oriented skills of these four 
managers further implicated the Manuscripts Cataloguer's poor style of management. 
First, the WRC Director had set up her internship, met with her occasionally during the 
internship period to discuss her work, and utilized her abilities for small, additional duties. This 
head of the building often circulated work areas, including the cubicle area, the Reading Room, 
and the Conservation Lab. During his rounds, the WRC Director often asked the intern, as well 
as other employees, about the progress of the assignments and any consequential problems. On 
one occasion, the intern asked to meet with him privately concerning the supervisory techniques 
her managers. The WRC Director listened to the intern's disgruntlements about the Manuscripts 
Cataloguer's managerial style. He explained that processors like this one display a nature which 
is not considered to be people-oriented. He praised the Manuscripts Cataloguer's sharp 
intelligence and photographic memory. He then told the intern that she should not take the 
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Manuscripts Cataloguer's style of management personally. Finally, he insisted that he had heard 
nothing but good things about the intern's work and that she should continue her assignments and 
ask questions when needed. 
Second, the Special Collections and Projects Librarian instructed her at the Conservation 
Lab while working on both the LTIC files for the Faubourg Treme and Central City 
neighborhoods and the Nella Ludwig Papers. This supervisor spent an entire morning 
orientating the intern to her workspace. He consistently approached her during her work on the 
two projects, asking if she had any questions or if she had discovered anything of unusual 
interest. He often asked the intern if she had a preference about working on one of the projects 
and always thanked the intern for her work at the end of the day. These efforts created a 
communicative relationship between the intern and her supervisor as she did not feel even 
slightly intimidated about approaching him with any questions. Consequently, the intern felt that 
the relationship provided the grounds for an happy environment conducive to productive work. 
Third, the Reference Librarian instructed her work on the rehousing of the microfiche 
collection of the City Business Directories. This supervisor also spent a good amount of time 
orientating the intern to her task. She clearly articulated the purposes of the microfiche 
collection and the reasons for its worn condition. She also interpreted her goal for the intern's 
work on the collection. She thanked the intern for her work at the end of each day of the project, 
commenting each time that the work accomplished meant that the collection was already a 
thousand times better than its previous condition. Again, the intern appreciated the time and the 
effort given to her by this staff member; consequently, she felt happy to complete the project and 
proud of her work. 
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Fourth, the Reference Archivist taught her the manner in which to conduct an oral history 
interview. Before, during, and after each interview, he asked the intern for suggestions and 
input. On both occasions he complimented the intern's ability to ease the interviewees' tension 
through eye contact and attentiveness during the oral interviews. Finally, he thanked her 
profusely for accompanying him on the assignments and related his happiness about her 
contribution to each interview. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
The responsibility of assigning supervisors to interns and volunteers at WRC lies with the 
WRC DirectoL Many university interns work more sporadically at the organization than this 
intern, exemplified by the two interns which were observed working only one day of each week. 
However, the three month length of this intern's employment afforded her a unique perspective 
into the daily work which occurs at THNOC. Therefore, the WRC Director should consider the 
intern's disgruntlements regarding the choice of the Manuscripts Cataloguer as a supervisor as a 
warning sign to evaluate her success in directing interns and volunteers. Moreover, he should 
use the data received from this intern as an opportunity to guide THNOC to prepare a more 
comprehensive internship program. 
The organization should employ a volunteer coordinator to ensure that the work done by 
these nonpaid employees is being sufficiently managed and that they understand the full range of 
responsibilities involved with their tasks. This coordinator should schedule regular meetings 
with the interns and volunteers in order to discuss their progress and their supervisors. The 
coordinator should distribute supervisor evaluation forms for each intern and volunteer upon 
their exit of the organization in order to critique the jobs of these managers. Finally, the 
coordinator should maintain files on each intern and volunteer, the departments in which they 
worked, and the types ofjobs they completed while at TI-INOc. The creation and maintenance 
of these type of records will allow these valuable persons to be called upon again if the 
organization ever finds itself short-staffed. 
Thomas Wolf (1999) supports the recommendation for a volunteer coordinator in his 
book, Managing a Nonprofit Organi:::ation, when he states that volunteers are "a [valuable] 
source of free labor" and "their interaction with paid staff must be carefully orchestrated." (p. 92) 
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"Indeed, a volunteer coordinator must be integrated into the operation of the 
organization at the highest levels and must be given the full cooperation of any 
department or staff person who will be working with volunteers. When the volunteer 
coordinator is a member of the staff, it is important to consider where he or she should 
be placed in the organizational structure ... While the volunteer coordinator plays an 
important advocacy and educational role, sensitizing senior staff to the important place 
of volunteers in the organization, he or she has many other responsibilities ... He or she 
has the overall responsibility for finding and placing volunteers and mediating between 
their needs and the needs of the organization." (Wolf, 1999, p. 103) 
Wolf describes many responsibilities which the volunteer coordinator should conduct. 
He stresses that one of the key tasks this employee should employ is the establishment and 
constant updating of "written policies on volunteer procedures, responsibilities, supervision, 
placement, restrictions, reporting, evaluation, recognition, and termination." (p. 103) He also 
asserts that the volunteer coordinator should train the staff to work with volunteers, respond to 
the needs and complaints of both the volunteers and their supervisors, and mediate any 
opposition between these groups. (p. 104) 
Wolf insists that the orientation and training to volunteers must consist of presenting the 
volunteers with an organizational packet, including informational items such as "the 
organization's annual report, newspaper articles, brochures, flyers, reports, a list of board 
members, a staff organization chart, and an organization chart of the volunteer organization (if 
one exists) together with its charter and bylaws." (p. 107) In the case of the intern at THNOe, 
these informational documents were not easily attained. When she had requested an annual 
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report and an organizational chart from the WRC Director during the first week of her 
internship, she was told that the availability of these items to her must be approved by the Board. 
While she waited for the Board's approval throughout her internship, occasionally mentioning 
her need to review these records, the WRC Director provided a copy of the Disaster 
Preparedness Manual to the intern. While this manual included interesting details concerning 
the responsibilities of various staff members in the occasion of a hurricane or bomb threat, the 
intern longed for more information about the organization. She requested a copy of the 
Employee Handbook which she received; however, the WRC Director told her that the manual 
was not to leave the building and that no copies of the manual should be made. 
It was not until the last week of the internship period when the Director handed to the 
intern a two year old organizational chart. When she again requested the annual report, he 
retorted that, by order of the Board, he was not allowed to distribute the report to her. This 
report would have been greatly educational to the intern as this type of document "provides a 
comprehensive glance at the institution's full programmatic and financial performance in any 
given year" Finally, it "also establishes credibility and shows that the organization has a track 
record in its area of specialization." (Hopkins and Friedman, 1997, p. 183) 
THNOC did provide some of the elements which Wolf argues as important orientation 
tools for volunteers. The intern was given a few tours of each facility. She was introduced to 
most of the staff members, including those in the museum and galleries complex which she did 
not see again other than during staff meetings. She was shown a film about the establishment of 
the organization, a tool which provided her with background on the history of the organization. 
(p. 107-108) 
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Wolf demands that training for the volunteers be conducted and that it should begin with 
the provision of background reading material about the volunteers' tasks. He asserts that 
discussions about these written task descriptions "provides answers to some key questions," such 
as the type ofjob, its purpose, the steps necessary for the job's completion, supervisors and 
coworkers of the volunteer, and the time schedule for the job. (p. 108-109) THNOC did not 
ensure that such materials were distributed to the intern, specifically in the case of processing the 
CAC Records. Although she had requested written policies on the subject of processing of a 
collection, she had been told by her supervisor that no such written policies existed. She was 
dismayed at the end of her internship period when she was told that the policies did, in fact, exist 
and had been sitting on the supervisor's desk the entire time. Additionally, information regarding 
as the purpose and time schedules for the jobs was not articulated to the intern; rather this basic, 
e~sential occupational knowledge was contemplated by the intern each day of the three months. 
Wolf also heralds the practice of recognizing the work of nonpaid employees, such as 
volunteers and interns. (p. 104) THNOC succeeded in this category in a number of ways. First, 
the intern was mentioned in THNOC Quarterly alongside a small, black and white photograph of 
her. Second, the intern was taken to lunch by her five supervisors, paid for by the organization. 
Finally, she was invited to the annual Donor Tea after the completion of the internship period. 
These events exemplify the "clear indications of the organization's appreciation" which Wolf 
praises as the kind of treatment which provide recognition to nonpaid employees. (p. 100) 
Examples of these recognition-based efforts can be seen in Appendix XVIII on page 130. 
Wolf insists that the heads of nonprofit organizations should not be so focused on the 
needs of the organization that they ignore the needs of the volunteers. Instead, these directors 
should be "better prepared to handle the psychological needs of ... existing volunteers and ... 
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might also (be] better equipped to recruit and retain new people who would be enthusiastic about 
working for [the] organization for no money." (p.97) THNOC would be better prepared to 
handle the needs of its nonpaid employees if it employed a volunteer coordinator to address 
these needs. 
A second recommendation for THNOC is to publicize more of its organizational 
documents within the staff. Throughout her employment, the intern was not given access to the 
bylaws, annual report, or organizational chart. Furthermore, the staff did not have access to 
these records either, according to many of their replies upon the intern's request. The intern was 
finally given an organizational chart at the very end of her employment; however, it was two 
years old. The chart was completely void of the position of one of the intern's supervisors, the 
Special Collections and Projects Librarian. The utilization of this outdated organizational chart 
prov~s that the organization is not as updated on its internal files as it should be. Each year, the 
organization should update its organizational chart and make it available to staff members, along 
with the annual report. The organization should be proud of these records which boast of its 
large scope and success rather than treating them as top secret files 
A third rec<;>mmenqation for THNQC is that its Administrati<;>n Director make her 
position as head of the organization (underneath the Board) more obvious to the staff. As noted 
earlier in this report, the intern noticed her complete absence at both WRC and the Conservation 
Lab. Additionally, the intern observed a lack of concern towards this top employee by the staff 
of WRC. The Administration Director should tour these buildings at least <;>nce a week in <;>rder 
to create an understanding in the staff of her position of authority within the organization. The 
staffs comprehension of her authority will alleviate many of the whispers about any 
monopolizing control of the Board President and her officers. 
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SHORT AND LONG RANGE EFFECTS OF INTERN'S CONTRIBUTIONS 
The intern's contribution to The Historic New Orleans Collection was consistent and 
diligent work on each of her assigned projects. Through her work, she acquired the skills of 
archiving historical documents, assisting in the conducting of oral interviews, and undertaking 
the role of a staff member through daily duties and regular attendance at staff meetings and 
lectures. 
The effects of the contributions of the intern to THNOC are many, due to the number of 
tasks on which she worked during her internship period. Most importantly, the effect of all five 
of the tasks completed by the intern resulted in the fulfillment of the organization's mission. 
Each of the tasks, the handl ing of the CAC Publicity Series, the Nella Ludwig Papers, and the 
Lawyers' Transaction Titles Files, along with the rehousing of the microfiche collection and the 
assistance on oral history expeditions, focus on the maintenance and expansion of the collection 
of Louisiana tnat~rials. 
The first of the intern's contributions to THNOC was her work on the CAC Publicity 
Series. This work provided the short term effect of transforming the collection from boxes of 
loose, unlabeled items into a categorical state. The new state consisted of archival quality, 
la1;>eled folders describing each item inserted in archival quality, labeled boxes describing 
subseries sets, all placed in a chronological order. This work prepared the collection to be 
transferred to another volunteer or employee to create finding aids for each item. 
Another short term effect of the intern's work on the CAC Records assisted in the 
cr~ation of a gala recognizing the Center's 25th year of existence. The intern was notified of this 
gala just two months after the internship period's completion through a telephone call from 
WRC's Reference Archivist. He explained that the Associate Director of the CAC was 
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organizing a multimedia presentation for the gala and that she was utilizing the collection which 
the intern had processed. A day later, the Reference Archivist telephoned the intern from 
THNOC notifying her that the CAC representative desired to speak with her. During their 
conversation, the Associate Director complimented the intern on an impressive job and asked for 
assistance in locating photographs from CAC's early days. The intern gladly directed her to look 
in three subseries of boxes: "Internal Papers," "Newsletters," and "Calendar of Events. " 
Furthennore, the intern offered her assistance with the compilation of information for the gala. 
Although the CAC staff member did not require more assistance from the intern, 
subsequent contact to the intern was initiated by the organization's Membership Coordinator. 
This employee also commended the intern on her work and added that the organization would 
credit the intern's name on the gala program. Additionally, she stated that the organization 
woulq show their appreciation by offering her a complimentary one year membership to the 
CAe. Copies of the program and membership letter can be seen in Appendix XIX (page 133). 
A long tenn effect of the intern's work on this collection is the revelation of the historical 
chronology of the contemporary art scene in New Orleans from the CAC's creation in 1976 to 
the handing over Of its recorqs to THNOC in 1997. Future re~earchers studying the fonnation of 
certain art movements or theatre groups in New Orleans will be able to utilize the collection to 
find answers. Furthennore, the creation of future anniversary galas for the CAC will be aided by 
the use of this colJection. 
The ~econd contribution of the int~rn re~ulted from her work on the Lawyers' Transaction 
Titles Files. A short tenn contribution provided by her work on the project was facilitated by the 
ability of the crew to sort through the files at a faster past than if she had not been assisting in the 
task. The long tenn effect of the intern's work is that her contribution to the project brings the 
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organization one step closer to the creation of an historical survey of the Treme neighborhood. 
This type of survey may instigate the future creation of neighborhood organizations and 
committees which may initiate preservation efforts for this neighborhood. 
The third contribution of the intern resulted from her w<;>rk on the Nella Ludwig Papers. 
The short term contribution to this project was her transformation of the collection from boxes 
of unrelated items into a categorical state. She took items from large, acidic, brown boxes, 
examined them, divided them into categories, and placed them in archival quality, labeled boxes. 
Her work prepared the collection t<;> be trafl5ferred to the next v<;>lunteer or employee working on 
the project. The long term effect of the intern's work on this collection is the revelation of 
historical aspects ofNew Orleans, such as the creation of the New Orleans Opera Guild, the 
names of various opera stars which traveled to New Orleans, the subjects of conversation during 
the meetings ofvari<;>us so<;ial clubs, and interactions between pr<;>minent New Orleans figures. 
The fourth contribution of the intern resulted from her work on the microfiche binders of 
the City Business Directories. A short term effect of the contribution was provided to the 
organization through the improvement of the cosmetic appearance of the collection. The long 
term effect <;>f the intern's work on this c<;>llection is the creation of an system which will be 
easier for employees and public to use and less damaging to the microfiche. 
The fifth contribution of the intern resulted from her assistance on the oral history 
interview expeditions. A short term effect of the contribution was provided merely by her 
presence <;>n the ex~ditions. Her attentiveness to the subjects as well ~ her use of eye contact 
with them translated into encouragement of these subjects to speak about themselves. A long 
term effect of this contribution is the possibility of future interviews with those subjects as well 
as the revelations of both the past cultures and historical events ofLouisiana. 
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CONCLUSION 
This essay details the story of one intern's experiences at a private, nonprofit, cultural 
organization. Explication of each task completed by the intern, as well as descriptions of the 
board, staff, programs, and financial situation of the organization, clearly illustrates the type of 
working environment one finds at THNOe. However, one last story paints a vivid picture of the 
true state of affairs of this organization. 
On an occasion during the week in which the intern worked on rehousing the microfiche 
collection, the WRC Director walked through the Reading Room and commented on the intern's 
project. "Hard to believe such a glamorous job consists of a lot of mundane, tedious work. It is 
verY labor-intensive, isn't it?" The intern immediately realized the truth to the Director's 
comment. While the size of the staff, the number of buildings, and the amount and variety of 
items within The Collection's holdings are overwhelmingly impressive, much of the work which 
occurs at THNOC centers around the cataloging and maintaining of the collections. This 
examination and labeling of items, time consuming tasks with which the intern was very 
familiar, exemplifies the extensive and often wearisome labor which goes into sustaining the 
mission of preserving, maintaining, and expanding the materials in The Historic New Orleans 
Collection. 
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L9SS: alfo~nCll for rJoubtfUI accollnis ~ ; 7 , 352 " 29 , 32"7 ., 29 , 32"7 .­
<1 ?fadgas raca:1Jao!& ... ----:- .t:-;.J:..~~··:·~..: :.,~~:~~~~i:; ·;;-::~~t.~~ ,~,.. :-~. :-j·~:l':·,~ ..;.-:·:::.. :;';:·,..-:_:F:~~~~~~:Jd;·;:~i~:~:~;:~~.~:.~ ~~i 
us~; alIoo,vanca for doubtful ;;c:O'JnlJ ~ 
5 Grant3 rncs~~ 0 000 -__-__-_0-_0-_0_-_-__-__-__-__ -__ - -__-__-__-__ -__ -_o_~--------~--------~--------~ 
a RecslvalJle3 dUG tram officers. diraC:Ols.lrustaes. lnd ·)th2r i
 
d;~qualjftad parsons 
__ i
-- o_ _ 
~ : .... ~:j_ .... ··';1 ••';";·x, ..,,,,~,,s-.;-:. :;,. t· ~,:,,,.",,~,·f"""··";"""-::' f ....~: .. / ...,..;J .... , .. ::~.·: .--.-,.A........ ~......... 
(ltt'..a:'l0l:=S1l'Id:"O.Vrln::a:t'MJ!t ·~~:,.~:~~:t..}~.~~: ..._~,·.. ~.~.=::.::~,:- ...7,,: C.: .- .....)~'.!.. ':-'"';. :.:. ... ,...u~~'.;~·": ..- _'" ;~~.~ !'".,,,,~.~~~. \~.'.~.~:..~::.:~~~~';:>'" 
~~a:~~Kafur~Ub~I~~unI5. ~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~_I~__~~~~~~ 
.:I 9 !n~entcr!es!ar~a!~or~3e___ L86, 100.: 1/4: 237.J ~7~, 287. 
q PrQo.k1 ijllOGflSeS and dafarred charuas 
:2 
~ 
10a :nvesrmants - U_S_ .Jr,d slata government ~b,j(lations S ~.!Il"t JJ. 29 I 9 39 , 532. . i 2,*,5 -i 5 , 7 0:; .f 24 I :. 39 ,535 • 
U :ITJes:;nonts - COf\lor.Jte sloe:( __ ~_tlll~oo_U_ 2::' , :: 12,992 .! 25,808,06 <5.: 59 I 935 1166. 
~!nv8s1menls-ccf\lar.Jtebond5 S"tmt: 15 1.014,304.1 1,01.1,/99.1 '327,100. 
I 11 !T\~tI~UtH1~~MltJCt'lllCrT"tl1t~ -1-;-~-3-i--,09°ji-.~r:\::~<o;~;;~;;')1;~~~i~\'i;o'0;~f':;:~<:~~~ii<:0~():;::/~:':~~:i<~-?\.;tS:.:~0.d~_:i;S~;:'~,: 
L= =.n-..J-.l~_ i 311 1 105.: ~!B31/93::: 2,255,000. 
investments - martqaga loans 
I ,[n1i~9(ments - omar _ 
o o ........ _ •• -. I ,
IbhJ 
L1r.d ~Hc!r.gs. Jnd 3q~!;:rr,e,~t: b~~s .. 1 0 , 6 0 2 ,. 06 1 11 ·:~~t£P*:,~:;··~'~!k1t~0t1;3:: ~:·f~,;:F.:;~·.~~~2~~~::;f;,~~:;~{·t~~:::.f~tf.~J~~~~i~1~~!~~t~~:i~i~;~~ri~4 
L==uJtd_i<>1 00 ~ I IJ,602,061.i 10,602,061.1 9,165,944. 
115 GlherJSs9Is(dascriDe~ Statement 16)! 12,769,181.1 13,337,549.: 17,671,643. 
I I ! 
118 Total ~89Qts Ito he comp!~ted h" ail iii&r.;\ 91,t<90,930.i
 
i17 ~ounts payable and Jc:rued allpenStlS 3,100.i
 
Glallts l'ayaOls _0 __ 0 0 _
I~a 
,! /15 Daierr~ reVenue __ 
I 
i..0<lfl:t !'rom ofi\c:en. ciiroctCfS. lro"i~, ~ aiJloef oi$Cl'.Je".i~e<:i perJOfl'3~ I~tl 
Mcrtg3ges ]fld ether flcle9 ;l3ya!l!e ____ i31~ Otll~r l~bijitia6 (describe ~ Statement 
) I 
23 Tll1at II 11110183 add lines 171hrou h 22 ----0------0 _ 403 100.1, 
I Olgafllzatlons lhat Iollow SFAS 117, maclc; herB ~ ~ 
~ 124 ~:a:~m~~:19 Ilnos 241~r~~_q_h_~~~~ __~~_3o~oa_~_~_310_0 .. _o _ 
~ 125 Temporarily rnslr(cleu 0_0_0 __ 0 0 0__ _0 0__ 00 0__ 
:g f 2~ ~;~;:~:I~~'8~~;~aQdn~~-;~;;~~-S-FAS;~-7, ~h~~~-H~;~- ~h 
& I and com\llala Ilnas27 thrnugh310
 
; 27 Capibl stacic, trust principal, or current funds _0 0_000_0 __ 0_0 0_0 0__
 
~ 126 Pald-!n or capital surplus, or land, bIQq_. and equipment fund --0.0 __ 0_ I---------If-I 
~ 129 Retained earnings, a«umulatad :ncamll, !!fldowmant. or olJw funds 
~ 130 Talal net assets OT fund ~arancaso o_o oo __ o 0 ._ 
!3i Toiai ifabll1UtIS :lnil 1101 a,sals uild ~lanta5 91 , 190 , 930 .1 
ImuD Analysis of Changes In Net Assets or Fund Balances 
91,087,830. 
(must agree wil11 end-Q/-yOJr llgure reported an prier :~R"~ fl'Iturn) 
2 E.'1tar arnoullt from Part f. Ifnll 273 _00__________ __0 0 0 3,064,532. 
391,091. 
4 Add ITlles 1, 2, and 3 00 0_0 __ 0 __- __- -0_- __--o--- __- __-o_- __ ~_---=--.:=--=- __ :..=- __ :..:::_::::.~=:..-..:=-=-3 Clller Incroasesnot iIlc:udrld Illllna 2 (itarr.izll) ~ See Statement 12 0 0-_0- __- __- __ __-_o-- __- - __ o- __ ~ __= 94,543,453. 
o.5 Decreasas notlncludad in line 2 (itemize) ~ -:-::----:----;-_-::---=-::-:;-- _ 
a Total net assets Qr fund balJnca~ at and at yaar inns 4 minus '!ne 5) - Part II. cClur::n 101,100 20 94, 543,453. 
From san-PI' (199S) 
~11 
12 0 02-99 
Fonn 990-PF (19991 KEr-lPER AND LE:LLA WILLIM1S FOUND INC	 23-7336090 77 
Ip~tnv~' Caplla! Gains and Lasses larTn.an Invosimanllacamu 
(bl How aCQuIflllJ
P- Purc:JJse(~l us! and damib(J thlllilnd(s) of property sold (a.g., feal aslata,	 (e) Data acquired (d) Date sold :l-slory brick ·..r.uencusu; or cc:nmcn slock, 200 ~hs. ~.1LC Co.)	 (mc.• rhY,:tr.] (mo., day, yr.)0- Donauon 
1a SEE SCHEDULE 3	 P 
tl SEE SCHEDULE #3	 p 
d 
II) lleprec!Jtian J!!owed (g) Cost ar oUm ba!:s	 (tll GJln or (loss)(a) GlOSS sales price (or Jllowatl:e) plUS eXj:anse oi :ara	 Ie) pllJs (f) minus (gl 
--'a'---_~~5~0;..,:4~,~1~8=_J~. ,	 -----:::--:~2:;..L_,9;.o;;r.:>~--;:-~5_;;O_;;;1...:...,_;=2_;;;1;_;;8:_.I!	 • 
2,754, 3 30. 
!II Gains (COl. (h) gain mInus 
col. (k), bUI nct !ess than -G-l or 
Laases ilTcm col. (nli 
2,965. 
2,754,330. 
{2 CJpital g3ln nat Incoma or (nat capilalloss). 
3	 Net shorHerm c.pllal gain or (105S) as dl!flned in sedillns 1222(5) JM (6): 
It gain, also enler in P.rt I, line B. column (c). 
It (loss), enter -0- In Parll,llna a ... -.. .... 
~l 427908 I r- 86 .... " 5 ....b .1 , , . 8 r-i I I .:l , / 
e l 
iJ I, 
a I 
Camplata only for assets snowing 'Jain in Clllul11ll (h) and owned bv the foundaticn on 12i31/69 
(I) FM.'1. as 0112131169 (l) Adlusted basis (k) Excess af col. (I) as of 12/31,69 o'lar col. 0), it any 
a 
b 
c 
d 
9 ! 
If ~ajn, also entar 1(1 ?art J,lIn~ 7 } 2 2,757,295.If los~l. snter -i}- in PJrt!, line 7 . --.- .. , ---_ ....... 
.......... ) 3 2,965. VJ'~V.31 QualillcaUon Undar Sadlon 4940(a) for Reducaa T~~·~~N~~ktv~~I~~·~·i~~~ 
(For optional use by dOrTlllstic privata foundatiol\S subject to the section 4940(a) lax an natlnvestrneni Income.) 
If secUon 4940(d)(2) applies, reJve this IXIrt Dlallk. 
WdS tna 0lllanlzaUon liable tor IDe sactlon 4942 tlx on U1t1 dlstnbulabl8 amount 01 any 'J\lar in l.'lS base periOl1? 0 Yes 00 No 
11 "Ya$,'lI1e organization does not quality under saction 4940(e). Do nor compleliJ this part. 
1 Entir the appropriate amount In oacn column for each year; s8elnstructlons befonl making any entries. 
(II)
8asa periOd yam
Calendar yearlor tax vear biQinninQ in) 
1998 
1997 
1996 
1995 
1994 
Ill) 
A.d!usllld QUJlifylng distributions 
4,346,830. 
4,077,092. 
3,449,458. 
5,047,714. 
4,179,032. 
(e) 
Nat valu9 of noncharftabi,.us8 3!S8ts 
100,168,782. 
92,150,008. 
78,208,763. 
71,349,631. 
64,447,459. 
.0433951 
.0442441 
.0441058 
.0707462 
.0648440 
2 Tolal of Ilne 1, column (<:1) ~2=-+ -=•...;:2:...6_7_3_3_5....;..2 
3	 AV6ra(j8 dls!nlJuUon r.lllo for Ine 5-year base per1Q(! - (1p"jda t11e total on lino 2 by 5, or by Ihtl number ot'lears 
the foundatJon has boon In old!tence it toss :nan 5 years 1--'3'----1f- ._0_S_3_4_6_7_0 
4 105,407,638.
 
5 Muillply Une 4 by Hns 3 .._ _ ~S~ 5::...L,...;:.6_3_5_L..-,8_3_0_.
 
71,521.
 
4	 81tsr IDe nat valu., or nonchanl.lbl&-l1&8 a!sats tor 1999 Irom Part X, !fne 5 .•..................... 
...................................... ~"-+---=~~~'---'-------
9 Enln 1% 01 nllt Investmant Income (1% at Part '.I~ 27b) 5 
5,707,351.7	 Add lines 5 and 6 . 7 
a EI1t8r qualifJ'1ng drslributlan:; from PJrt XII.1L1e 4 ~8~~ 4~,..:.3:..:1::-=:1..:.,_1.::.-1_5_. 
If line aIs equal to or graater Ihan 11M 1, chocK the tlaX III Part Vl,llno lb, and complale tnat ~rt using a 1% tax rale. 
See Ille Part VI fnslructlons. 
1'",," 9!l 0-l'F (1 w.tl 
jV23-7336(LO 0 
:=r 4948 ­ see instructions) 
1a t:"1lmpl opeml11g tounaJuon~ aescrlOoo In semon 'l!!,XC;f:..:, :: ,~: ilOrQ a~o cn:er ':U;·,' In ;iroO 1.
 
u.;t6 at ruiimj \<lliuf ~a\l3c~ CGOV III 'Ji,nq 'alitlr ii ~eCil'iHf~"'iBB :n;;lruci:<insi
 ~x: ~~.~,:~·~~(?~·~t;'~t¥~i~~;~S 
~	 ~cm:1~t~c cr;~~::.:::~cn=:; ~::Jt :':'1~st :!1a :I:!C:~~:: ~!:4C{,')} ~:1G:l:~:):::J~~~ ~ ::J:ft \f, ;:~sc:~ ;-::;:1 ~ :-! -'::":::::l~~r ~a./,J ~ . _t±3,Q.:!3. 
or PJrt I, :in9 27':>.. .. . i ~ All olher dCJllllstlc urqJlliLJllons dnlel 241, IJi Unu no. :o:<emot :orelnn nrlJaniZJtians ~n:~r ~"', :;f :ina :2. eel. lJ) .J 
2 Tax under 3ec::on 511 (domest!c SeC~c.1 ~947r.)(1) :rusts ;;no la~aold !oundaUons:r.i/. ,::t.9rs 3n:ar ··:H .... 
3 AUd Inss 1 and 2 . .. . .. . I 3 143,043. 
4 Subfi!Je.-\ (Income) tax ~domeslJc section -I947IJ)( 1) lrusts lna !J~"o'a fauncations ·);lP!. C,h,rs ,!nlar ~>:: ~ I D. 
~ Tax basetl on Investment Inc:Jma. Subtr.Jct :in~ -I :rcm .:na :. ,f :~ro dr :lSS. wter ..J­ i~i 1~3,G~3. 
d G;oait::iiPJj1TIems: 
] i9S; ~sr.rruled tax payments and 159Ci o'id;payrnal1t Gr"u.:sd ,0 ;::::5 
j
, 
r£:;;f~;'5±s~~ti~;~f: 
:: 205 , 951.~~;£¥I~~lr~~i~~3 
~ '!".!.'( ~l!d ~iL~ :!op!fCJ~~!1 for l:!~~en~~a!1 0f Ume !0 !!!e ~:~~~ ~:-~~)
 
tl 8acXu!l ;vilhholdlna ~rroneously withnald ..
 '-':'-'~'-'-'---------Tltt~l~y~~tf'i~i¥~7 TCIaI credils Jnd pa'!mants. Add lin as 6a !hrcugn 6d
 
3 Enlor WI ?~JI.\LT'f :or ur.dortlJyment of astim;Jtatl :Jx.. C~JC~( ~8ru LJ it corm 2228 ., "r.:l:~ad 1 3
 
9 T,\X DUE. II the Waf af lines 5 and 8 IS mOr'.llhan ;:no 7, J:ltilr ,\MOUNT OWE!] ~ ! g i
 
iO OVERPAYMENT. It lina 7 is mOI1l chan thd lol.l v( inas:5 JM 3. ~nler Ih9 '\lr1aU~T C'JE.'1?~1D	 .. I lQ bL,921. 
.. ~.~ .... ~..~.~. I············ 
11 "mor il10 lmOUnt 01 lir.a 11.1 to be: C:ellilln;o 2000 astimolecr :u ~ ~::; , f C :. , ilaiuncaa" , ,. 27, J.. 60.11 
(.:·:,··::-~Vl!l>ol :\I_I··..." ---, ..­
h; i X 
tl Old it spend mora than SlOO ollong (hll year (eiln9r diract:y or ;ntJIfRr.liy) lor aOflfiG.11 ;lurpGSeS (sae i,lst11Jctions tor d~11nrtlonl? . I ~~ i i X 
lithe IUlswar 13 'Yes' 10 1a or lll. altach a cel8Jlad c8Scriprion of Iha ac:i',itfes QI1d coaie:s of aI1y rr.ateriBis pubist-ad or 
dfslrftuted by the orgar.izalion in connec:on ·..Iith the aC~/lt9S. 
Old the organization tile Form 1120-POL forChis 'jelr> . .
 
d Entar Ihe amount (if any) uflaA all poliCcJI 9xc9njiture~ (secl'oa -1955) imocsad cunn) :h~ year.
 
{l) en thl} OlfJJOtz3uCO... $ o. (2) Cn :na orgamzJHCn manJgefS. ~ S C •
 
~ E;;t~( t!l~ (~It11durs~mellC iii Jllyj paid ily U'io;l ()11~jnitdli()11 (!ur"lf1tj ,!l~ iddl ,'ul ~UiItiL';)i ol.;r;OnU'lu,,(,;:, ,'mpJSe\lj:l ill~ ur']iir1iiAl:iiJ1
 
~;m.lJJ::;, ~ ~ 0 .
 
1.	 !-las !~e ()r~al1iZJt!o!1 erl/J]llod in al1'l acli\i'~iJJs tllat have nel pre~!~uSly Men1epQrte!! ~IJ rn9 !AS? ....
 
If 'Yes. • attach a detailed desoiation cf the act/vitlas.
 
3 Has the organizaton mlde Jny chanO'ls. net pre.,.:ausly raported to :l1e lAS. 'n i::; govarnlng Instrument, Jrticles at ~ncortlQralion, ar
 
bylaws, or other slmi\;lr :nslruments7 If 'Yes,· attach a ccnformad cor;,y 0' the c!lanqes .
 
~a oro the orQan~tfon hava unrefatad lJusiness gross 'ncoma ot $1.000 or mcra durinq Iha year> .
 
IJ II 'Yes; has it filad a tJx I1lWIO on Form 9gC·T ~or tllis year> . " ?ji/j; .
 
5 Was inera a ilQuidJiion, terrninatlon. dissc;urian, or SUbSfanTiJi contraction dur.n~ '!18 jear] .
 
{{ "(es, • dtlach thl) SC;Jrttrntlnl required by Gentc:rai insUuc:(on T,
 
5 .t\r3 U'!9 :'5qt:!rs~~ts ct ~~ctlcn SC8(e) {~~Ur:g to ~~~~!a:13 4941 t.~rC~Gh 49'15) s:!1sted ~rlh91:
 
• fly ianiJli4lJ6 In the ~1JV6mlnlJ Inslrumont; or 
• By slJ!a legislal10n thaI atlectlvaly amel11Js tha QoVllminq Instrumant so that no rIlandatDry dlrecllons lIlat comTicl'//ilh the state law
 
I1lmain In the govomlnllinstrurr.ant? ..
 
7 Dfdlhe organl2alloll hava at Icast $5,000 :,1 J3sets at any time dUring Ihe1ear? .
 
If "Yas, • complete Part If. col. (e), and Pert X'I.
 
Oa Enter the stales 10 which tlJe founoal:on leports or '/Iilh willcJ1 it \s rag:sterad (see instructions) ~ _
 
LOUISIANA 
,HI I 
7172 
~ r: trta ~nswar:5 '"'(as-to ilne 7. has tho GrljaiiQat}.JO ~m;s:tad a o:.cay Gt f'GiTil 9~C"'F tv t,.1.;;j AttGillQ'j Gafiariil (Oi daslQil<ita} 
of each slata 33 ~aqt!l!'~d by Goner~lln~t!'J~ G? If 'No, • att!!C~ a.~p!9.net!cr.	 . .. 
g	 1$lhe orlJ~ni2allon claiming slatus as a pr;valll operating tOllodatlOll within the maaning 01 seclion 49420)(3) or ~9421]\(S) :or calendar 
year 1999 or t.axablil yeal bealnn1nQ In 1999 (see i,uiructlans:Cr Part XlV)? if 'Yes, , compiate Part XlV .
 
1() Old any persons become ,ulJslJntlal contr:butors curing tha ta;q8ar1 ..
 
If ·Yes·' attach a scl1edu/a/lstfng their names and addff1S.S6s, 
11 a Old anyone request to 38e eilhor lhe Olgarlzalion's annu~1 flIlwn or il.!; axamotion apc:JCJt:on (or both)? .. 
tJ II "Y&S: did the organization comply pursuant to rna instruct1cnsl (Seo General instruction G.) P/1\.... 
12 The tlOOI<s ar& In care or ~ FRED !'!. SMITS, FOLTNDATION ~~~lAGER Hluphona ,,0.>504/598 
LOCJtad at ~ 521 TCHOUPITOULAS S'I'. I NEW ORLP~NS; LA.. Z!?1"4- ~.:...7,..:a:...-l::-.3:-0_-----:-r==;-~3 Section 4947(3)(11 noneJompt cl1alitablJ! tI'J.S!s filing F'Jtm ggo-PF In leu ot farm 1041 - Clw::k h~r~ i;jiA" n_1 
and enl9r the amount at t;!)(-~)(~mpl interest r'lC8i""d ~r JCCT1ie;j dunna the '83r . .. \ 13 ~ 
Fe"" gga·?F {199'11 
m6Jl 
12-02·99 
Formg~ -PF(f999) KE!"lPER AND LEILA WILLIAMS FOUND r:JC 23-7336090 79 
1 List all offtcom, directors, trust4188. foundllllon monBgeT3 llnd their "ompc~a1!on:. 
See statement 
(al Nama and add lass 
18 
(bl Tilla, and averJ~ 
hours oar week crevo 
to posrtton 
j 
I 
\
, 
I 
I 
I (bhTiUa ana "'IMaGa (dl~cmlo ours ~er 'Ifflel( (e) CompafisatJon CJ1'CIIl',<lOber.tOt,fW 
devoted 0 position lr::l~ ~,on 
!OIR. OF PUELlCATIONS 
LA 70118 Q080 52,090. 2,576. 
DIR. OF PROGR ~..l.'1S I 
2,487.1ORLEfu'l1S, LA 2080 50,210.1 
2 Campensation at fivo hlqhost- oaid employees (other thanlhoso included on line 1). If nolUJ, enter "NONE.' 
(a) NJrna Jnd .ddress 01 each amc10yea oaid more than $50.000 
PATRICIA BRADY 
170 WALNUT SA NEW ORLEA..1ilS , 
JOHN H. LAWRENCE 
3141 N. RAMPART ST. NEW 
CHARLES w. PATCH 
7610 NELSON ST. NETI1 ORLEANS, LA 
~IR. 
70125\2080 
OF SYSTEMST 52,683. 
ALFRED LEMMON !IHR. WHS RESEiCH CENTER 
1935 VALENCE S'r. NEW ORLEANS, LA 7Q11\2080 53,113. 2,630. 
Tatar number 01 other employees paic! owr $SO.ceo 
........ __ .. ..... _.. _- ................... .. -........ .... -......... -... -.- .............. -..... -....... -- ......... -~I
" 
3 Fi110 hi:101hU5t- oaid Indopendunt contrac1ors or oro ass onal SONless. 11 none entor "NONE"
-
(8) PJama and address at nell person paid mora than $~O,OCO (h) Typs of ser..ica 
BANK ONE, LA. , N.A.
 
201 ST. CHARLES AVE. NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70170
 BANKING/CUSTODIAL 
........... '............. •
 
SMITH, BARNEY INVEST. ADVISORS
 
2 WORLD TRADE CENTER, NEW YORK, NY
 
309,572. 
! 
{ I 
! I 
I 
I 
I 
(el Gompansalion 
(II not pa~t.
nnter-O­
~JCamllIro"'UI!O ! (el E.~fallse
'""\''·'''''''''''1''''' I aceoun , otharJI1lIOllm<l 
2,610.
 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
I 
"""""",,,<!on allowancas 
j 
I 
9,173.1 o. 
Total numbsr of others receiving oVllr $50,000 for pr0f8sslonal services .. '" ................................................................_
t;pittttX~A:J Summary of Direct Charitable Activities 
-. --­
I 
~el E.~peu~a
 
a a~~u~hgB5er
 
0 
(e) Cor.:cer.satior. 
90,553. 
301,197. 
0 
Ust the foundation's four Iaraasl dlr6Ct charitable aclJolities during the tal{ )'tl3r.llIclude relel/ant 51allslJcalirlformatJon such as Ihe 
number of organizations and olher benellclarias served, conterencas cOllvenad, I1lsearch papers produced, ale. 
1 THE HISTORIC NEW ORLElh~S COLLECTION 
SEE SCHEDULE #4 FOR DETAILS 
4,240,857. 
2ST. MARY PARISH POLICE JURY F/E/o THE KEMPER WILLlP~S PARK 
SEE SCHEDULE #4 FOR DETAILS 
68,588. 
aKEMPER WILLIAMS PRIZE - ADWARDED ANNUALLY FOR THE BEST 
PUBLISHED WORK AND THE BEST ~~USCRlPT ON LOUISlfu~A HISTORY
 
DR. GILBERT C. DIN, 2000 RECEPIENT 1,500.
 
4 -----1 
Form OOo-PF (I'm) 
~1 
12·02-9i 
FormSnO-PF(lS99} KEMPER AND LEILA IGLLIA!1S FOUND INC 23-7336090 80 
!:p~tH&':'a ISummary of Program·-Re)at~dInvestments 
Describe any program-rerated InwstJ'Mnts made tly the :oundillion durlnq the tax year. Amount 
1 _ 
2 -	 _ 
JNONE 
k'p{irt:'X/J Minimum Investment Return (All domestic fcundatlons must complete thIs part. Fcreicn fcuncatlcns. 5e9 InstructIons.) 
Fu!r nur1caI'/alue at Js.sBI~ net ~~ed (ar tald tor u:e) dl:ecHy in c~rr,/ir.g :::;~t ch~ritJt~1 o!c.• ;n:~c~~: tz:';;··~~-~:::~1 
a Averaq8 monthly Ialr market value 01 3ei;ur~los .. ';',';»'1 10 3 , 023 , 401 . 
b AV8raQe of monthly cash balances . _....... 1n I 59 , 286 • 
Fair market value 01 all otnerassets .. . ' , c 1 3 , 930 , 143 . 
TOl81 (add Irnes Ta.b,andc) ,............................................. 1d I 107,012,830. 
o ~~~~~~~ ~:~~;~ ~~~I~:I~:~; a.r.o~~.r~~~~.~.O~d..O~..\~.as..1a..an.d , I 1e I 0...•f~~ 
107,012,830. 
1,605,192.4 
2 Acquisition indebtednass appllc~iJle to iina I assels ..
 
3 Suntree: ~na, fo"om :rn. ~d _ .
 
4 Cash deemed held tor charrtabla activi!las. Entsr 1 112'¥o at lin, 3 [lor gf9a!er amour-to sea Instl'JcUans) ..
 
6 Net vat'll! o! rl!lJl~harl!~!lI.e-1l1S as.se!. SulJtroc! I~ 4 from JIM 3. Enler Mra and on Part V, line 4 .
 
II Mlnh~.'!.m Investment rBlurn. Enter 5% 01 tina 5 !.."" "
 
£ 
3 
o.
 
_	 \ 6 1 5,270,332. 
~:"j':'/ Distributable Amount {see 1,:,~ruc1jonsl (Secllon 4942(j)(3) and 0)(5) private oparalino foundallons and cartaln 
I.r.;>l;~~& ·1 toraign organizatlons wack flera ~ 00 and do nol complete this part) 
1 Minimum InV1lstment return from Part X, line 6 1 1..................	 l---:1~i _
 
2a Tax on Investment Income lQr1999trom Part 1J1.li118 5 211 I f,~j?.:~ 
tI Income lax for 1999. (ThIs does nat includa l11a lax lrom Part '..1.) ( 2ii I ,;~i-';;;;;fi ~ Add :lr1es 2a ar.d 2lJ _ 1~2:::-..!: _ 
a DlSlrlbut.able amount before adlUstments. SUb.tract Hne 2c frem Ene 1 1 \.................................... .•,.,,,..;,,'
j",.""":;.::;'	 _ 
4a ReceVBlIBS ahmllun\s tfllatlld 35 Quar~1I\1} I1lStnoulhll\s . . .. ,..... I 4ai~5:.~1 
tI Income distributions from seellon 4947(a)(2) trusts . I 4t1 I~J.I 
c A<1dlfnes4aand4b f--=4.::.,e_I'-- _ 
6 Add lines 3 and 4c j---..:6~l-- _ 
6 Deductlon from dlslrillutJllla amount 1--'6=-l-- _ 
7 Dlslrlbu1abJa amount as adiusled. Subtract una 0 from iine 5. Er.tar here and on i'art XIII, line 1 . .. 7 
[~~~Xlfn Qualifying Distributions (see inslNctlons) 
1 .Amounts paid Qf1cludfng adminIstrative aJCt)onses) to accamDIlsJI cIIarttalJlo. e!c., PW\l09SS:	 bd;:;l r;-;'~j 4, 311 , 115 •3 Exp9l1S0i, conliibullons. gilts. ore. -lolal from Part I. column (d)../lna 26	 . W{--~=-=..c:~--nO-. 
b Program-relaled inveslmenls· roral of lines 1-3 01 Part IX-ll _ _ _ . 
2 Amounts paid to acquire asset3 used (or held tor usa) di.eclly in call'JlS1g out cn.mtlble. ale.• purposes . I~3 Amounts set aside 10, spedflc charil3llIe pro)8cts It!.ll s.alisfy tl1.: 
a SuilablDly test (prior IRS approval required)...... .. . 
b Cash dlslribuUon iSst (attach llle required schedole) _ . 
~ Quallfyrna drilrllJul/ons. Add IIn09 la throuljh 3ll. Entar hare 3Gd on ?~11 V. ifne a. and Part Xlll.1ino 4.] . 
:l Organizations that qL'dJify undor soctIon 4~C(e) for tM rvducsd rale of rax an net1nve-stmenl 
Income. Enter1% 01 P~rt I, line 27b . " .. 
6 Ad(uslad QIJ;ullyln~ dfslrthllons. Subtract Una 5 from Ifne 4 _.......... .. . 
Nata: The amoont on Ilfla 6 will tl9 used fn Part 'I. cofumtJ (b), In SUbsequent y~ wnen calCUlating whether the foundation quaJIff63 for the section 
3a 
5 105.407,638. 
31} 
4,311,115.4 
15 \ o. 
6 4,311,115. 
494O{el rfJducffon of tax in tho~ year:t 
Form 9B[l·PF (19ll!l1 
1I235S1 
12·Q2·1IIl 
3 
81 Form 99D·PF (1999) KEMPER AND LEILA WILLIAMS FOUND INC 23-7336090 
I:PaTt·xv:; Supp/omentalY Inlorll1allon (cllnllnuedl' 
Granls and Contributions Paid [Juring tho Year or Appro~od tor Future Payment 
If leti\llenl i$ an Individual. 
Name and address (hOme or business) 
snow any lelationshlp to 
any loundatlon manager 
or substantial contJiOutor 
Foundalion 
status ot 
melplant 
Purpose 01 grant or 
contribution -'rr:ount 
a Paid during the year I 
I 
DR. GILBERT C. DIN, 2533 !AWARD BEST PUB. 
Little Vista Terrace, ~S ON LA 
Olny, MD 20832 ~ONE r ISTORY 1,500. 
ST 11ARY PARISH POLICE 
JURY, FRANKLIN, LA 70538 ~ONE 
;ASSIST IN' 
(FUNDING OF 
i 
PARK 68,588. 
I 
70,088.Total ~ 3a 
b Approved for futuro payment 
None 
o.Totat ..........- - -_ - ,-, - . "_' .. ~ 3b
 
form QQO·PF (1~ 
ll2:l601 
12·(Xl·1lII 
Form 990-PF (1999) KEMPER AND LEILA Wr::::'LL INC 23-7336090 82 
EP{lrtXVr.A I Analy~I' ollncome-PrOducfng Acllvllles 
Enter G'OSS amounls unless otherwlselnalcale<l. Unrelated business in~ome ::'tC:~",=,eod bv ~t!lCUon 5T2 ~!J ar ~14 I (e) 
(a) (hI ,!Cl ' (d: 1 Related ~r exe
1 ProQram SBI'J!cB nwenue: 
Business 
code Amount 
dar [ ! 
'iC11 Amounteoae IuncUon income 
mpt 
(a)ADMISSIONS ! I 
(b)BOOK SALES/PRODUCT ROY I I 
Ie) DUPLICATION FEES i 
I~) I 
14,664­
17,748. 
33,99l.
-
(e) I II I j i (I) '------i------~I~_t_I -;- _ 
(lJ) Foes aM conlracts from lJovernmant Jgencies '---+-------Hl-----------.:-------­
2 Membership dues and assessments ..... H 
3 :~~:~~::r:av.!.ng.~. J~~ .to~.p~~.~~. ~.J~h I 1 41 8 14 , 7 7 8 .1 
4 Dividends and InLmsl from securilles........ . I 14 2 , 746,632 .1 
5 Net rnntallncome or (loss) flam real estate: 
(a) OaOHlnanclld property . 
(b) Not debt-financad proporty . 
tl Net rental/ncome or (loss) rrom parson"1 
property . 
7 O"Jtar InvasL11antilTCll1TL8 . 
a GallT or (!0s3) from salas of assets cthar 
thalT Inventory . 
9 Net Income or (loss) from spaclJlavant"S . 
10 GrllSS profit or (loss) 110m sales of Inwntory . 
11 Oth8r I8venua: 
a 
b 
e 
~ 
a
 
12 Subtotal. Add columns (b1, (11), and (8) .
 
108,356. 
\ 
J 
I 
I 
2~757,295.1 
1,llO,597.~ 
I I 
I 
lS 
16i 98,183,1 
! 
18/ 
13 TOTAl. Add nlTe 12. Clliumns (0). (d), and (e) . . ~ 13 7~,:-7_0_2---'-, _2_4_4_, 
(See wor"1<sheet In line 131nslrucllons toveri!y c;]lc:Jlallons.) 
L1na ND.
.. 
E:qllain calow hOw e~ch acllvity fllr which Income Is reported In callJ/T1n (a) of P~rt XIJI-A cllntribulad importantly to the aceo;nplistment of 
lhe olganlzatlllo·S exempt purposes (other than tly provldlno Iunds for such purposes). 
1 A 
1 B 
DEFERS EXPENSES FOR GUIDED TOURS OF HISTORY GALLERIES & HOME. 
ALLOWS PUBLICATION OF HISTORICAL BOOKS & EPHEMERA USING ARCHIVAL 
1 B 
1 C 
~_~TIERAL OF INTEP£ST TO RESEARCHERS P~D HISTORIANS. 
DUPLICATION OF ARCHIVAL MATERIAL FOR RESEARCHERS. 
INTERPRETS MUSEUM PROGRAMS FOR VISITORS THRU POINT OF SALE TO 
EDUCATE PATRONS IN HISTORY & CULTURE OF LA. 
10 
10 
83
KEMPER AND LEILA WILLIAMS FOUND INC 23-7336090 
Form 990-PF Interest on Savings anc Temporary Cash Investments Statement 1 
Source Amount 
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS 
Total to Form 990-PF, Part I, line 3, Coluw~ A 
8:4,778. 
814,778. 
Form 990-PF Dividends and Interest from Securities Statement 2 
Source Gross Amount 
Capital Gains 
Dividends 
Column ( A) 
Amount 
SECURITIES 
Total to Fm 990-PF, Part I, in 4 
2;746,632. 
2,746,632. 
O. 
o. 
2;746,632. 
2,746,632. 
Form 990-PF Rental Income Statement 
Kind and Location of Property 
Activity 
Number 
Gross 
~ental Income 
PA..lU<ING LOT 
E'ARM 
400-08 Chartres 
521 Conti St. 
st .. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
12,000. 
51,412. 
71,557. 
4,858. 
Total to Form 990-PF, Part I, line Sa 139,827. 
E'orm 990-PF Rental Expenses Statement 4 
Description 
Activity 
Number Amount Total 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
INSURANCE 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
INSURANCE 
GENERAL MAINTENANCE 
- SubTotal 
- SubTotal 
EXPENSES 
-
-
1 
2 
3,290. 
163. 
473. 
1,315. 
18,912. 
3,453. 
1,788. 
Statement(s} 1, 2, 3, 4 
3 
KEMPER AND LEILA WILLIAMS FOUND INC 84 23-7336090 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
INSURANCE 
- SubTotal ­
GENERAL MAINTENANCE EXPENSES 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
INSURANCE 
- SubTotal -
Total rental expenses 
Net rental Income to Form 990-PF, Part I, 
3 
line 5b 
8,673. 
3,644. 
524. 
3,450. 
1,200. 
31,229. 
5,174. 
41,644. 
98,183. 
Statement(s) 4 
5 
KEMPER AND LEILA WILLIAMS FOUND INC
 
Form 990-PF Income and Cost of Goods Sold Statement 
Included on Part Ii Line 10 
Income 
1. Gross receipts .... 223 1 573 
2. Returns and allowances 
3. Line 1 less line 2 223,573 
4. Cost of goods sold (line 15) 115,217 
5. Gross profit (line 3 less line 4) .• 108,356 
6. Other Income 
7. Gross Income (add lines 5 and 6} . . . . . . 
Cost of Goods Sold 
a. Inventory at beginning of year 186,100 
9. Merchandise purchased . 103,404 
10. Cost of labor . 
11. Materials and supplies. 
12. Other costs ....•• 
13. Add lines 8 .through 12 . . 289,504 
14. Inventory at end of year •..•. 174,287 
15. Cost of goods sold (line 13 less line 14) .• 115,217 
Statement(s) 5 
6 
86
KEMPER AND LEILA WILLIAHS FOUND INC 23-7336090 
Form 990-PF Other Income Statement 
Description 
OIL & GAS ROYp~TIES 
ADMISSIONS 
BOOK SALES/PRODUCT ROY 
DUPLICATION FEES 
Total to Form 990-PF, Part I, line 11, Column A 
Amount 
1,110,597. 
14,664. 
17,748. 
33,991. 
1,177,000. 
Form 990-PF 
-­
Legal Fees Statement 7 
Description 
LEGAL 
To Fro 990-PF, Pg 1, In 16a 
(a) 
Expenses 
Per Books 
48 d52. 
48,152. 
(b) 
Net Invest-
IDent IncoIDe 
O. 
O. 
(C) 
Adjusted 
Net Income 
o. 
o• 
(d) 
Charitable 
Purposes 
48,152. 
48,152. 
Form 990-PF Accounting Fees Statement 
Description 
ACCOUNTING FEES 
( a) 
Expenses 
Per Books 
10,154. 
(b) 
Net Invest­
ment Income 
o. 
(c) 
Adjusted 
Net Income 
o. 
( d) 
Charitable 
purposes 
10,154. 
To Form 990-PF, Pg 1, In 16b 10,154. o. o. 10,154. 
Form 990-PF Other Professional Fees Statement 9 
(a) 
Expenses 
(b) 
Net Invest­
(c) 
Adjusted 
(d) 
Charitable 
Description Per Books ment IncoIDe Net Income purposes 
O.ROYALTY VERIFICATION 3,239. 3,239. 3,239. 
BANK TRUSTEE 90,553. 67,915. 67,915. 22,638. 
O.INVESTMENT ADVISOR 301,197. 301,197. 301,197. 
To Form 990-PF, Pg 1, ln 16c 394,9B9. 372,351­ 372,351. 22,638. 
===== 
Statement(3} 6, 7, 8, 9 
8 
87KEMPER AND LEILA WILLIAMS FOUND INC 23-7336090 
Form 990-PF Statement 10 
Description 
PAYROLL TAXES 
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX 
REAL ESTATE TA.'{ 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
To Form 990-PF, Pg 1, In 18 
( a) 
Expenses 
Per Books 
125,926. 
215,791­
3,290. 
473. 
8,673 . 
3,450. 
357,603.
 
(b)
 
Net Invest­

ment Income
 
o. 
O. 
3,290. 
473. 
8,673. 
3,450. 
15,886.
 
(C) 
Adjusted
 
Net Income
 
o. 
O. 
3,290. 
473. 
8,673. 
3,450. 
15,886.
 
(d) 
Charitable
 
Purposes
 
125,926. 
o. 
o. 
O. 
o. 
o. 
125,926.
 
Form 990 -Pt" Utner .c;xpenses S1:atemen1: 11 
Description 
SEE SCHEDULE #2 
INSURANCE 
INSURANCE 
GENERAL MAINTENANCE 
INSURANCE 
GENERAL MAJNTENANCE 
EXPENSES 
EXPENSES 
INSURANCE 
To Form 990-PF, Pg I, In 23 
( a) 
Expenses 
Per Books 
1,758,751­
163. 
1,315. 
18,912. 
3,644. 
524. 
1,200. 
1,784,509.
 
(b)
 
Net Invest­

ment Income
 
3,000. 
163. 
1, 315. 
18,912. 
3,644. 
524. 
1,200. 
28,758.
 
(c) 
Adjusted
 
Net Income
 
3,000. 
163. 
1,315. 
18,912. 
3,644. 
524. 
1,200. 
28,758.
 
( d) 
Charitable 
purposes 
1,755,751. 
o. 
a . 
a . 
o. 
O. 
o. 
1,755,751.
 
Form 990-PF other Increases in Net Assets or Fund Balances Statement 12 
Description Amount 
ART, BOOKS 
ADJUSTMENT 
& MANUSCRIPTS PURCHASED DURING 
DUE TO ROUNDING OFF CENTS 
YEAR 391,090. 
1. 
Total to Form 990-PF, part III, line 3 391,091. 
Statement(s) 10, 11, 12 
88 
KEMPER N~~ LEILA WILLIAMS FO.D I~C 23-7336090 
Form 990-PF U.S. and State/City Government Obligations Statement 13 
u.s. Other Fair Market 
Description Gov't Gov't Book Value Value 
U.S. GOV. BONDS - SCH. #4 x 24,545,703. 24,539,535. 
To~al U.S. Government Obligations 24,545,703. 24,539,535. 
Total State and Municipal Government obligations 
Total to Form 990-PF, Part II, line lOa 24,545,703. 24,539,535. 
Form 990-PF Corporate Stoele Statement lq 
Description 
CORPOPATE STOCK - SCH. #4 
Beok Value 
25,808,066. 
Fair .l1arket 
Value 
59,935,166. 
Total to Form 990-PF, Part II, line lOb 25,808,066. 59,935,166. 
Form 990-PF Corporate Bonds Statement 15 
Description Book Value 
Fair Market 
Value 
CORPORATE BONDS - SCH. #4 1,011,799. 987,100. 
Total to Form 990-PF, Part II, line lac 1,011,799. 987,100. 
Form 990-PF other Assets Statement 16 
Description 
MINERAL INTEREST 
ART, BOOKS & MANUSCRIPTS 
Book Value 
423,160. 
12,964,389. 
Fair Market 
value 
2,294,178. 
15,377,465. 
Total to Form 990-PF, Part TT.
--, lir.e 15 13,387,549. 17,671,643. 
Statement(s) 13, 14, 15, 16 
89KEMPER AN LEILA WILLI.~tS FOUND INC	 23-7336090 
Form 990-PF	 Othe~ Liabilities Statement 17 
Description Amount 
SET-ASIDE APPROVED 3/8/99 400,000. 
Total to Form 990-PF, Part II, line 22, Column B 400,000. 
Form 990-PF Part VIII - List of Officers, Directors Statement 18 
Trustees and Foundation Managers 
Employee 
Title and Cornpen­ Ben Plan Expense 
Name and Address Avrg Hrs/Wk sat-ion Contrib Account 
I.	 MARY LOUISE CHRISTOVICH BD. PRESIDENT 
2520 PRYTANIA ST. PARTTIME 31,000. o. o. 
NEW ORLEA.L'lS, LA 7013 a 
~	 G. HENRY PIERSON, JR. DIRECTOR 
909 POYDRAS ST., SUITE 2300 PARTTlME 18,000. o. O. 
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70112 
5. JOHN E. WALKER	 DIRECTOR 
108 W. WILLIAM DAVID P.n.RKWAY PARTTIME 26,000. o. O. 
METAIRIE, LA. 70005 
L.f.	 FRED M. SMITH DIR/FDN MGR. 
5000 FOLSE DR. FULL TIME 132,300. O. 
METAIRIE, LA 70006 
r CHARLES A. SNYDER DIRECTOR 
. 909 POYDRAS ST., SUITE 2300 PARTTIME 21,000. o. o. 
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70112 
("	 PRISCILLA LAWRENCE DIRECTOR THE KNOe 
3141 N. RAMPART ST. FULLTIME 81,272. 4,173. o. 
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70117 
1: MEG E. ALLAN	 DIRECTOR 
o. O.201 ST. CHARLES AVE., SUITE 2700 PARTTIME O.
 
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70170
 
Totals included on 990-PF, Page 6, Part VIII 309,572. 9,173. o. 
Statement (5) 17, 18 
90 
KEMPER AND LEILA WILUAlvlS FOUNDATrON
 
23-7336090 FY 3-31-00 SCHEDULE #1
 
DONATIONS TO 111E HTSTORlC NEW ORf.F.ANS COLLECTION
 
Q)NjRffiUT10NS OF $.5,00000 OR MORE
 
Bank One Corporation January 27, 2000 $ 20,000.00 
201 St.. Charles Avenue, Cash 
17th Floor 
New Orleaos, LA 70170 
Bequest of l'vtiss Lucille February 26, 1999 $ [9,040.00 (BV) 
Soniat and i'/liss Elise Soniat Family papers and portraits 
c/o Hartel & Kenny 
3850 N. Causeway Blvd., 
Suite 630 
Metairie, LA 70002-1752 
Bequest of the Estate of June 30, 1999 $ 10,000.00 (EV) 
Mary Morrison Mary Morrison papers. 
c/o James Derbes, Attorney 
610 Poydras Street 
New Orleans, LA 70tJO 
Bristow, Louis C. August 10, 1999 $ 6000.00 (BY) 
c/o Charles A. Bristow Oil industry maps, plans, 
360 Hom of the Moon Rd. and oil field logs 
Montpelier, VT 05602 
Estate ofBenjamin Franklin November 11, 1999 $ 5,00000 
Eshleman Cash 
1419 Henry Clay Avenue 
New Orleans, LA 10118 
Ford, Ms. Jeanne February 11. 1.000 $ 29,S30.QO (tV) 
3444 S. W. Shattuck Road Jelly Roll Morton papers 
Portland, Oregon 97221 
Gay, Mr. & Mrs. Charles December 27, 1999 $ 5,500.00 (EV) 
Fenner Painting by Clementine 
12 Newcomb n!vd. Hunter 
New Orleans, LA 70118 
SCHEDULE #1 PAGE 1 OF2 
91 
Jules Cahn Foundation 
#3 VersaiHes Blvd. 
June 24, 1999 
Cash 
.$ 5,000.00 
New Orleans, LA 70125 
Lowe, Ms. Mollie W. 
2530 Forest Drive 
December 20, 1999 
Three Ellsworth Woodward 
$ 40,000.00 (EV) 
Charlotte, NC 28211 sketch boo ks 
Wynn, Wil!iam B., Jr. 
3534 Castellaine Drive 
Charlotte, NC 28226 
Nelson, Laura Simon 
P. 0 Box 66572 
Baton Rouge, LA 70896­
December 28, 1999 
12 artworks by Louisiana 
artists 
$40,000.00 (EV) 
6572 
Porche-West, Christopher 
4930 Camp Street 
New Orleans, LA 70115 
October 6, 1999 
Photographs of Mardi Gras 
rndians and cemeteries 
$ 5,650.00 (EY") 
March 1, 2000 
Photographs ofMardi Gras 
Indians and city views 
Van Witsen, Leo 
115 W. 73 rd Street, Apt. 9D 
October 7,1999 
Mardi Gras Costume 
$ 5,850.00 (EV) 
New York, NY 10023-2913 designs 
CONTRIBUTIONS ($5,000.00 or more): $ 19[,570.00
CONTRIBUT10NS (Less than $5,000.00): $ 72,974. 76~ 
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS $ 264,544.76 
·includes cash contributions of $ 2,318.49 
and In kind services ofS 4,949.14 
Kemper and Leila Williams Foundation 23-7336090 
SCHEDULE #1 PAGE 2 OF 2 
92 
ID1PER tr:I:Jl" WILLIAMS ?OUND~T!ON
 
23-7336090
 
OTHER S',{PENSES
 
SCREDULE #2
 
Insurance Premiums 
rllemberships 
Subscriptions 
!:larking 
Postage & Freight 
Moving/Storage 
Repairs 
Telephone 
Utilities 
Van 
Courtyard/Grounds 
Service/Maintenance Contr 
Exhibits/Receptions 
SoEtware/MicroEilm 
Conservation 
Advertising 
Public Relations/Meetings 
Dept. Operating ~APenaes 
Art Acquisitions 
Appraisals 
Office Equip/Furnishings 
Computer Tech support 
ConsUltants 
Video Production 
Collection Processing 
Ed. Outreach/Seminars 
Capital Imp Major Repairs 
Executive Search Expen3ea 
IRS Approved Set-Aside 
Expense/Williams Prize 
Total 
E"A-pense 
Pe:!::" Beoks 
$106,089.00 
$6,316.00 
$10,354.00 
$5,662.00 
$38,501.00 
$3,452.00 
$39,616.00 
$40,310.00 
$151,603.00 
S7BB.00 
$6,318.00 
$111,728.00 
$67,402.00 
$92,B7.00 
$12,3H.aO 
$115,933.00 
$18,049.00 
$1..7,748.00 
$391,090.00 
$13 , 588 . 00 
$75,532.00 
$5,527.00 
$975.00 
$62.• 6.91.00 
$8,256.00 
$61,353.00 
$149,923. 00 
$15,015.00 
$0.00 
$H3.00 
$1,758,751.00 
Net Investment Adjusted 
Expense Net Inceme 
$3,000.00 $3,000.00 
$3,000.00 $3,000.00 
Disbursements 
For Charitable 
Purposes 
$106,089.00 
$0,316.00 
$10,354.00 
$5/662.00 
$38,504.00 
$3,452.00 
$39,646.00 
$40,340.00 
$151,603.00 
$788.00 
$6,318.00 
$111,728.00 
$67,402.00 
$n,B7.00 
$12,319.00 
$115,933.00 
$18,049.00 
$1.47,748.00 
$391,090.00 
$10,588.00 
$75,532.00 
$5,527.00 
$975.00 
$62,691.00 
$8,256.00 
$61,353.00 
$149,923.00 
$15,015.00 
N/A 
$413.00 
$1,755,751.00 
KEMPER lEILA INlLUAMS FOUNDATION 
M 
0' 
D!:SCRIPTION 
L&N 9.625% Pool due 211/\ 1 
U.S.T-Notes 7% due 4/15/99 
L&N 9.625% Ponl due 211/11 
L&N 9.625% Pool dUG! 211/11 
Alleghany Corp. 
Proder & Gamble Co. 
Motorola, Inc. 
Costco Cos.• IrlC. 
ETOYS, Inc. 
L&N 9.625% Pool due ~1/1 1 
Bank One GUlp 
Delphi Automotive Sys Corp. 
L&N 9,625% Pool due ;Jil/l1 
L&N 9.625% Pool due 211/11 
American Internatiollal Grnup 
L&N 9,625% POIlI due 211111 
Xerox Corp. 
lM~ 9,625% Pool due 211/11 
L&N 9,625% Pool due ;Jil111 
US.T-Notes 6% duo 10115199 
U.S,T-Notes 7.5% due 10/31/99 
U,S,1-No!es 5,875% due 11/15/99 
LlW 9.625% Pool due Lll/11 
Xerox C<J rp. 
Exxon Mobil Corp, 
I.&N 9.625% Pool due 211/11 
Grupo TeJevisa Oro. SllS, 
Traneooean Sedco Forax 
L&N 9,625% Pool due 211/1 1 
Cr1Jwn Con< &Seal, Inc. 
Transocean Sedco FOf"()x 
Warner Lambert Co, 
Xerox Corp. 
St. Paul Companies, Inc. 
Procter & Gambit! Co. 
Wal Mart Siores, Inc. 
American Inlernatlonal Gruup 
Gwdyear Tire & Rubber Co. 
23-7336090 
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SCHEDULE #3 
PAR./SHARES DATE DATE PROCEEDS COST NET SHORT TERM NEllONG TERM 
ACQUIRED SOLD GAIN (LOSS) GAIN (LOSS) 
490.88 H -Feb-82 6-Apr.99 $490,88 $318.99 $171.69 
:.100000000 t9-Mar-92 1&-Apr-99 $2,000,000,00 $2,012,812.50 ($12,012,50) 
72874 "-Fcb·62 4 May·g9 $7211.74 $473.55 $255.'19 
15525 11-Feb-82 7-May-99 $155.25 5100.86 $54.37 
3802 12-MaY-99 12-May-99 $6,824.59 $6,824.59 $0.00 
5000.00 7/10/84 13-May-9(J $451,909,92 $33,133.12 $418,776.80 
4000,00 5-Mar-97 13-May-99 $319,249,35 $243,7040.00 $75,509,35 
500000 1-Deo-98 13-May-99 $389,687.00 $315,012.50 $74,674.50 
100.00 26-May..99 26-May-99 $6,9B7,26 $2,000.00 $4,987.26 
201.48 l1-Feb-82 2..Jun·99 S207,48 $134.83 $72.65 
16400,00 1..Jan~0 l'-Jun-g9 $931,734.90 $110.295.22 $821,439,68 
0.44 9-Fel:>-94 18-Jun-99 $0.34 $6.37 $1.97 
123.45 11·Fe1:r82 3G-Jun-99 $123.45 $80.22 $43,23 
476,90 11-Feb-82 4-Aug-99 $476.90 $309,90 $167.00 
0,75 17-Aug-94 6·Aug-99 $67.46 $1684 SSO.62 
102.88 11-Feb-82 31-Aug-99 $102.68 566.85 $36.03 
GOOO.OO 2~Se~·91 13-Sep-99 $288,380.37 $61,729.91 $226.650.46 
494.44 l1-Feb-82 2~..sep-g9 $494.'14 $321.30 $173.14 
124.98 I1-Feb-82 25-0ct-99 $124.98 $81.21 $43.n 
:1000000.00 1o-May-94 15-0ct-99 $2,000.000,00 $1,913,43".50 $86,562.50 
iGODOOO.DO B-Nov-94 1-Nov-99 1,000,000.00 $990,781.25 59,218.75 
~OOOOOOOO ?o-May-97 15·Nov-99 $2,000,000.00 $1,976,562,50 523,437.50 
120.28 11..feb-82 25·Nov·99 $120.28 $83.36 $44,92 
15000.00 25-Sep-91 17-Dec-99 $.318,776.84 $154,224.82 $164,552.02 
0.50 10-0ct-85 22-Dec-99 $40,56 $5,80 $34.76 
8370 l'-Fet.>-{l2 3G-Dec-99 $83,70 $54.39 $29.31 
GOOO.OO 2-Nov-93 4-Jan-OO $160,944.62 $144,692.94 $16,251.68 
0.40 12-Ju~·93 4-Jan-OO $1UJ5 $6.92 $4.93 
191.59 l1-Feb-82 25-Jan-DO $191.59 $124.50 $67.09 
5000,00 1o-May-99 3-Feb-OO $107,508.90 $184,205,00 ($76,696,10) 
2710.00 2S-0ec-92 3·FeIr{)O $85,707.66 ~3,310,BZ $42,396.84 
200000 24-Jan-·95 3-FeIr{)O $160,623,97 $25,235,00 $155,388.97 
5000.00 25-S€p-9t 3-Feb-OO $i03,7~,03 $51,233.33 $52,50070 
10000.00 12..fe1:>-97 3-FeJ--Oo $292,465.22 $349,675.00 ($57,209,78) 
5000.00 iG-Ju~ 3-FeirOO $495,870,95 $33,133.12 $462,737.83 
2000,00 21-0ct·92 3-Feo-OO $108,866.36 $30,956.52 $77,909.84 
3000.00 17-Aug-94 3-Fet>-oo $303,619.87 $67,349.47 $236,2'70.40 
800000 12-MaY-93 3-FeIJ--OO $185.473.80 $309,903.17 ($124,429.37) 
Page 1 OF2 
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DE~CRIPTIOtl 
L&N 9,625% Pool due 211/11 
L&N 9.625% Pool due 211/11 
Chicago TiUe Corp. 
PARJSHARES DATE 
ACQUIRED 
44'r.26 11-FetHl2 
100.11 11-Feb-82 
5703.00 4-Aug..95 
KEMPER LEILA INlLUAMS FOUNDATION 
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SCHEDULE #:{ 
DATE PROCEEDS COST 
SOLD 
2~eb-OO $447.26 $290.54 
27-Mar-OO $100.11 $65.05 
28-Mar..()() $189,741.66 $112,005.19 
NET SHORT TERM 
GAIN (LOSS) 
NET LONG TI:RM 
GAIN (LOSS) 
$156,62 
$35,06 
$77,73~3."7 
TOTAL 
NET GAIN 
$11,932,091.42 $9,174,795.07 $79,661.76 ($76,600.10) $2,891,572,5S 
$2,757,296.35 
($137.241.87)' 
RECAP FOR TAX RETURN: 
SHORT TERM Gf\INS OR LOSSES 
NET SHORT 1 ERM GAINIlOSS 
$!i04,183.00 $501,2113.00 $79,662,00 
$2,966.00 
($76,696,00) 
LONG TERM GAINS OR LOSSES 
NET LONG TERM GNNIlOSS 
$11,427,908,00 $8,673,577.00 $2,891,573.00 
S2, 754,331,00 
($'137,242.00) 
NET GAINS $2,757,297.00 
,.. 
Page 2 t>; 2. 
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Snares or Asset Descripcicn
 
Par Value
 
U. S. Government Bo~ds 
2,000,000.00 U. S. Treas. 5.875\ due 6/30/2000 
2,000,000.00 U. S. Treas. at due 5/15/2001 
1,000,000.00 U. S. Treas. 7.5\ due 11/15/2001 
500,COO.00 U. S. Treas. 6.375\ due 8/15/2002 
1,500,000.00 U. S. Treas. 5.75\ due 8/15/2003 
500,000.00 U. S. Trea9. 5.875\ due 2/15/2004 
l,OOO,OOO.OC U. S. Treaa. 6.5\ due 10/15/2006 
2,000,000.00 U. S. Treas. 6.25\ due 2/15/2007 
1,000,000.00 U. S. Treas. 6t due 8/15/2009 
1,000,000.00 U. S. Treas. 7.5\ due 11/15/2016 
5,000,000.00 U.S.Treas. Strip~ed Int. 2/15/01 
1,500,000.00 U.S.Treaa. Stripped Int. 8/15/06 
1,500,000.00 U.S.Treas. Stripped Int. 8/15/08 
6,025.000.00 U.S.Treas. Stripped Int. 5/15/02 
Total 
corporate Eonda: 
13,698.96 Lorn & Nettleton 9-5/8~ due 2/1/11 
500,000.00 Exxon cap. Corp. 6\ Notes due 7/1/05 
250,000.00 American ~~ Fin Corp. 5.875% due 7/1 
250,000.00 Paramount Comm. 5.875\ Notes due 7/15 
Tot.al 
Corporate Stocks: 
~,939.00 Alleghany Corp.
 
24,000.00 Allstate Corp.
 
5,000.00 ALCOA, Inc.
 
10,000.00 America Online. lnc.
 
1.9,093.00 American International Group
 
15,000.00 AT&T
 
16,000.00 ~rican Home Products
 
10,500.00 Archer Daniela Midland Co.
 
5,000.00 BCE', Inc.
 
5,000.00 BIllI Corp.
 
10,000.00 Bell Atlantic Corp.
 
1,100.00 Berkshire Hathaway, Inc.
 
f'Ac:>E. lOP 3 
Bock
 
Value
 
1,968.125.00 
1.999,375.00 
1,007,812.50 
495,995.00 
1,478,906.25 
459,687.50 
1,015,312.50 
1,927,109.38 
950,780.00 
994,375.00 
4,789,672.50 
1.066.518.51 
954,286.72 
5,437,746.89 
24,545,702.75 
6,396.23 
499,777.50 
252,812.50 
252,812.50 
1,011,798.73 
182,609.27 
724, 5Se. 75 
325,950.00 
545,570.00 
354,116.45 
180,989.66 
122,733.26 
180,600.00 
175.925.00 
209,387.50 
293,457.49 
2,193,085.00 
?air l1arket 
Value 
1,999,380.00 
2,033,120.00 
1,015,000.00 
498.595.00 
1.,470,945.00 
491,720.00 
1,010,000.00 
1,996,260.00 
987,190.00 
1,133,130.00 
4,745,050.00 
1.005,855.00 
888,645.00 
5,264,6'\5.00 
24,539,535.00 
9,337.09 
479,375.00 
249,352.50 
219,035.00 
987,099.59 
371,822.64 
571,500.00 
351,250.00 
674,375.00 
1,991,193.50 
844,687.50 
860,000.00 
108,281.25 
627,187.50 
172,812.50 
61.1,250.00 
2,002,00Q.00 
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7,000.00 
24,016.00 
50,000.00 
10,000.00 
5,000.00 
238.00 
2,000.00 
10,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
5,000.00 
20,000.00 
20,000.00 
10,000.00 
25,000.00 
33,201. 00 
1.5,431.00 
1.2,000.00 
10,000.00 
24,000.00 
20,000.00 
8,000.00 
8,000.00 
8,000.00 
6,000.00 
8,O:H.00 
20,000.00 
30,000.00 
20,000.00 
40,000.00 
8,000.00 
32,408.00 
22,500.00 
20,000.00 
6,000.00 
1.4,000.00 
10,000.00 
16,000.00 
25,000.00 
7,000.00 
1.00 
2,000.00 
8,000.00 
5,000.00 
15,000.00 
5,000.00 
BBSTFOODS 
Bristol Myers Co. 
Canadian Pacific Ltd. 
Chevron Corp.
 
Chubb Corp.
 
Campania Azucarera Chumbagua S A
 
Corning, Inc.
 
Crown Cork & Seal, Inc.
 
Delphi Automotive Sys Ccrp. 
Disney, Walt Co. 
Dow Jones & Co., Inc. 
E.I. duPont deNemours 
Eastman Kodak 
81 Paso Energy Corp. 
Emerson Blectric Co. 
~AXon Mobil Corp. 
Fidelity Natl Financial Inc. 
Florida East Ceast Inds., Inc. 
GTE Corp. 
Gannett Company, Inc. 
General Electric Co. 
General Motors Corp. 
Heinz, H.J. Co. 
Hercule9, Inc. 
Hershey Foods Corp 
Hewlett Packard Co. 
Keyspan Energy 
Intel Corp. 
International Business Machines 
Johnson & Johnson, Inc. 
Kimberly Clark Corp. 
Lucent Technologies, Inc. 
MDU Resources Group, Inc. 
McGraw-Hill Inc. 
MediaOne Group, Inc. 
Merck & Co., Inc. 
Meredith Corp. 
Microsoft Corp. 
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. 
NABISCO HOLDINGS CORP. 
Nat'l Savings Stock Reg. War Stock 
Motorola, Inc. 
PPG Industries, Inc. 
Pharmacia & dPjohn, Inc. 
Proctor and Gamble Co. 
Progress Software Corp. 
142,571.01 
158,551.35 
974,365.67 
:no, 554.60 
287,175.00 
685.45 
159,995.00 
317,312.50 
237,707.32 
137,886.03 
307,800.00 
304,180.41 
93ii,847./b 
451,943.00 
866,220.94 
377,704.63 
112,005.19 
273,160.00 
368,000.00 
514,205.33 
424,490.30 
360,246.30 
202,346.66 
261,395.20 
105,407.48 
399,209.14 
596,156.00 
817,602.50 
340,612.87 
248,737.44 
315,260.00 
1.94,61.5.63 
436,466.26 
349,512.02 
250,890.00 
267,687.89 
235,044.00 
307,478.71. 
704,360.72 
318,979.50 
326.38 
324,120.00 
552,580.00 
278,450.00 
99,399.34 
118,425.00 
327,6137.50 
1,392,928.00 
1,11.8,750.00 
924,375.00 
337,812.50 
1,261.50 
388,000.00 
160,000.00 
240,000.00 
618,750.00 
359,062.50 
1,058,750.00 
1,OBti,250.00 
403,750.00 
1,328,1.25.00 
2,587,602.94 
213,153.14 
582,000.00 
710,000.00 
1,689,000.00 
3,112,500.00 
662,500.00 
279,000.00 
129, DOli. 00 
292,500.00 
1,067,517.75 
552,500.00 
3,958,125.00 
2,360,000.00 
2,BI0,OOO.00 
4413,500.00 
1.,9B4,990.00 
466,875.00 
910,000.00 
496,000.00 
869,750.00 
276,875.00 
1,700,000.00 
2,214,062.50 
225,750.00 
0.00 
292,000.00 
418,500. 0 0 
297,500.00 
847,500.00 
ll7,1.8 7 . 50 
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10,000.00 
15,000.00 
20,000.00 
12,000.00 
24,000.00 
10,000.00 
40.00 
14,000.00 
5,000.00 
3,000.00 
6,000.00 
10,000.00 
18,469.00 
12,000.00 
18,000.00 
5,000.00 
13,500.00 
4,000.00 
10,000.00 
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Potomac Electric Pwr Co. 235,025.00 
Ralston-Purina Group 480,798.55 
Royal Dutch Pete Ca. 396,381.BO 
SEC COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 53,773.94 
St. Joe ~aper Co. 266,141.58 
Scana Corp. 265,650.00 
Robert Soule Reynolds, Inc. 0.00 
Schlumberger Ltd. 368,918.04 
Texaco, Inc. 331,887.50 
Texas Instruments, Inc. 472,680.00 
Texas Utilities 214,890.00 
UGI Corp. 239,350.00 
Union Pacific Resources, Inc. 381,885.57 
Utilicorp UTD Inc. 24.3,369.15 
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. 261,617.66 
Warner Lambert Co. 63,087.50 
Whitney Holding Corp. 92,000.00 
wrigley, Wm. Jr. CA. 354,4.90.00 
Xerox Corp. 102,466.67 
Sub-Total 25,808,065.99 
Total 51,365,567.47 
226,250.00 
412,500.00 
1,156,250.00 
505,500.00 
69'1,500.00 
245,625.00 
0.00 
1,071,000.00 
268,750.00 
480,000.00 
178,125.00 
216,250.00 
267,800.50 
216,750.00 
1,017,000.00 
488,437.50 
440,437.50 
307,250.00 
260,000.00 
59,935,166.22 
85.461,800.81 
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1. MAJOR EXH18ITIONS, WILUAMS GALLERY 
Exhibition Title: Tne Fabric of History: The Catron Industry in New Orb,os, H\35-1835
 
E."hibition Dates: May it-August 16, 1999
 
Exhibition Curator: John H, Gwrence, Pamela l\rcene~u:<, et al. (fHNOC)
 
Publications: Exhibition brochure and checklist; article in THNOC Quarlerry
 
Programming: Wednesday afternoon g:lUery talks; special prcsenmtions by st:lff or the United
 
States Department of l\gr.iculrure E:<pe.rimcntal St:ltion
 
Media: loc:\l radio and television segments (lnterviews with staff; public service announcerw~rs);
 
public service announCemencs on ill broadcast and cablecast outlets in the area; segrr,cnt produced
 
for hotel network television, targeting visitors to New Orle:1Ds
 
Exhibition tide: Romance & Re:1lity: ...-\merican Indians in 191A Century New Orleans 
Exhibition Dates: August 26-October 23, 1999 
Exhibition Curators: Dr. Daniel H. Usncr,Jr. (Cornell University) 
Publications: Exhibition brochure and checklist; article in THNOC Quarter!; 
Programming: Wednesday afternoon gallery talks; special rnl.ks for school groups; living h..istory 
demonstration by Grayhawk Perkins 
Media: local radio and television segments (interviews with staff, public service announcements); 
local newspaper coverage; public service announcements on all broadcast and cablecast outlets in 
the area; segment produced for hotel network television, targeting visitors to New OrLe:ms. 
Exhibition Title: Queen of the South: New Orle:ws in the Age of Thom:ls K. Wharton, 1853­
1862 
Exhibition Dates: November 2, 1999-May 27,2000 
Exhibition Curator: John H. Lawrence 
Publications: Exhibition brochure :Ind checklist; article in Tf-INOC Qllarlcr!r. edited publication of 
Wharton's journalQIIW/ ofthe Solltb: New Or/eal1J'in tberlgc oJTho7l1as K. l~hartoJl, 1853--1862; 30 
minute videompe of the same title. 
Programming: Wedneschy afternoon gallery talks; spccialseries of tnlks about the 18505 on the 
topics of: ltCchitccturc, growth of the city, yeilow fever epidemics, gardening, photogr:lphy, and 
African Americans in New Orleans 
Media: Multiple broadcasts of the 30-minute program referenced above in Publications on PBS 
affiliate \VYES-1V; local radio and television segments (interviews with stAff, public s~ce 
announcements); radio covernge from Jackson, Misssissippi; local newsp:lpcr covernge in feature 
articles; public service announcements on all broadcast md c:tb1ecast oudcts in the area; ~gmem 
produced for hate! network televisioo, t:lrgeci.ng visirors to New Orleaos_ 
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EXHlB1TIONS AT TOULOUSE STREET EXHLBITION GALLERY (722 TOULOUSE STREET) 
Exhibition Tide: LAk::jrrml 1AjJlf~: 150 Yean of'be 50/.flhem Ya,b, Club 
E.."(hibition Dates: April 21-July 20,1999 
Exhibition Curators: John H. Lawrence, Mary Lou Eichhorn 
Publications: Exhibition brochure and checklist; article in THNOC.QI/(1'lc0'Progt:unming: 
gallery presenmrioDs by SYC voluntecrs 
Media: local radio and television segments (mterviews with staff, public service announcements); 
local newspaper coverage in feature articles; public servlcc :mnouncemencs on rlll broadcast and 
cablecast outlets in the aIe:t. 
ExbJbition Title: HighiigMi1f!, fumtl DOllationJ"1M Tb~ Hilton. N~lv Or/emu Co/fed/Of( 
Exhibition Dates: December 12, 1999-iYlarc:h 31, 2000 
Exhibition Curators: Judith Bonner, Thercs:l.Lefevre, Ger,1ld Parout, Dr. Alfred Lemmon,John 
H. Lawrence 
Publica~ons: none (Ubds were used) 
Media:· ldC:ll newspaper coverage in feature articles 
EXHIBITIONS AT THE WILLIAMS RESEARCH CENTER 
Exhibition Title: Treasures from France 
Ex~ition pates: January 16, 1999--June 30, 1999 
Exhibition Curators: D 1'.. Alfred Lemmon; John H. L.'lwrence 
Publications: Exhibition brochure and checklist; story in THNOCQllarter!:; 
Programming: none 
Media: Newspaper calendar listing 
Exhibition Title: An Die Musik: German Singing Societies in New Orleans 
Exhibition Dates: July 7, 19<J9-jmuary 9, 2000 
Exhibition Curator. Dr. Alfred Lemmon 
Publications: E.'Chibition brochure and checkWt; article in THNOCQ,rartu!y 
Programming: none 
Media: Newspaper alend.u listing 
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Exhibition Title: Commerce would be very advnntngcous: The Iberville Prospectus 
Exhibition Daces: January 9, 2000-1'\priJ 8, 2000 
Exhibition Curators: John H. Lawrence; Dr. A1fred Lemmon 
Publications: Exhibition brochure anJ checklist; story in THNOCQlfarlu£y 
Progtamming: none 
Media: NewsfY.lper coverage 
JANUARY SThlPOSlUM 
The Pearl ofthe Antilles & the Crescent City: Historical Comzections between Ha-:.,ma and 
New Orleans. Presented:lt the Archivo Nacional de Cuba in Havana on April 9, 199 1 . -\ hy-long 
public pwgmm with talks by schoL-\rs addressing different historic:tl themes that link H:..' ~- ~a a::d 
New Orleans. Attendance: 100 people 
Note: The New Orleans presentation of this event ocurred in FY 1999. 
Louisiana & France: Journee d~Etude. Presented in New Orle:ll1s on January 23, 2000. A day­
long public progr:J.ffi with talks by six scholars addressing different historical them:'! tha.t explore 
French presence in Louisiana.. Attendance: 500 people 
TRAVELUNG EXHIBITIONS: Tr:J.veling exhibitions in /0/0 were not part of this year's activity, 
though loans to other msntunons of si.ngle or several objects occurred 
PRoGRAM9 OUTSIDE Of ExHIBITIONS: 
Public Lectures: CGire Bettag on researhing history in French Archives; Rich:ud Sexton speaking 
about plantations on the River Road; Riek Olivier speaking about Cajun and Zydeco musicians; 
William Greiner speaking about Louisiana Cemecenes 
Third Saturday Series: Monthly presentations February-November where a specific ropic is 
examined in light of THNOC's holdings in that Mea (e.g., Mardi Gras Collections, Battle of New 
Orl~s, etc.) 
Tennes~ee Williams Master Classes: Seminar3 that cover spe.cific aspects of the writer's and 
actor's craft. Co-sponsored with the Tennessee Williams and New Orleans Literary Festival and 
Southeastern Louisi:ul:l. University. Open to the public by admission. 
ElderhosteJ: Every Thurs6.y during the Spring and f'aU, tours are given to Elderhostel 
participants. (30-40 people per week). 
School Groups: Special COllIS were given to school groups from Louisiana and other states :It nO 
charge. 
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PUBLIC USE OFTHE FACIUTIES 
Resea-rch p:1trons :1t the Williams Research Center:.... . .. - " 5,329 
(3.196 in person; 2,133 through phone, mail, or c-m:ti.l) 
Visitors to changing exhibitions :lnd permanent collection ;<t ROY:l1 Street: __ 29,553 
LOCAL HOST FOR PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 
Louisiana Association of Museums (reception Eor colkagues n.t :mC1.u:ll meeting) (MJ.y. t 999) 
Photographic Preservation Workshop (oodcr :tuspice~ of Louisiana Assoc~1.tion of Museums) 
conducted by THNOC sraff membets John H. Lawrence and Mark Cave (february. 2000) 
Society of French Colonial Historians (receprion during conference) aune, 1999) 
Expenses: 54,240,857.00 
2. Kemper WillilllD1i Park 
The K~mper and Leila Williams Found.'uion provides financialll.SSisrance to oper::lre the Kemper 
Williams Park serving the residents of St. Mary Parish and the suuounding area. Construction and 
ope.r:ation of the park were provided Ear in the wills of Kemper and Leila Williams and accompli3hed 
thomgh an :lct of donation on July 26, 1978. Monies :ue paid semi-annually to the St. Mary Parish 
Police Jury, as the p;trk operator. 
Expenses; $6B.588.00 
3. The Kemper & Leila Williams Prize in Louisiana History: Awarded annually by the 
Louisiana Historical Associxtion at its yeady meeting, with funding and administration provided by 
THNOC. 2000 recipient for best work published in 1999 wn.s Dr.Gilbert C. Din, Fort Lewis 
University (retired) for the work Spalliards. Plollfm, aJld SIt.I£'eJ: Slouuy in SpmllIh Louisialla, f 763-f800 
(texas A&M Ucliversit'f Press) Cash awa.rd of$1,500.00 and a plaque. 
$1,500.00Expe.nses: 
4. No other contributions, grants, etc are made. 
-
- -
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Subj research request 
Date: 2122101 2:5648 PM Central Standard TIme 
From tcarboni@crt.state.la.us (Tamra Carboni) 
To 8 ubbers69@aol.com ('8ubbers69@aol.com') 
Dear Ms. 8rownlow, 
In response to your request for infonnation, we had 293.986 -.isitors in our 
buildings to see exhibits We count our annual museum audience, howel.€r, as 
all those people who attend the museum and who are ser\€d through outreach 
- including our website. Our total figure on museum audience for 1999 is 
2,789,172 I'm afraid I do not ha\€ a separate figure for you on 
researchers in the collections. 
Tamra Carboni 
Director of Curatorial Services 
Louisiana State Museum 
Headers -----------­
Retum-Path: <lcarboni@crtstale.la. us> 
Receil.ed from r1y-yc01mxaolcom (r1y-yc01.mail.aolcom [172.18149.33]) by air-yc05.mail.aol.com (v77J121) with 
ESMTP: Thu. 22 Feb 2001 1556:47 -D500 
Receil.€d from crt1.crt.statelaus (exchange.exchangecr!statelaus [204.196.189218]) by r1y-yc01.mx aolcom (v77_r1 21) 
with ESMT?, Thu, 22 Feb'2001 15:56: 19 -0500 
Receil.€d by exchangeexchangecrt.statela.us with Internet Mail Service (5.5265021) 
id <FAV61VTA,>: Thu, 22 Feb 2001 145425 -D600 
Message-IO <41B12686050B04119D3AOOC04F40470C08C088@lsm120419618949> 
From: Tamra Carboni <tcarboni@crt.state.la.us> 
To "'Bubbers69@aol.com'" <8ubbers69@aol.com> 
SUbject: research request 
Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2001 15:1040 -D600 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Intemet Mail SeNce (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type text/plain: 
charset="iso-8859-1 " 
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PRESS RELEASE 
The Historic New Orleans Collection announces the sixth annual WiUiams Reseillch 
Center Symposium, Bourbon Louisiana. Rejlections ofthe Spanish Enlighrenment, 
which will be held Saturday, January 20, 2001, in the Grand Ballroom of the Omni Royal 
Orleans. A program of the day's events, including speakers and topics, is attached. 
As a colony of Spain during the second half of the eighteenth century, Louisiana played 
an important role in international polltics. From 1776 until 1803, Spanish governmental 
policies in Louisiana were crucial to the interests of the newly formed United States. 
During these years, the Bourbon monarchs Carlos III and Carlos rv sponsored projects 
that saw a cultural flowering in Spain and in its colonies. Eight renowned experts 
representing institutions in the United States and Spain will give talks that portray the 
richness of Spanish influence in Louisiana. 
BankOne is a major sponsor of Bourbon Louisiana. Reflections of the Spanish
 
Enlightenment. Dorian M. Bennett, Inc., Delta Air Lines Inc., Patrimonio Naticonal, and
 
the University of Alcala, Spain, provided significant undenvriting for the symposium.
 
Additional support comes from the American Embassy in Madrid, the Consulate General
 
of Spain in New Orleans Associated Office Systems, Azby Foundation, BellSouth, the
 
law firm of Milling Benson Woodward, and Louisiana Binding Service. Discounted
 
parking provided by V-Park Systems, Ornni Royal Orleans, and Standard Parking.
 
Advance registration for the symposium (required by January 5, 2001), including
 
refreshment breaks and a late-afternoon reception, is $25.00. On-site registration is $30.
 
Student admission is 510.00 with a current ill card. Reduced rate parking \\iill be
 
available near the Omni Royal Orleans for those attending the symposium. A reservation
 
form is attached.
 
Bourbon Louisiana: Reflections ofthe Spanish Enlightenment will be repeated in Spain
 
at the end of March, 2001, at the Universidad de Alcala, outside of Madrid.
 
For additional information, please caU 504-598-717l.
 
The Historic New Orleans Collection is operated by the Kemper and Leila Williams
 
Foundation.
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THE HJSTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION 
Sixth Annual Williams Research Center Symposium 
Bourbon Louisiana: Retlections of the Spanish Enlightenment 
SATCRDA Y, J..\'\/(jARY 20, 2001 
8:00-8:30 a.m. Registration, coffte 
Grand Ballroom, Omni Royal Orleans 
8:30-9:00 Welcome and Introductions 
Mrs. William K. Chri::;tovich, President, Kemper & Leila Williams Foundation 
Priscilla Lawrence, Director, The Historic New Orleans Collection 
John Lawrence, The Historic New Orleans Collection 
Dr. Guillermo Nanez-Falcon, Tulane University, Moderator 
9:00-9:45 Louisiana Under Bourbon Spain: Commercial and Economic Policy, 1763-1803 
Dr. Ralph Lee Woodward, Jr., Texas Christian University 
9:50-10: 10 Perspectives on the Canary Islanders ofLouisiana 
Dr. Gilbert C.·Din, Fort Stewart College, Colorado (retired) 
10: 15-'1 0':35 The Spanish Plotfor the Independence of the United States 
Dr. Vicente Ribes, Universidad de Valencia 
10:40-11: 15 "This Vast and Restless Population ": Spanish Views on Anglo-Americans in the 
Mississippi Valley, 1763-1803 
Dr. Sylvia Hilton, Universidad Complutense, Madrid 
11:15-11:45 Questions/Commentary, 
Dr. Guillermo Nariez-Falcon 
II :45-1: 15 LUNCH on your own 
I: 15-1 :30 Sources for Spanish Louisiana History at the Williams Research Center 
Dr. Alfred E. Lemmon, The Historic New Orleans Center 
1:35-1 :55 Painting in Bourbon Spain, 1760-1800 
Dr. Leticia Ruiz, The Prado 
2:00-2:20 
Louisiana 
Jose Francisco Xavier S61a::ar y lvfendoza: Spanish Colonial Painter in 
Judith H. Bonner, The Historic New Orleans Collection 
2:25-3:00 Relations between Spain and the Early Republic ofthe United States 
Dr. Javier Morales, Conservador del Patrimonio Nacional 
3:00-3:30 Conclusions, Questions, Commentary 
Dr. Guillermo Nariez-Falcon 
4:00-6:00 Reception, Williams Research Center 
111 
VIDEOS AVAILABLE FOR VIEWING 
AT THE 
WILLIAMS RESEARCH CENTER 
DOCUMENTARIES 
Brothers in Art: Ellsworth and William Woodward and their Art in the South 
Queen of the South: New Orleans in the 1850s 
Third Saturday 
August 1999 - Neighborhoods 
September 1999 - Photographic Holdings 
October 1999 - Visual Arts 
Fe,bruary 2000 - Mardi Gras 
March 2000 - Sources for the study ofNew Orleans in the 1850s 
April 2000 - The Ursuline Library: acquisition, care) and access 
May 2000 - The French Quarter in Review 
June 2000 - New Orleans at War in the Twentieth Century 
July 2000 - Sources for Historic Preservation in New Orleans 
August 2000 - William Russell Jazz Collection as a Community Resource 
September 2000 - Sources for the Study of Women in New Orleans 
Special Lectures 
Research in France by Claire Bettag (August 7, 1999) 
.Spanish Language Church Records: A Workshop for Non-Spanish Speaking 
Genealogists (August 5, 2000) 
First Annual Bill Russell Lecture: Jelly Roll Morton by Michael White (April 13, 2000) 
Annual Symposiums 
1999 - Historical Connections between Havana and New Orleans, 3 pts (1/23/99) 
2000 - France and Louisiana: Joumee d'Etude, 3 pts (1/22JOO) 
----------------- ------------
---------------
-------------
--------------
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4x5 color transparencies are available for rental only for the y~rpose specified on the front of this form, and must be 
returned after four months ro the rt:storic New Orleans Collection. Upon their timely return in acceprable condition 
(see below), the $100 deposit will be refunded. Overdue renlals are aUlomatical1y billed for a four month e.xxension al 
an additional fee of 560.00. No reproduction, display, or transfer lo other persons or institutions is permitted. 
TRANSPARENCIES MAY NOT BE TAPED, SCRATCHED, TRlMMED, MARKED WITH CROPPING MARKS 
OR ALTERED IN ANY WAY. ANY DAl\1AGE TO A TRANSPARENCY WILL INCUR THE IMMEDIATE 
FORFEITURE OF THE 5100.00 DEPOSIT. THE BORROWER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR AJ.'IY DAMAGE CAUSED 
BY PRINTING AND/OR PRODUcnON STAFF. 
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1.	 A lctter of intent is required indicating whether for personal research. publication, exhibition, film, video, or slide 
show. Pleasc include project tille/author/publisher, periodical or production company/address/date of publication 
or airing. Please indicate whether for commercial or non-profil/educational use. Sce REPRODUCTION/ 
EXHIBmON FEES below. 
2.	 The Hisloric New Orleans Collection reserves the right to deny any of irs images for what is considered an
 
inappropriate usagc.
 
3.	 At the discretion of the Historic New Orleans Collection, pholoduplications of images known to be covered by 
copyright may be denicd. All responsibility for possible infringement of COpyrighl (Titlc 17, United Stales Code). 
laws of libe~ or literary property rights that may arise in the photoduplication and use of images is assumed by the 
applicant. 
4.	 Images are providcd for ONE TIME, SINGLE EDmON USE ONLY, and may undcr no circumslanees be used 
again or transferred lO othcr persons or institutions. 
5.	 CREDIT LINE MUST READ: The Historic New Orleans Collection, acces.sion no. . This should be juxtaposed 
to the image or keyed to the figure and/or page. For exhibition the credit line must appear neX1 to the image. 
6.	 THNOC must be providcd with one complimentary Q)py of the finished work.. 
7.	 A REPRODucnoN(EXHIBmON FEE of s..so.OO per image is charged for ODC time Don-profil use only... 
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10. Each image must be reproduced in an unaltered state, unless permission for dctail use is granled from the ~lonc 
Ncw Orlcans Collcction, in which case: thc word DETAIL must appear in thc crcdit line. At no time mayan lUlage 
be bled off the pagc, printed on colored stod:, colorized, or superimposcd with images or texI. 
11. The Historic New Orleans Collection reserves the right to require proofs for approval 
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FAMILY PP-.PERS A>"T' T:-:::
 
HISTORIC NEW ORLEA.:'iS COLL£CTIOl .
 
Family papers are a large par: of the hold· 
ings in the Manuscripts Division of the Hisi:oric 
~ew Orleans Collection, and they are invaluable 
for the insights they provide into life in ~ew 
Orleans during the nineteenth and the twem:eth 
centuries, In addition to the obvious g~nealogi­
cal uses for family papers, the collection in our 
holdings can provide the researcher with good 
sources for New Orleans and Southern SQcial 
and cultural history, the War of 1812, Civil War 
and Reconstruction, the iYlexican-Americ::m War, 
and many other economic, religious, intellectu­
al, and artistic topics. family papers are by 
nature diverse, $D, bffause of this diversity, thi! 
following manuscript collections have be-en de­
scribed with as much detail as space will permit. 
Registers and calendars exist for all collections 
designated by a manuscript number, e.g. ~lSS 
171. Several small collections of family papers 
are being processed, so that descriptions of them 
have not bet!n included in this list. However, 
they are available on a limited basis to Qualified 
researchers. None of the cataloged family papers 
have any restrictions to access. The Manusc:ipt3 
Division at TI-L.'l'OC is open from 10:00 A\-I un­
til 4: 30 PM, Tuesday through Saturday. 
MSS 57. VILLERE FA..\lILY PAPERS. 1819 - 1906. 
11 items. 
These papers of the Villere Family of Louisiana in­
clude accounts of the Rouer de Villeray or Villere 
Family in Canada and Europe, and histories of reo 
lated families in Louisiana and in Europe. Of special 
interest is the Family Record Book compiled by Alcee 
Joseph Villere, which contains copies of or-ginal stat­
istical records and documents concerning the Villeres 
and allied families. The collection also includes an 
official appointment by Jacques Villere signed during 
his tenure as Governor of Louisiana. The Manuscripts 
Division also houses two other collections of Villere 
Family interest. MSS 14, the JACQUES PHILIPPE 
VILLERE' PAPERS contains 106 items, dating from 
1813 . 1815. The collection consists of correspondence 
and official communications concerning the defense of 
New Orleans, 1813 - 1815, Material in the coUection 
also deals with the problems of providing arms and 
supplies to troop;, military roster reports, returns for 
provisions and receipts for priSoners of war. The 
ERL'l'EST CALISTE VILLERE' COLLECTION, MSS 
13, is composed of official appointments, commis­
sions, and correspondence by and pertainir.g to mem­
bers of the Duverge and Villere Families. Also included 
in the papers is genealogical material concerning the 
Duverge and Villere Families. 
h:SS 6~. ~~:::?.~==K F.:_~,lILY PAPE:RS. LG~-f1866­
13sa:-19~~. 35 ::ems. 
T~:s is a ccilec:ion of sCJ.tterC'd let:=r3 .. -p .rs. I-.()L::;c>_' 
hoid ollis, and recC'ipts of the Ed'N'.n T';)or.1as \!o;'C:-:I;:'~ 
Family of Jef:erson City, La., ne:l!' ~2'.': OrleJ.r... T:ou 
cQllection conw.ins Oa:hs of Alleg:a:-.::::> to the L>'\:t r' 
S;.~tes of America l1865). a Feder:l; ::;3Ido~ 1:::'15/­
and voter r=g:sl.r:ltio:1 for Ec".v:r. \le:-:-:':k. T~~ cO'i,'<:: 
~.':;:1 disc :nciudes Dilis ar,d r2cei~ts fer housef:cid 3.:-:c 
p-=!"~'Cr:J..i purchases. Let~ers of speci:d l:-:~e!'es: i~ t:1"~ 
:CJ.pers are those of F':lr.ces \Vjl:l.rG (13.s~·lS~51 :l:<C 
SClsar: B. Anthony (1885) to ;'vI,s. CdIoline \I=r.:c;..-.:. 
bci'-!cec. in the holdings of The Eis;:or:c New Orle3.~'; 
Co~e-::tion arC' ~IS.s 107 a:1.c \IS3 108, the EDWIS T. 
?\IERRICK RECONSTRUCTIO:\, ARTICLES. Tr,es. 
a::~c!e ciraf:s were w-ritte:l bv Louisiar.J. SClore::"e Ccur: 
Justice Edw;J1 Merrick, ane. dsc'..lsS cor.e.it;~ns iT: Louis­
ia.'1a c;::der the Recons"..r.lctior. r=gi~":1es of lS7-i - IS--'-5. 
:.\1S8 6.5 a....1d 99. GRlMA FA\IILY P.-\PERS. liS3 " 
1921. 458 items. 
MSS 65 dates from 1788 -181-1:, and consists of 14 
ilerr::s. These ite:ns include cC'r::..ried copies of baptiS­
mal records and prope~y transactior.s of the Grima 
Family of New Orleans an.d the related Fi.1iosa ar.d 
Montegut families. MSS 99 is composed of 44-10 items, 
dating from 1856 through 1921. The collection docu­
r::ler.ts the life of a Creole fac::lily in New Orle:L'1s dur­
ing a..'1d after t1:e Civil War. The oapers consist of Cllr­
responde:lce (1856-1888) among'memDers of the felL:, \ 
Grima Family in New Orlea.ns a.'1d EU!'ope. Also in­
cluded in the collection are lIl.Vitations and social mem­
orabilia (1859-1884), military papers (1862·1864), 
family succession documents (1878-1887) and some 
\.:.."ldated manuscript poetry. The majody of the Civil 
War letters were written by a Gri.ma son on duty in 
Viri_'1ia with the Washington Artillery of ~ ew Orleans. 
These two gl'oups of family papers are being inte­
grated into a large body of Gr.rna Family Papers re­
cently acquired by The Historic New Orleans Collec­
tion. The collection will consis<: of several thousand 
items, and, in many cases, missing pieces of corres­
pondence and important series of letter3 have been 
discovered. The papers will eventually document with 
great thoroughness the histories of the Grima, Clai­
borne, Villere, Montegut and Filiosa families in New 
Orleans well into the twentieth<entury. Most of the 
correspondence in all of these collections is in French. 
MSS 102. BUTLER FA.\1ILY PAPERS. 1773-1975. 
2034 items. 
These family papers center around the family of Ed­
ward George Washington Butler (1800-1888), the son 
of Col. Edward Butler, one of the "Five Fighting 
Butlers" of Revolutionary War fame. Edward GW. 
Butler was married to Frances Parke Le'Nis of Wood­
lawn Plantation, Virginia. She was the daughter of 
Eleanor Parke Custis and Lawrence Lewis of Wood-( 
lawn Plantation. E.G.W. Butler was made the ward of 
General Andrew Jackson after the death of his father. 
After graduation from the U.S, Military Academy at 
West Point Butler served in the U,S. /vmy as 2ne. 
Lieu'Cenant: 4th Artillery (1821), as Second on Topo­
; 15UPDA TE, Page 3 
""'\ grJ.phical Duty (1820-1923), as Aide c::e Car:1p to Bvt. 
) Major General Edmund Pendleton Gaines. and as Act· 
inS; Ass". Adjutant General, Eastern and Western De· 
partments, 1823 . 1831. Butler resigned from the 
Army on May 28,1831. During the years 1846·18"*1, 
Butler served as MJ.j. General in the Louisiana State 
:vtilitia. In 1847 he was reappointed to the L·.S. A,::ly, 
with the rank of Colonel, Third Dragoons. He served in 
the \-Iexican War, in command of the Disuict of the 
upper Rio Grande, from September, 1847 . ,June, 
18"*8. After his marriage, Butler lived in Loui:Ji;:,.na, 
where he owned and worked several plantations in the 
Iberville Parish area. His primary residence was Dun. 
boyne Plantation, Iberville Parish, La. He died in St. 
Louis, Missouri, in 1888. 
The Butler Family Papers consist of correspon· 
dence (1778-1972) between family members. inci:ld· 
ing letters from John Parke Custis to Georg~ \Vashing· 
ton, and from Andrew Jackson to various fal:lily me~· 
bers. Other letters include series of correspondence 
from Robert and Caroline [Butler] Beil of Louisiana, 
Richard Henry Lee, Eliza Butler Donelson, Winfield 
Scott, Edmund Pendleton Gaines, Andrew Jackson 
Donelson, Morgan Lewis, Lawrence Lewis, Eleanor 
Parke Custis Lewis, and many other correspondems. 
The Butler Family Papers also include papers of 
Andrew Hynes durJlg his tenure as Adjutant General 
of Tennessee, and those of the Tenness-ee Militia for 
\ the years 1812-1815. Papers of Edmund Pendleton 
} Gaines (1816-1832) are in the coUection. Edward G.W. 
Butler served with Gaines during the 1825 negotiations 
with the Creek Indians, and many of his notes and ob­
servations of these talks are to be found in the Butler 
Family Papers. 
The collection contains other Family Military 
Papers (1816-1861), Family Records (1803-1844), 
Property Documents from Iberville Pari5h, La. (1805· 
1861 I, Financial Records (1779-1896), and Photo­
graphs (1865-1941). Bound volumes include a House­
keeping Book kept by Eleanor Parke Custis Lewis 
11831·1835), a Record Book of the Third Dragoons 
118"* 7·18"*81. This book contains some miscellaneous 
encries made prior to 1847), and several plantation 
record books, account books, and journals. Printed 
\lilitary Orders, .-\cts and Registers (1815-1870) con· 
cerned with India:1 treaties, and western fran tier de­
'::enses cumplete the collection. 
\ISS 103, D'.-\UBERVILLE . BOULIG~Y FA..\1ILY 
PAPERS. 1618-1873; 1964. 189 items. 
This is a collection of correspondence (1733·1867), 
legal and military papers (1618-1860), and genealogi. 
c.al material relating to both the d 'Auberville and 
Bouligny families of Louisiana. The majority of the 
papers are land tenure .documents and succession 
settlemencs involving lands in and around Brest, France. 
Of srecial interest are the papers of Louis Charles Le 
)	 Senechal. Steur d 'Auherville. Royal Naval Ensign and 
head of the Company of Val1erenne in New France 
t 1688.1(96) clnd the papers of his son Vincent Guil· 
lau:ne Le St'ne<:hal, Sieur d'Auberville, [ntendent 
Commissary' ()f Louisiana (1752·1757). Some papers 
bell) n.;in~ to Francisco and Luis Bouligny, officers 0 f 
the ::":''clisiar.a Ir.far.try in the seC\'tce of Spain J.r~ :}~~o 
ir.c~~cied in the collection. Gene31o,,-:c:ll r.1a:e:-:J.[ J1 
the papers refers to the Petit de CC'.:lange, Drel.L'<. 
famJies. In fre:1ch and Spanish. 
?vfSS 135. W";.LTO~· GLE~~'Y F A...\IIL Y P.-\.PERS. 
1;355",\1860-1365)-1967. 292 ~te::1s. 
Th ese fam ily pape!'s consist 0 r generJ.1 a:-,d IT: ~LL1:,: 
cor.esponder.ce, journals. pr'.Otographs. broadside~, 
and o,~er printed m:lteriJ.1. The geneol cor:escon· 
der.ce (1855-1916), prim:u-ily cove!'s tr-.e per',od of the 
Civ] \Var, especially the OCC'.lp3.t!on or ~ew Orleans 
by Fecle!'J.1 troops, begiJ1ning i.r. 1862. The Civil War 
let"e!'s also docume:1t the par:icipation of the W::l:;--'­
ingwn Artillery of New Orlear,s in the V~.qinia theJ.t:-~ 
of war. \1os" of these lette!'s v,,'ere exchZ:.::~ed by C')~. 
James B. Walton, commanding the Washi:1gcon A~:..i· 
[ef)', and his daughter, Emma Walton Gle:1ny. Later 
letters examine the lives of t~e Walton and G'e:::-.y 
families during Reconstruction in )jew Orleans. 
O::1.e!' families which fisJIe prominently in he 
correspondence are the Day, Slocomb, and di Bra.zza 
fami.!.ies. The military correspondence (1846-1887), 
includes some printed orders and broadsides, aU deal­
ing ""i"h the Washi.ngton Anillery during the Mexican 
and Civil Wars. Correspondents include Gen~ P.G.T. 
Beaureg3Id, Judah P. Benjamin, Gen. James Lor.~­
street, -Duncan F. Kenne!', and \I./.~. Pe::dleton. T--:e 
collection also contains three items per:~:1ent :0 t:--.e 
Louisiana State Militia (1812\. Records of spec::a.i 
~terest in the collection are those docur::lenting tne 
atte:nDted confiscation of the \Valton home by F~d· 
eral t~oops (1862-1864). These records include a de­
tailed diary kept by Isabel Walton Waldo, who re­
corded the attempts to confiscate the Walton home. 
.\tSS 168. SCHAUMBURG - WRIGHT FA.\IIL Y 
PAPERS. 1800 - 1896. 53 items. 
These papers consist of correspondence, jOUr.lals, 
clippings. and genealogical notes of the \Vright a::.d 
Schaumourg families of New Orleans and St. Louis. 
\[0. Correspondents include Orleana Christy Wrig!;t 
Schaumburg, her husband, Charles Schaumburg, and 
her son, Wright Schaumburg. A series of letters fror.1 
Zachary Taylor at Bay St. Louis, Miss., to \1aj. Thom~ 
\Vright in New OrleJ.os (18:20-1821), discuss the ~,Ls· 
souri Compromise and personal matters. One leeter 
l1300), trom Manuel de Lanz.os, .\-10 bile, to Lie'.::. 
John \lcCleary, Commandant of Fort Stoddard, cis· 
cusses Indian unrest in the area due to deaths of b· 
dians at the hands of the Spanish. \Vright C. Schaur:1' 
Durg served in the Civil War under Generals Van Dom. 
E. Kirby Smith, and Dabney .\1aury, CSA, and COr.1· 
munications from all of these men are present in tr.e 
collection. A journal (1862) recounts Schaumburg's 
oarticipation in the Battle of Corinth. Corr~sponde::.ce 
~nd appointments, and a pass signed by .-\brana!":1 
Lincoln (1865), and post·Civil \Var letters to Scha\.:::1· 
ourg from J.B. Magruder, Kirby Smith. and \Vacie 
HamptOn are included in the papers. Wright Schaum· 
burg served in the Cuban Army and waS apPOlr.t~d 
Colonel in 1869. Miscellaneous items include a eulogy 
delivered upon the death of Bartholomew Schaumburg 
__u_p_=_'"_-_:=:_?_1_g_e_4 '--­
i:l lr;:,r~;), c.'-=! ~~'.~' IL,::ic3~ :--.::('5. ~-\.lsc ~nc.·",,:-= - >'1 :.~~e 
.. olc.:-',; 0'- the ~,la:1usc:-:pts Division_ \15':: 21. ~he 
BARTEOLO\:EW SCI-L~U~IBURG LEITER of J:ln. 
~5, 1315. I: this leeter to GenerJ...! James \Vilk~nsor.. 
Sc:'aumb~r; ::i~s.::r.bes in great dec;lU the Ba;::!e of New 
Orleans t;-::.;,;: took place below the city on Janua.r:; 8. 
l815. 
.\ISS 170. THE DY\IO:--"D FA\IIL Y PAPSRS. 13;:;3­
(1868·19:22)-1952. A~prox:maceiy 1300 items. 
Tnts co lec:lOn ce;.te,~ around the iar:1uy 0:- Jon.:l 
Dymond \ 1336-1922), bus;nessr:1:lr., sugar plante" 
J.:ld founde, of t;"e Louisiana Planter and Sugar .'.fan· 
ufacturer, whlch W:lS a publication designed to pro· 
mote the sugar one 0.dustry in Louis;ana. The per· 
sonal and family correspondence (1353-1952), pro­
vides tremendous in3ight into post-beUum planta­
tlOn life in South Louisiana. John Dymond was a 
norther:ler by birth, and he did not move South un­
til 1868, when the :-';ew York firm of Dymond and 
Lally acqu:.red Belair P~:1ntaeion in Plaquemines Pazish, 
La. A series of correspondence doc"clments the acquisi­
tlOn of the plantation by sheriff's sale in 1868. John 
Dymond was in the vanguard of the modernization of 
the sugar industry in Louisiana. With many of his 
r:eighbors in Plaquemines and surrounding parishes, he 
promoted research and implementation of many new 
agricultural methods. These papers chronicle the re­
birth of the sugar industry aner the Civil War, the 
s;:ruggle to maintain tariffs on suga: (1883-1888), the 
founding of the Louisiana Sugar Planter's Association, 
3Iid the establishment of The Sugar Experiment Sta­
tion in Audubon Park (1885). After John Dymond's 
death, his daughter, Florence Dymond, continued 
to edit the LDuisiana Planter and Sugar Manufacturer. 
The collection contains Miss Dymond's memoirs of 
her childhood on Belair Plantation, poetry, articles, 
and business correspondence, as well as many family 
and plantation photographs. The Dymond Family 
Papers also contain division books for Belair and Fair· 
view Plantations (1870-1902), newspaper clippings, 
programs, calling cards, and other ephemera. 
MSS 171. BOULIGNY - BALDWIN PAPERS. 1710­
1863· (1900 -). 186 items. 
These papers center around the family of Francisco 
Bouligny (1736-1800), who served the King of Spain 
in Louisiana from 1769 to 177-5, and again from 1777 
until 1800. Bouligny married Marie Louise Senechal 
d 'Auberville, daughter of Vincent Guillaume Ie Sene­
chal d'Auberville, Marine Commissioner of Louisiana. 
The collection consists of official and personal cor­
respondence, appointments, commissions and genea­
logical material. Included in the correspondence is a 
series of personal and officinlletters to Francisco Bou­
ligny from Baron de Carondelet (1793-1797). A docu­
ment of great importance to the collection is the 
"Memoria" by Francisco Bouligny, 'N!'itten in 1776 
as a report to the Spanish government on the state of 
affairs in Louisiana. The "~l('moria" presents informa­
tion on Louisiana's trade wayS to eliminate Britain's 
monopoly on trade, and the a~quisition of trade goods 
from France for consumption in Louisiana. The "Mem­
i 16 
oria" :~::;.s he~:-: ~'...lt:i.:;h'2d ir. ~:-::-:"l;j,tic, a~ LouisiJ. . 
1 - - 6 . - - . nJ. U f; : A \1emor:J. or r ,anCISCCl Boul..LeT;1\· I ~ ;0'.... iI,' . 
1 0--:- '-;:'0'-; • r ,.,.:~. r' .. C .. ~ :.. .' - _.,"J.:-,. ~ I. I, e~'L __ ana _rJ. ..~'~Le_;)~ . ",e._ C. Dlr. 1.1.' .. ", 
for'Narc by Jac~ D.I.... r.ol;r.es. . .... 
rvISS 179. TRI~T WOOD P.-\.?ERS. C3.. lS30-{ 1, 9G 
1915)-1953. 57..t :te:ns.
 
Tr-.is collec;:ior: of pace:-s was CO~Oil2C . Y Tris;: l,V"oo .
 
a notes Lou:s:ana poliucai c:u-:oor.,:s;:. 1:1 addit;o:1 :c
 
beU1 s i:1teres;:ec in art, Wood was 3,:; 3.c::cr:cDli3h~c cio.
 
giapr.e:- anc :'.istorian. He SP~:1[ G".3.r.y ':""aI5 ,::ofCloil:;.~
 
detail~d family his~cries, ar.d ~~C~ of ilis resp.~c:h i.
 
con:3.Lr.ed 'N1chi.n these papers. Tris;: '''-ood WJ.S tr..
 
edieor of Quartier Latin in pJ..r:s dL:r:r.i; the 1390's
 
a...'1d he wor~{ed as car:.oonis;: for the Tines-DemocrJ.t.
 
the Item, and finally, as ca.rcoonisc for :-1UPY P. Lon;!'::
 
newspaper, t::e American P:og!"ess. Tne collection co'n­

sis~s of correspondence (1830-19231 :::adp up of pee
 
sonal lette.::s between family oem oers, le ::ers wTiUe:1
 
to Trm Wood dur..ng his St."ly ir. Par~s 2:-'.d ~n London
 
(1897-1899). and some genealogical incuiries. Alar;=!",
 
se:-ies of letce.::s pertinent to Tris;: Wood's genealogical
 
research (1922·190.1:1) contains much ir.iormation on
 
the DuBourg, Trist, Bringier, and Taylor families, as
 
weU as information on Her.ni;:age and T~zc':lCO Planw­

bons. The collection includes several unpublished
 
manuscripts written by Tris: Wood: R~mtn.iscences,
 
1869-1882, an autobio~phy that cove:-s his early life
 
until the time he left New Orleans to go to Mexico
 
with his father, Rober: C. \Voce: ~he ~le:ccan Di.a....Y,
 
and another volume of Remini,s{:ences 'N;-o.ich rec:ords
 
his life through 1883. A leti:e, Dook datJ1g from 1901
 
contains incoming original lec::er:s and copies of out­

going letters. The rest of MSS 179 con3:sts of news­

paper clippings, misceUaneous personal material, and
 
drawings by Trist Wood.
 
MSS 180. THE TRIST F A.\1IL Y PAPERS. 1625 ·1952.
 
445 items.
 
This collection of family papers is enr.anced by the
 
presence of manuscript draft::; of The History of the
 
Trist Family by Trist Wood. The accor.lpanyi..n; ap­

pendix includes a group of letters copied a:1d annotated
 
by Trist Wood. Some of these letters were Mitten
 
during the Civil War by General Allen Thomas and
 
Myrthe Bringier Taylor, wife of General Richard Tay­

lor. Correspondence a: d family documents (1625­

1929), include letters exchanged between members of
 
the Trist and Bringier families, and offic~al documents
 
and correspondence relating to ~icholas P. Trist, ne·
 
gotiator of the treaty that ended the Mexican War. A
 
series of letters (1856), written by Hore Browse Trist
 
to his children, Browse, Bringier, and \Vdhelmine. doc­

ument life on Bowdon Plantation in Aseer-.sion Pansh,
 
La. H.B. Trist was the ward of Thomas Je:fersor., and
 
he married Rosella Bringier. Other materIal in the col­

lection includes pamphlets and articles re~arding :':ich- (
 
olas P. Trist's consular duties in nanna \1839-18-E),
 
copies of letters annotated by Trist Wood. and g::nea­

10gicJJ notes and correspondence. Daguerr'?otypesand
 
photographs of family membe,s are pres~nt In t:le5e
 
papers, as is a complete set of photo-enzravinf?;5 pro­

duced for Trist Wood's History of the Trist Family.
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~SS 181. BROU - RIVET F.A...\1ILY PAPER~. 1802 ­
h53. 325 items. 
'fhese papers are composed of correspondence, legal 
documents, financial records, pilOtographs, books, and 
genealogical material regarding the Brou Family of St. 
Charles Parish, La. and the Rivet Family of New Or­
leans. The correspondence (1841-1900), documents 
life on Pelican Plantation in St. Charles Parish. The 
lelSal documents (1835-1869), are plantation contracts, 
estate inverltories, acts of sale, and labor agreements. 
The financial records (1829-1872), consist of many 
bills, receipts, and steamboat freight bills. Books of 
note in the collection include the two-volume Frerlch 
dictionary, Dictionnaire L'Academie Francaise, pub­
lished in Paris in 1'/98. 
The Historic New Orleans Collection announces 
the availability of The VielL'( Carre Survey, by 
Florence M. Jumonville, a description of the 
preparation and a guide to the use of the major 
architectural study known as The Vieux Carre 
Survey. This recently published pamphlet sum­
marizes the type of research material to be 
found in the Survey, and suggests how it may be 
used to learn more about buildings and pieces of 
property in the historic Vieux Carre of New Or· 
leans. Complimentary copies of The Vieux Carre 
)	 Survey may be obtained from The Historic ~ew 
Orleans Collection Library, 533 Royal Street, 
New Orleans, La. 70130. 
MA."fUSCRIPTS UPDATE will be published on 
an occasional basis to inform interested persons 
about manuscript collections available for re­
search at The Histone New Orleans Collection. 
This publication is in keeping with our desire 
to nurture interest in our area and our heritage. 
We invite you to "isit the facilities, and to make 
inquiries by telephone or mail. 
Stanton M. Frazar 
Director; The Histone 
New Orleans Collection 
\
 
THE HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION
 
PUBLICATIONS
 
The Historic New Orleans Collection Monograph Series; 
Robert D, Bush, General Editor: 
Morgan, Cecil (comp.), The First C<:Jnstitution or the 
State of Louisiana. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 
University P:ess, 1975. $10.95« 
Laussat, Pierre Clement de, Memoirs or M:y Life. 
Translated from the French wi th an In troduction 
by Agnes Josephine Pastwa. Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 1978. $12.50-' 
Pitot, James, Observations on the Colony of 
Louisiana from 1796 to 1802. Translated from 
the French with an Introduction by Henry C. 
Pitot. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1979. $14.95'" 
Special Publications: 
Woodward, Ralph Lee, Jr. (ed.), Tribute to Don 
Bernardo de Galvez. Translated from the Spanish 
with an Introduction by Ralph Le1! Woodward, 
Jr. 1979. $14.95* 
Recent Publications: 
Foster, William Lovelace, Vicksburg: Southern 
City Under Siege. Edited with an Introduction 
by Kenneth Trist Urquhart. New Orleans: The 
Historic New Orleans Collection, 1980. S15.00* 
Villere, Sidney Louis, Jacques Pbilippe Villere, 
First Native Born Governor of Louisiana, 1816­
1820. New Orleans: The Historic New Orleans 
Collection, 1981. $10.00* 
Exhibition Publication: 
Boyd Cruise, 
Twentieth<entury New Orleans-artist. 1976. $20.00* 
Degrees of Discovery ­ From New World to 
New Orleans, Maps from the Sixteenth to the 
Twentieth-century. 1977. 
The World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial 
Exposition, by D. Clive Hardy. 1978. $ 2.50** 
Alfred R. Waud, Special Artist on Assignment, 
Profiles of American towns and cities, 1850·1880. 
1979. 
Crescent City Silver, 
Nineteenth<entury ~ew Orleans silver and silver· 
smiths. by Carey T. Mackie, H. Parrot Bacot, and 
Charles L. Mackie. 1980 $15.00* 
Charles Reinike. 
Louisiana watercolors from 1935-1952. 1981. $ 5.50** 
.*To order, include $1.50 for shipping, handling, and postage 
charges. 
"''''To order, include 75, for shipping.· handling, and postage 
charges. I 
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T.K. WHARTON
 
EXHIBIT EXTENDED
 
The exhibition Queen of the South: New 
Orleans in the Age ofT K. Wharton, 1853­
1862 showcases aspects of life and culture in 
New Orleans from a peak of economic suc­
cess to the cr3.Sh of the Civil War. The exhi­
bition, on view at the Historic New Orleans 
Collection, 533 Royal St., has been extended 
by popular demand through December 
2000. Thomas K. Wharton, an accomplished 
architect, arrived in New Orleans in 1845 and 
became superintendent of construction for 
the new Custom House on Canal Street. The 
exhibition explores the main themes constant 
in Wharton 'so j~umals. Through paintings, 
prints, drawings, photographs, maps, and 
artifacts the compelling story of the golden 
age of New Orleans is told. The Collection is 
sponsoring lectures on the city's past at 12:30 
p.m. throughout November in the Counting 
House. New Orleans As It Was: The 1850s 
includes: Lafayette Cemetery i, Mary Louise 
Christovich - November 1; Presentation 
Silver Services. H. Parrott Bacot - Novem­
ber 9; The St. Charles and St. Louis Hotels. 
Henry Krotzer - November 15. 523-4662 
HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION-This trMe
 
of IO~JI hi~IQrH.: treasures (e:lturc:S "rc\.' t'xhlblt . Open
 
Tu~.-SJt., 10 Jm--I:30 pm. Tht.' Louisiana HI5to~· GJI­

lerie50 art" housed in Merieult House. drcJ 1792. l;U1JcJ
 
tours of the \v'illiams Residence J.re )4 ( 10 ,inti 11 Jm. ~
 
ano 3 pm), 533 Ro~'al St.. 5:3-4662, ''''''',hnocurs 05
 
The Historic New Orleans Collection 
533 Royal St. Louisiana's past comes alive 
when you visit our galleries. Showcased in the 
1792 Merieult House are rare documents, maps 
and works of art which highlight the state's 
exciting and often turbulent history. 
Tours Tuesday-Saturday, 10 am-4:30 pm. 
Admission $4.00 per person. info 523-4662. 
Now thru December
 
Queen of the South, New Orleans in the 1850's,
 
Williams Gallery, free.
 
December IS-March 15
 
Tierras Pealenges: Land Grants in Spanish
 
Colonial Louisiana. 10 am-4:30 pm, Tues.­

Sat., Williams Research Center. 410 Chartres
 
St., free.
 
Wednesdays
 
Midday gallery talks, free.
 
Left. A promotional advertisement for a TIINOC exhibition as displayed on page 39 in the 
November 2000 edition of Preservation in Print, 27 (9). 
Right, top. A small promotional piece from page 19 in the November 2000 issue of Where 
Maga=ine. 
Right, bottom. A listing from the back page of a December 2000 brochure for the Overture to 
the Cultural Season: An Umbrella Organi=ation to the Arts. 
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TO: Alfred Lemmon, Priscilla Lawrence 
FROM: Jason Wiese 
DATE Tuesday, September 5, 2000 
SUBJECT THNOC Historic Districts Survey 
INTRODUCTION. I have been asked to undertake the design ofa proposed survey of 
historic New Orleans neighborhoods other than the French Quarter, for which such a 
survey already exists (the heavily-used Vieux Carre Survey). Accordingly, I have 
embarked on the initial phase of this project, which is to be focused on two particular 
historic districts: Treme and Central City Since the form of the survey wil] be dictated, 
to a certain extent, by the nature of the materials included, I am starting by compiling lists 
of relevant resources that bear on the historical development of these two neighborhoods. 
Examples of some of these resources follow below· 
• Lawyers Title [nsuranee Corp. Files Jnd Transcnplion Record Books 
• Segllers Survey Files 
• Palatou Real Estate Appraisal Files 
• Microfilm from the City's Notarial Archives 
• Mss 295. Treme Family Papers. 1827-1 X69 
• Mss 91-86-L Plan of 122 lots situated in Suburb Tremc 
• Mss 97-56-L 1AF Associates Urban PiJnning ConsultJnts. Records. 1973-1995 
• Charles Franck Photographs 
• Christovich/NeH' Orleans ...J.rchileclure working p<lpers 
Maps, plans, surveys and other records will be used as appropriate. 
DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The proposed survey, or surveys, will be specialized 
compilations of printed and manuscript materials from the Historic New Orleans 
Collection and other sources that relate to various historic districts in New Orleans, other 
than the Vieux Carre. The focus will be on architectural features and significance, but 
other kinds of information will be included (for example, chains of title and successions 
will be useful for social and genealogical research). Once compiled, these surveys will 
be made available to the public in order to enhance awareness of these unique and 
endangered neighborhoods and the irreplaceable architecture they contain. 
SCOPE AND ARRANGEMENT The pilot phase of the project will be primarily 
concerned with the design of the survey, and will focus only on two defined municipal 
squares: one in Faubourg Treme, and the other in Central City The completed surveys 
will cover each defined district in its entirety, and will be arranged according to 
municipal district and square numbers, roughly following the arrangement of the Vieux 
Carre Slirvey. Throughout the initial phase, I am keeping records of time expenditure, so 
that we will have an accurate sense of the time and staff resources that will be necessary 
to compile complete surveys for these districts 
DESIGN. The finished surveys, by which I mean the end product that brings together 
the various resources that bear on these neighborhoods, will very likely be electronic in 
form. There will also be a printed version housed in binders, similar to the Vieux Carre 
Survey, for people who prefer that format, but my initial impression is that the diverse 
Hi:,toric Districts S{(/TCY Project, 123 
nature of resources to be included would be better represented in digital form. Not only 
would such a format be easier to store and make available to the public, it would also be 
stable and relatively easy to maintain. The data and images would be input into a 
database (either MS Access or Minisys), and would be indexed and retrievable by 
municipal district and square numbering (the system used by the city's Notarial Archive) 
The interface I have in mind would be very much like a \Neb page, \vith interactive maps 
and "hyperlinks" such as would be found on the Internet. I have learned that THi'iOCs 
Systems Department is beginning to design a digital version of the YCS, and it seems to 
me that the same design could 'be used for the Treme and Central City surveys I have 
already contacted Chuck Patch and Carol Bartels to express my interest and willingness 
to hel:p in the design phase for the digital YCS, if it can be adapted for use in the other 
surveys 
CURRE:\'T STATUS OF PROJECT In addition to consulting with staff from various 
collection areas (curatorial, library, and manuscripts), I have begun work on the huge 
volume of information contained in the Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation materials 
Frances Salvaggio and intern Stephanie Brownlow are helping me to rearrange the 
Central City and Esplanade Ridge LTIC tiles into district and square order. ~fr. Walker 
very generously met with me to explain LTIC s organization of transcript records 
contained in many large volumes currently stored in the warehouse vault. These 
materials are extremely valuable in that LTICs researchers have already combed through 
the Conveyance Office volumes to cite transactions in each municipal square throughout 
the city These transactions date back to the early 19th century and ear'lier. Due to the 
peculiar arrangement of these volumes, it will be necessary to construct an index to 
convert LTIC district and square numbering to the system put in place by D'Hemecourt. 
which is still used today; I have already created an Access database to serve as the index. 
At the WRC, Ann Sale is going through the Pa1etou Appraisal Files and noting the 
appraisals for properties in Treme and Central City. I expect to be finished with this 
initial phase by late September, at which time I can begin working on the design and 
layout of the physical and digital end products 
, "
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THE HISTORIC f'JE\\' ORLEAl"'l: COLLECTION 
K E M PER AND LEI L A ~. ILL I A ~l:: F 0 U N [) ,-\ T I 0 ~J 
W ILL l ..\ ~\ S RES EAR C H C E N T E R
 
410 CHARTRES STREET • NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA ~2lJ0-2102 • (504) 598-7l7l
 
ORAL HISTORY RELEASE FOR"I 
I, 
hereby give to the Histone New Orleans CoUection, for such scholarly and educational uses as 
the staff shall determine, the following tape-intervlew(s) recorded on f; Jk',tl 0,- /~ ~LL.!q 
r -' 
and subsequent transcriptions thereof, as an unrestricted gift, and transfer to the Historic 
New Orleans ColJection legal title and all literary property rights including copyright. This 
gift does not preclude any use that we ourselves may wish to make of the information in the 
recordings. . 
Street 
/ l' ,,/f ,/A;~ [/'ioUr 11) ill -ru I } '1 
City, State, Zip 7 
lUi;<, y, !6, 2Iri 
Accepted for the Historic New Orleans Collection by 
Subject ofinterview: ~(L;e.:::::..._v'\'_+L_\'__'-...... _(I-f'l~~~I~v~~ex....-:.::::::... 
loUISIANA HISTORY GALLERIES • WILLIAMS GALLERY' DIRECTOR'S OmCE • PuBLICATIONS' SHOP' WILLIAMS RESIDENCE 
533 ROYAL STREET • NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70130-2179 • (504) 523-4662 
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THE HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION 
KEMPER AND LElLA WILLIAMS FOUNDATION 
WILLIAMS RESEARCH CENTER 
410 CHARTRES STREET· NEW ORLEANS. LOUIS[ANA 70130-2 [02 • (504) 59 [·7 [71 
ORAL HISTORY RELEASE FOR"I 
hereby give to the Historic New Orleans Collection, for such scholarly and educational uses as 
the staff shall determine, the following tape-interview(s) recorded on -fer Itm W ? ~ ). ~Op 
and subsequent transcriptions thereof, as an umestricted gift, and transfer to the Historic 
New Orleans Collection legal title and all literary property rights including copyright. This 
gift does not preclude any use that we ourselves may wish to make of the information in the 
recordings.. 
sJ~)fee,n i 1.- :Ii"".J ~ l~ 
Name ( ed) 
&Od.,) CANAL ]5j.V.D 
Street 
Accepted for the Historic New Orleans Collection by 
MUSEUM • RESEARC11 CENTER • PUBLlSIIER . 
'H 3 ROYAL STREET NEW OI'LEANS. LUUISlANA 70130·217') (SO·+) c;n·4cl(>1 
I hI 1
 
THlE H~ ,1'O~ 
THE KEMPER 
) )) ROYil! SII"£'1'I 
~((', N :2:~v"" (1=9~~~: rEA J\J~ COlLIEC~ ON 
AND LEILA WILLIAMS FOUNDATION 
• .\·c;:' Or!t.! II,\', J,"lIi'JdIIII ~() J)I) • '(chpJ''''I'': )().j-) ~ )-H;r,Z 
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RECEIPT 
Date: 
The object(s) summarized below has (have) been received by The Historic New Orleans Collection as Loan(s) under the 
conditions printed on the reverse of this receipt. 
From: Telephone: 
Via:
 
For: Gift consideration __ Purchase consideration __ (PENDING ACQUIS TION APPROVAL BY BOARD OF DIRECTORS)
 
For: Exhibition: Period of loan: _
 
Other
 
Received by: 
Description Insurance 
Value 
The object(s) summarized above has (have) been deposited under the conditions stated on the reverse, 
Signed 
Title --------- Date --_ 
PLEASE RETURN WHITE ORIGINAL to the Registrar, The Historic New Orleans Collection. Retain yellow copy. 
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CONDITIONS GOVERNING LOANS TO 
THE HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION 
1.	 CARE: The Historic New Orleans Collection (hereafter 
"The Collection") will exercise the same care of loans 
as it does in the safekeeping of its own property 
EVidence of damage or deterioration at the time of 
receipt or while in The Collection's cus~od/ Will be 
reported immediately to the le,lder. 
It is understood that The Collection will not clear;, restore 
or otherwise alter the loan without the consent of the 
lender 
The Collection assumes the right. unless specifically 
denied by the lender, to examine the loan by all modern 
photographic means available. Information thus 
gathered will not be published without tr,e written con­
sent of the lender. 
The lender certifies that the loan is in such condition as 
to withstand ordinary strains of packing and transporta­
tion. 
2.	 PERIOD OF LOAN: Unless other arrangements between 
the lender and The Collection have been agreed to in 
writing, the loan will remain in the POssession of The Col­
lection for the time specified on the face of this receipt, 
but may be withdrawn from exhibition and placed in 
secured storage at any time by The Collection. 
The loan will be re'urned to the owner or lender or to his 
duly authorized agent or representative at the address 
.. 
stated on the face of this receipt, unless The Collection 
is notified in writing to the contrary. If the legal Owner­
ship should change during the period of the loan 
whether by reason of death, sale, insolvency, gift 0; 
otherwise, the new owner will, prior to its return, be re­
quired to establish his legal right of ownership by proof 
satisfactory to The Collection. 
3.	 INSURANCE: Objects lent to The Collection at its request 
will be insured by The Collection under its fine arts policy 
against all ordinary risks in transit and while in its 
possession. The Collection will insure invited loans at 
the valuation requested by the lender, which request 
must be made in writing. 
If the lender elects to maintain his own insurance, The 
Collection must be supplied with a certificate of in­
surance naming The Collection as an additional assured 
with respect to the loan, or a waiver of subrogation 
against The Collection. The Collection can accept no 
responsibility for any error or deficiency in information 
furnished by the lender's insurers or for lapses in 
coverage. 
4.	 VALUES: Any valuation or prices shown on the face of 
this receipt are those stated by the lender and not to be 
construed as appraisals by The Collection. 
5.	 Any attributions, descriptions, and count given by the 
lender are subject to verification by The Collection. 
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An invitation to TIfNOC's year 2000 Donor Tea. The event recognizes those persons whom 
contributed time, money, and items to The Collection during the past year. 
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February 3, 2001 
6-7 Auction Preview Lupin Foundation 
Gallery 
7-8 Robert Hughes Warehouse II 
8-9 Dinner 
9 -10 Auction 
10 Tribute toWalda 
and Sydney Besthoff 
10:15 Auction payment/
artwork pick up 
First Floor 
Gallery 
Throughout the evening: 
, ' Video Memories Freeport-McMoRan 
Theater 
Leave your Legacy: 
The CAC invites you to share your memories in writing in the 
guest book located in the First Floor Gallery or on video with 
the videographers throughout the evening. 
Cuisine by JOEL 
FIRST COURSE 
Hickory Smoked Brown Sugar Shrimp 
Nestled in a fresh vegetable salad garnished with candied pecans and drizzled 
with a pomegranate orange vinaigrette 
Beaulieu Vinryards CameroJ Charchnnay 1999 
A TRl6 OF NUTS 
Spiced pecans, honey glazed walnuts and curried pistachios 
ENTREE 
Veal Ribeye _ 
Resting upon chevre polenta garrushed with a fresh arcichoke, cherry tomato and 
basil saute 
Beaulieu Vineyards Napa Zinfandel 1999 
DESSERT 
Dark Chocolate Rocked Cinnamon Bavarian Cone 
A cinnamon Bavarian cone sprayed with dark chocolate and adorned with white 
and dark chocolate tuiles, chocolate chip whipped cream and a clear caramel 
sauce 
Domaine Steo Michelle 
Cuvee Brut, Columbia Valley Sparkling Wine 
New Orleans Style Coffee and Chicory 
Regular and Decaffeinated ' 
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~ ~ ~ f 134 ~ CAC pins by Thomas Mann, t-shirts by Steve St. i_o 
~ Germain and signed books by Robert Hu~hes ~o 
~ available for purchase in the First Floor Galleries. ~ 
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E~ ~! T~a,nk you to our special friends: ~ 
} Aggreko/Todd Hastings i 
1 Jacqueline Bishop ~ 
J Blake Boyd i 
I E. John Bullard ~:::ot Robin Chambless ~ 
~ CAC25 Auction Committee ~~::_oj CAC25 Gala Committee ~ 
-._g'_­ CAC Development Staff for archival research j CAC Staff and Volunteers ! 
~ Melanie Dunn a 
~ Eskew + Architects/Julie Charvat f 
I~ Flowers by John Kent i 31 HNOC/Mark Cave & Stephanie Brownlow i 
::: Karl Hofmann ~ 
i Michael Plante e: 
~",,;:Uc Pottery Barn/Chet Pourciau l 
:: Armen Sevada ~ ~ Andrew Wade Smith ! 
0­
~ David Stout f=.. 
~",,:::l~ Gigi Turner ~o~· 
-= Wisznia Architects/Dan Weiner ­
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~ A special thank you to Wayne Amedee and Clifton Webb f 
~ for their sculpture, Token, mixed media, created in honor of f 
~ the Besthoffs and presented to them on this occasion. ~ 
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~ ~ 
Jo ~ 
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January 27, 200 I 
Stephanie Brownlow 
6025 Canal Blvd. 
New Orleans, LA 70124 
Dear Stephanie, 
On behalf of the Contemporary Arts Center, we would like to present you with a Family 
membership to thank you for all your hard work at the Historic New Orleans Collection with 
the CAC archives. 
Enclosed .is. your membership card, which entitles you to free admission to visual arts 
exhibitions, opening receptions and discounted music, theater and performing arts tickets for 
two adults or a family. You'll also receive a bimonthly calendar in the mail, informing you of the 
visual arts, music, theater, and children's education programs going on at the CAe. 
We hope that you enjoy your membership. We have many exciting events and exhibitions 
coming up and look forward to seeing you at the Center soon! Thanks again and please call 
either of us at 528-3805 should you have any questions. 
Sincerely, 
Jay Weigel Luisa Adelfio 
Executive Director Associate Director of Development 
JW/ds 
900 CAMP STREET 
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70130 TELE 504 528 3805 FAX 504 528 3828 
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VITA 
Stephanie Brownlow received her Bachelor of Arts in Cultural Resources Management 
from Southeastern Louisiana University at Hammond and will receive her Master of Arts in Arts 
Administration in May of2001 from the University of New Orleans. She has worked with both 
for profit and nonprofit arts and cultural organizations including Louisiana Nature Center, 
Bourbon Street Gallery, and the Public Broadcasting System affiliate WYES Television Channel 
12. She also continues her work as a visual artist, adding to her present resume of commissioned 
works by the Louisiana Nature Center's Planetariwn Department, Seven Realms Publishing 
Company, and various private patrons. 
